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Abstract
As commercial and personal unmanned aircraft gain popularity and begin to account for 

more traffic in the sky, the reliability and integrity of their flight controllers becomes increas-

ingly important.  As these aircraft get larger and start operating over longer distances and 

at higher altitude they will start to interact with other controlled air traffic and the risk of a 

failure in the control system becomes much more severe.

As any engineer who has investigated any space bound technology will know, digital sys-

tems do not always behave exactly as they are supposed to.  This can be attributed to the 

effects of high energy particles in the atmosphere that can deposit energy randomly through-

out a digital circuit.  These single event effects are capable of producing transient logic levels 

and altering the state of registers in a circuit, corrupting data and possibly leading to a failure 

of the flight controller.  These effects become more common as altitude increases, as well as 

with the increase of registers in a digital system.

High integrity flight controllers also require more development effort to show that they meet 

the required standard.  Formal methods can be used to verify digital systems and prove that 

they meet certain specifications.  For traditional software systems that perform many tasks 

on shared computational resources, formal methods can be quite difficult if not impossible 

to implement.  The use of discrete logic controllers in the form of FPGAs greatly simplifies 

multitasking by removing the need for shared resources.  This simplicity allows formal meth-

ods to be applied during the development of the flight control algorithms & device drivers.

In this thesis we propose and demonstrate a flight controller implemented entirely within 

an FPGA to investigate the differences and difficulties when compared with traditional CPU 

software implementations.  We go further to provide examples of formal verifications of 

specific parts of the flight control firmware to demonstrate the ease with which this can be 

achieved.  We also make efforts to protect the flight controller from the effects of radiation 

at higher altitudes using both passive hardware design and active register transfer level algo-

rithms.
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1Introduction

Introduction
Avionic systems are required to be exceptionally reliable as their failure can result in signifi-

cant damage to or loss of an aircraft, loss of capabilities in a higher level system and even 

loss of human life.  System reliability is generally defined with regard to a mean time to fail-

ure.  The fly-by-wire control system of the Boeing 777 [1] requires the probability of failure 

for each component to be less than 10-10 per flight hour.  This level of reliability is achieved 

through use of proper architectural design, redundancy involving dissimilar implementations 

as well as rigorous testing and verification.

With the advent of small, commercially operated or even personal unmanned aircraft, a 

new generation of flight controllers has emerged which are capable of piloting aircraft while 

being constructed of cheap COTS parts that are available to unaffiliated individuals.  These 

devices are typically the result of academic research or open source community efforts and 

are not expected to reach the same level of reliability as commercial or military grade avionics 

deployed on full scale aircraft.  In addition, the smaller airframes used for unmanned aircraft 

may not support the size, weight or power requirements for redundant avionics components, 

greatly increasing the reliability requirements of an individual device.

Despite the shortcomings of common commercial avionics, their responsibility for the safe-

ty of the aircraft, the operator, nearby property and people, sees no reduction.  Given the 

potential number of these aircraft operating in civilised airspace in the near future, often by 

untrained operators, it can be argued that the required reliability of these devices is signifi-

cantly increased to achieve the same safety outcomes.

There are a number of fault sources that can cause avionics components to fail including 

hardware faults, programming errors, and Single Event Effects (SEEs) cause by high energy 

particles corrupting digital storage.  While an aircraft is a large and complex system consist-

ing of many electrical, mechanical and software components, each of which contributes to 

the aircraft’s mean time to failure, this thesis will focus on the software & firmware compo-

nents.

The expected reliability of software within an airborne system is prescribed in standards 

such as DO-178C [2] which details the required software development life cycle stages and 

artefacts that can provide verification of the software with respect to the standard.  The end 
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result of such a certification being confidence that the software artefacts implement specific 

requirements, only those requirements, and that the mean time to failure is satisfactorily 

large.  Similarly, DO-254 [3] provides standard practices for the verification of hardware in 

airborne systems.  Within this thesis the term firmware will be used to refer to computational 

logic implemented within a programmable logic device, while hardware will refer to the 

physical devices on which that logic operates, as well the peripheral devices and supporting 

components that make up hardware devices.  Software will refer to implementations that are 

executed on a CPU or microcontroller.

Software systems have traditionally been preferred by developers for their flexibility and rich 

environment of tools and knowledge.   While capable software compilers and processors to 

execute the results have been widely available for many decades, PLDs, FPGAs and ASICs 

have either been too simplistic to compete with the potential scale of a software system, or 

far too cumbersome for developers to work with.  However, in the last 20 years vendors have 

brought commercially available FPGAs to market at a scale that can implement a complete 

autopilot as well as the tools to develop for them.  I aim to show that an autopilot can be 

implemented without any software components, and that the firmware components of this 

device can be formally verified.  This device should be capable of autonomously piloting a 

fixed wing aircraft to follow prescribed waypoints without human interaction.

I propose an hardware design that is centred around an FPGA, to provide a device that 

can be formally verified and provides mitigation against SEEs.  All peripheral drivers, state 

estimation and navigation algorithms, actuator control and even communications will be 

implemented within the FPGA.  I will cover the requirements of the devices and physical 

hardware design in detail, albeit similar to most other commercial autopilots.  Once the hard-

ware platform is established, a detailed design of the firmware components will be provided 

to demonstrate the complete system.  From this firmware design, a few key constructs (such 

as counters, finite state machines etc.) will be used as examples for formal verification tech-

niques.  I will also provide techniques and algorithms for the radiation hardening of firmware 

components.
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Firmware Verification
With the goal of verifying the behaviour of the software and firmware components, develop-

ers will typically resort to unit tests which exercise components in isolation with the intention 

of verifying them against their specification.  This requires the unit tests themselves to prove 

confidence that they cover all significant fault paths identified in the implementation and 

that they themselves are correct.  It is often very difficult, or even impossible to provide unit 

tests that exhaustively test a given component.  Another approach is to apply some form of 

formal methods to the components in which formal proofs can be formed showing various 

assertions on a model representation of the component.  This potentially provides exhaustive 

reasoning that a component behaves correctly for all combinations of inputs and their timing.  

Applying formal methods to a design requires skills are that are not typically found in an 

industrial software/firmware development team.  The process of mapping an implementation 

to a formal specification manually can be quite a cumbersome and error prone process.  There 

has been some effort to generate behavioural implementations automatically from formal 

specifications [4] but is yet to be widely adopted.

Certification against DO-178C and DO-254 requires that both the software & firmware 

components and the hardware devices they are executing on have been verified with respect 

to their specifications and that those specifications are valid with respect to the airborne sys-

tem.  While these two standards allow certification credit for the use of COTS parts, modern 

processors and operating system make formally verifying software components very difficult.  

While a COTS processor itself may have formal verification of its behaviour, features such as 

out of order execution, caching & virtual memory, simultaneous multithreading and single 

instruction multiple data cycles, all in the presence of asynchronous interrupts significantly 

increases the complexity of formally verifying even a simple software component.

In contrast, formal verification of firmware components is much simpler.  The component 

implementation is typically translated into a formal language such as first order logic [5] or 

metric temporal logic [6] to provide a model.  A number of assumptions providing the specifi-

cation of the component’s inputs are provided as well as the required properties of its outputs.  

These properties can then be proved or disproved by an automated theorem prover [7] [8] [9] 

[10], or even by hand in some cases, to provide a verification of the firmware component’s be-

haviour.  As firmware components within an FPGA exist on their own dedicated silicon with 
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no shared resources and well defined interfaces, these models remain as simple specifications 

of the component and only the component.

Of course the physical implementation is itself subject to verification with regard to logical 

correctness and physical timing.  As these are typically COTS parts, vendor tools ensure a 

particular design behaves correctly on a specific device, providing the developer with timing 

and routing reports.  It is left as the vendor’s responsibility to ensure these tools are correct, 

and the resulting design performs as specified by the user/designer.

Single Event Effects
While formal verification provides confidence in the logical implementation of a digital sys-

tem, there are phenomena that can affect the behaviour of such a system beyond the scope 

of verification.  Assuming that a design is deployed within appropriate conditions such as 

temperature and clock frequency, it may still be affected by high enery particles originating 

externally which may cause transient signal levels, toggle register values, or even damage 

components [11] [12] [13] [14].  These effects are collectively known as Single Event Effects 

(SEEs) and can be described in three main categories:  Single Event Transients (SETs), Single 

Event Upsets (SEUs) and Single Event Functional Interrupts (SEFIs) [15].  While SEEs are 

only a minor concern for a single device at sea level, their frequency significantly increases 

with altitude & latitude [16] such that designers of airborne system must provide mitigation 

to maintain system reliability.  Increases in the density of SRAM elements within digital 

circuits, smaller fabrication processes and lowering operating voltages also contribute to the 

increased sensitivity of these devices to SEEs.

The fundamental cause of any SEE begins as an SET; a particle impacts a digital circuit 

with enough energy to cause a significant transient signal somewhere within the design [17].  

Where this SET occurs, its amplitude and its duration all combine to determine the effect it 

will have on the system.  For example, if an SET occurs on an asynchronous signal such as 

an interrupt or reset, these could be triggered erroneously; if an SET were to occur on a syn-

chronous data signal within the required window of its clock edge, erroneous data could be 

latched into the register; and if a significant SET occurs within the transistors of a Flip-Flop 

(FF) it could actually toggle the state of the FF resulting in an SEU.
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A Single Event Upset occurs when an SET affects part of a circuit involving a memory ele-

ment (such as SRAM or a FF) resulting in the corruption of the data element.  Single Event 

Upsets are arguably the most significant concern for designers given they are an erroneous 

state of a memory element by definition, and without mitigation they are likely to be persis-

tent, feeding errors downstream far beyond the SET that originally caused it.

Single Event Functional Interrupts are a special case of SEU that affect the behaviour of the 

digital design rather than just corrupting data.  These are most notable on SRAM FPGAs in 

which the behaviour of the design is stored in many SRAM elements including the routing 

switches, LUT implementations and configuration of more complex components within the 

device.  An SEU occuring on any of these elements will persistently alter the behaviour of the 

design potentially even in circuits designed to otherwise detect errors.

Radiation Hardening
Many techniques have been developed to harden digital designs to mitigate SEEs and they 

all boil down to redundency;  maintaining several copies of a design module with the same 

inputs and running them in parallel.  By comparing the outputs of redundant copies errors 

can be detected and potentially corrected.  Redundancy can be implemented spacially by 

simple duplication, or temporally by performing the same operation multiple times.  Harden-

ing techniques can be implemented at different layers within the design process, starting with 

direct hardware hardening, injecting hardening circuits into user designs during compilation/

synthesis, or included by the designer explicitly.

The most common technique in radiation hardening, be it at the hardware or synthesis or 

design level, is Triple Modular Redundency (TMR) [18].  This simply involves maintain-

ing three seperate copies of the module to be hardened and providing a voting algorithm to 

detirmine the correct output.  While this concept seems quite simple, its practical implemen-

tation requires particular attention to the resulting FPGA configuration, particularly with 

regard to the position and routing of the voting circuits [19].  Some vendor tools allow for 

the automatic triplication of design elements at a significant cost to resource usage within the 

device.

 Some FPGA vendors offer radiation tolerant or radiation hardened products, particularly 

for space or military applications.  These radiation hardened devices attempt to mitigate 
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SEEs at the hardware level with specialised fabrication technologies [20] [21] which helps 

reduce the SEE cross section for elements within the device; however behavioural design SEE 

mitigation is still required for design data elements.  There are two significant approaches to 

FPGA hardware implementations which have significant consequences for the required SEE 

mitigations strategies.  The more common SRAM based FPGAs must consider SEEs in the 

configuration memory of the device [22] [23], while FLASH or anti-fuse based FPGAs [24] 

typically have a configuration memory which is immune to SEEs.  Given FLASH based 

FPGAs have a persistent configuration memory, the energy required to toggle any bit is 

significantly higher, thus greatly reduces the SEE cross section of those elements.  However 

this does not extend to the data storage elements within a design such as flip-flops and block-

RAMs.  SRAM based FPGAs must actively monitor their configuration memory for SEUs 

and reconfigure when required in a process known as scrubbing [25] [26].  Radiation tolerant 

SRAM based FPGAs typically provide hardware support for monitoring and scrubbing.

More selective approaches to building redundency into user designs exist [28] by providing 

libraries that take advantage of the strong typing of VHDL to allow designers to explicitely 

insert TMR logic in the sensistive parts of their design.  A more extreme approach [29] takes 

advantage of detailed application specific knowledge and formal methods to validate data 

based on relationships implicit in the design.  These fine-grained approaches save signifi-

cant resources when compared with a global TMR regime implemented by the synthesizer.  

However it does require much more explicit consideration of the effects of SEE in particular 

regions of a design.  There is also the opportunity to replace specific implementations of re-

dundancy with other algorithms such as Hamming Codes [30] [31].

For our purposes, it is highly desirable that any SEE induced faults are entirely masked and 

that we do not incur any downtime to recover from faults.  Consider a hardened Inertial 

Measurement Unit (IMU) which is maintaining the current attitude of an aircraft.  The 

aircraft does not stop manoeuvring to allow for the recovery of a fault.  This implies that the 

techniques required to harden SRAM based FPGAs are not feasible in our design, and thus 

neither are SRAM based FPGAs themselves.  Our design will instead use a FLASH based 

FPGA of which the configuration memory is immune to SEEs and we need only consider 

these effects on the data elements in the design.
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Validating SEE Mitigation Strategies
Significant effort has been put towards validating the hardening strategies described previ-

ously in different context and operating environments.  Testers implement fault campaigns 

against a design under test by injecting faults at various times and places while monitoring 

and validating the output to assess the rate at which the design detects and corrects faults. I 

would categorise these efforts into three distinct groups, based on the use of simulation versus 

actual hardware implementations of the hardened designs under test.

The first group focuses on simulation of the circuit under test [32], relying on the design 

to be executed and interacted with within a simulation environment.  RTL simulation is a 

standard part of any HDL designer’s toolbox and is often the only way to observe faults in 

a design to aid in debugging.  These simulation tools are widely available, including many 

open source, non-vendor specific options.  However, RTL only simulation is only valuable 

when the design is well behaved (probably synchronous) and the designer is disciplined with 

their implementation.  More advanced simulations use the post-synthesis and post-routing 

implementations which include models of the actual vendor specific components that would 

be used to implement the design on an actual FPGA.  These models can also be annotated 

with realistic propagation delays through the elements themselves as well as routing resources 

used.  As will be discussed in this thesis, SEEs are not “well behaved” and significant differ-

ences were found with different simulation techniques.

The second group uses actual FPGA hardware to implement the design under test and pro-

vide it with real time inputs while using techniques such as bitstream modification [33] or 

partial reconfiguration  to “inject” faults into the design [25] [26].  Partial reconfiguration 

is a feature of many modern FPGAs which allows part of the configuration memory of the 

FPGA to be rewritten while the device is running, without interrupting other parts of the 

design.  Faults can therefore be injected anywhere within the design, including the configura-

tion memory to test against SEFIs.  This process allows control over where faults occur and 

can perform much faster than simulation based campaigns.  However it is very limiting with 

regard to “when” the faults happen, typically requiring the design under test to be restarted 

after each reconfiguration.  Asynchronous SEEs cannot be effectively observed with this 

technique.
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Finally, actual hardware devices can be subjected to elevated radiation environments through 

the use of particle accelerators and ionizing radiation emitting masses such as at the LAN-

SCE facility in Los Alamos [34] [35].  The advantage of such realistic testing is that it covers 

all aspects of a design, whereas simulated fault campaigns may neglect areas not considered 

by the designer.  The disadvantage is the lack of control on when and where faults are injected 

within the design.

As we have opted to use a FLASH based FPGA in our design, we expect the configuration 

memory to be immune to SEEs.  Therefore we will not consider testing these regions of the 

design.  However we must still consider validating our radiation hardening techniques with 

the data memory of the design including Flip-Flops and Block RAMS among other potential 

locations.  The most effective method was to use simulation software to inject faults in spe-

cific locations.  While our RTL simulation demonstrated effective mitigation of faults, the 

effect of propagation delays with asynchronous faults often subverted our attempts to com-

pletely mask errors.  This effect is discussed further in “Validating the ECC Implementation” 

on page 48.

Existing Autopilots
At the time of writing, there are several commercially available, popular avionics platforms 

for small, privately operated unmanned aircraft.  There are also numerous bespoke platforms 

in various research institutions and commercial products.  Many of the most popular plat-

forms are summarised in [29].  There are two distinct styles of flight controller that we are 

interested in: Those based on a microprocessor or CPU; and those based on FPGA or SoC 

processors including programmable logic.

Beginning its life as a research platform for small scale Micro Airborne Vehicles (MAVs) 

the Pixhawk [36] has become very popular among amateur and commercial UAV developers.  

Originally developed as a part of the Pixhawk project from ETH [37] this device provides a 

powerful microprocessor, the ARM Cortex-M4 running at 168MHz with an included FPU.  

This hardware platform is most commonly found running the Ardupilot [38] suite of software 

and has proven successful in many academic and hobbyist scenarios.  The hardware platform 

is a small, efficient collection of peripherals including accelerometer, gyroscope, compass and 

barometer.  All memory is included within the CPU package and many external connectors 

are provided for attaching other sensors and actuators.
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The OcPoC [39] and Phenix Pro [40] both use a Xilinx Zynq SoC which includes a dual-

core Cortex-A9 Processor and FPGA.  These devices are at the very high end in terms of 

processing power and the CPU included is surely intended for much more than just control-

ling the aircraft.  This is apparent from power requirements of each of these devices at 4W 

and 2.6W respectively [29].  While the processing architecture is the most similar to the 

design presented in this thesis (at least in shape if not processing power) the software and 

firmware implementations are significantly different.  The OcPoC ships with the Ardupilot 

software, while the Phenix Pro advertises a bespoke real-time operating system PhenOS.  

Both of these platforms advertise the use of the FPGA for payload operations such as video 

processing and computer vision with the occasional mention of the FPGA as an accelerator 

for CPU operations.  This is in contrast with this work in which the FPGA is the primary 

flight controller without assistance from the CPU.

Some other, somewhat older, publications [41] [42] have described autopilot designs that 

include FPGAs beside a main CPU.  These describe the advantages of the FPGA as allowing 

flexible IO and parallel processing to off-load tasks from the main processor.  These things 

are true, but do not address the requirements for developing a platform towards certifiable 

safety critical systems that are discussed in this thesis.  Some also touch on redundancy by 

allowing multiple redundant sensors to be attached to the device, but do not make any men-

tion of the processing system itself.  As I will discuss in this thesis, the true value of discrete 

logic processors is their determinism and the ability of the designer to build in redundant 

Fig. 1 The complete, assembled flight controller.
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processing elements.  These things lead to a hardware platform that can be formally verified 

and radiation hardened for operations in safety critical and high neutron flux environments.

The work presented in this thesis is intended to provide a platform on which users can imple-

ment flight controllers of similar or improved performance, potentially leveraging exisiting 

IP from other platforms.  I have intended to provide processing capability very similar to the 

Pixhawk while still providing for the verification and fault mitigation strategies described.  

While the Cortex-M3 is typically clocked slower than the Cortex-M4 and is missing an FPU, 

I would argue that much of this functionality could be recovered by moving software com-

ponents to the accompanying FPGA. 

While other designs presented include FPGAs, I did not encounter an example in the lit-

erature that included one with any hardware radiation hardening.  Most autopilot designs I 

found were based on the Zynq SoC, which is a very powerful processor and FPGA combina-

tion, but is still SRAM based and so SEFIs still pose a significant problem, not to mention 

the power consumption of these devices.

The autpoilot presented here is based on the M2S025 SmartFusion SoC which includes a 

Cortex-M3 and FPGA.  It is expected that this platform would be capable of running current 

ArduPilot implementations (with some modifications) while allowing designers to consider 

and experiment with the verification and hardening strategies described in this thesis.

Fig. 2 The Pulsar 2.5E assembled before takeoff.
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Experimental Platform
The flight controller presented in this thesis was developed to support an experimental, solar 

powered, fixed wing glider based on the Pulsar 2.5E airframe.  This aircraft is an aerodynami-

cally efficient, powered glider which has been endowed with photo-voltaic cells to generate 

power and recharge the battery while the aircraft is in flight.  The aircraft has a wingspan of 

2.5 m and a takeoff weight of 1126 g.  This aircraft is intended as a platform to develop and 

test behavioural optimization for a solar powered aircraft working towards larger scale High 

Altitude, Long Endurance (HALE) aircraft [44] [45].

The use of this airframe constrains the flight controller used in project.  The fuselage is very 

narrow, with its larger sections dedicated to housing the battery.  As it is intended to be so-

lar powered for long durations, power consumption is incredibly important.  Given its long 

endurance and potentially high altitude operations, a highly reliable flight controller with 

radiation tolerance is required.  This flight controller design presented in this thesis provides 

for all of these requirements.

Fig. 3 Ben Coughlan hand launching the Pulsar 2.5E on its maiden flight.
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Over Thinking 
Counters

Formal verification of processing logic, whether it be implemented in hardware or 

software, is fundamental to the behavioural verification of modern complex systems.  

Modern avionics, especially of the kind found in unmanned aerial vehicles, derive 

their behaviour completely from algorithms implemented on some form of processor.  

The correct functioning of this processor and the algorithms it is executing is critical 

to the aircraft over which it has control.  As these aircraft grow in popularity and 

begin to operate in airspace shared with manned aircraft, the standards for design 

and manufacturing of the avionics involved must improve to match or exceed devices 

already operating in the aviation industry.

Here I investigate the formal verification of algorithms implemented on a Field 

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) using increasingly complex implementations of a 

counter for illustration.  The specifications of the counter are defined using first order 

logic and the implementations are provided in VHDL.  Additionally the specification 

is implemented in SMT2 for automated theorem proving.  The practical implications 

of each implementation are discussed before a formal verification against each 

specification.  A functionally similar algorithm using a software implementation is also 

presented and the difficulties of its formal verification are discussed.
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A Simple Counter
The humble counter is a staple in any hardware designer’s toolbox.  It is a simple register and 

an adder that can be used to count events within a system.  When those events are periodic 

(such as the system clock) the counter can be used to generate events at regular intervals to 

manage timing within a real-time system.  Counters are commonly used to divide clock rates 

down for use as baud rate generators for serial communications, sample rate timers and pulse 

width generators, often directly controlling actuators, etc.  Clock management devices within 

FPGAs that allow for rate changes such as PLLs and MMCMs typically include a counter 

as an output divider.  As time and event sequencing is a fundamental aspect of any real-time 

processing system, the counter plays a very important role and warrants close attention to en-

sure that it performs as expected.  The counter’s relative simplicity also makes it an excellent 

example to explore in detail.

In this chapter I will be demonstrating the requirements, design & implementation of a 

counter and discussing the verification of such a design to provide an example of the use of 

formal methods in a hardware system.

In order to formally verify a counter, we must first define its requirements.  Out first exam-

ple is a very simple counter that divides the input clock frequency by a constant value.

1. The counter shall periodically assert strobe when reset is not asserted.

2. The period of the strobe output is the period of the clock input × D.

3. The counter shall not assert strobe while reset is asserted.

To formalise these requirements we translate them into first order logic   [66] to become 

conjecture for which we verify a model of the implementation to come.

]3.1[ t
strobe(t) t (t t t D reset (t ))

strobe(t D)
+

+
&

&

/
6

6 J1#l l le o

Fig. 4 Simple counter entity.
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This equation provides that a strobe at time t implies that another strobe will occur at time 

t+D so long as reset is not asserted during that time.

This formalisation assumes a discrete time governed by the system clock in which a variable 

t Z!  represents the sequence of rising edges of that clock.  A discrete time is appropriate for 

synchronous systems in which every signal is driven by a register sensitive to a global clock.  

This allows us to only consider the values of those signals on the rising edge of the system 

clock.  This of course assumes that any propagation delays in the physical implementation of 

the system are shorter than the clock period; this is usually enforced by vendor tools during 

synthesis.  Asynchronous logic, such as input from external devices is required to be synchro-

nised to the system clock.

While [3.1] provides that strobe is periodic while reset is not asserted, it does not say an-

ything about the state of strobe between the periodic assertions, or while reset is asserted.  

These require further conjecture.

]3.2[

]3.3[

We now have constraints on strobe in between periodic assertions that it is not asserted.  We 

also have that asserting reset will prevent strobe from asserting at the next time t.  Note that 

there is a single time-step delay from asserting reset to expecting strobe to be de-asserted.  

This is because we require a reset synchronous with our system clock, as an asynchronous 

reset will violate the discrete time assumption.

We now have a periodic strobe that is defined for both the periodic events, the time in 

between those events and whenever reset is asserted.  Our conjecture so far relies on strobe 

being asserted at some t before any periodicity will hold, so finally we must specify that strobe 

eventually (for some practical interval) asserts after reset is de-asserted.

]3.4[

This conjecture requires that if reset is de-asserted for long enough, then strobe will be as-

serted within some interval.  This doesn’t specify exactly when strobe will be asserted as we 

don’t care that much in this example, as long as it happens within one period of the counter.  

t
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We now have a complete set of constraints for the behaviour of the strobe output of our 

counter.

These axioms provide a formal specification for the behaviour of the system described in our 

original requirements that cannot be misinterpreted, providing a solid place to start with the 

design and implementation of the counter.  In addition, once the implementation is complete, 

these axioms can be used, along with a model of the implementation, to automatically prove 

the implementation is consistent with its requirements.

Implementing the Counter
The counter is to be implemented on an FPGA which will contain a set of flip-flops, lookup 

tables and routing to provide a layout matching our detailed design.  This design is supplied 

in a hardware description language.  For this example, as well as the other work in this thesis 

we will be using VHDL for detailed designs.

This implements a simple modulo 2N counter which increments by 1 on each clock edge and 

provides a single cycle strobe every time the counter wraps to zero.  This simple counter can 

be used to divide the system clock frequency by 2N and trigger events at the lower rate.  Using 

a modulo-2 counter is a common optimization over the more obvious counter that compares 

to some maximum value.  By specifying count as an N-bit unsigned type (actually N+1 bits 

entity Counter is 
 generic ( 
  N : integer range 2 to 100 
 ); 
 port ( 
  Clk     :   in std_logic; 
  Reset   :   in std_logic; 
  Strobe  :   out std_logic 
 ); 
end entity; 
 
architecture Behavioural of Counter is 
 signal Count : unsigned(N downto 0); 
begin 
 process(Clk) is 
 begin 
  if rising_edge(Clk) then 
   if Reset = ‘1’ then 
    Count <= (others => ‘0’); 
   else 
    Count <= (‘0’ & Count(N-1 downto 0)) + 1; 
   end if; 
  end if; 
 end process; 
   
 Strobe <= Count(N); 
end architecture;

Fig. 5 VHDL Implementation of a simple counter.
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as mentioned later), we avoid leaving this implementation detail to the synthesizer.  While 

using an integer type matches the level of abstraction of our specification, eventually this reg-

ister will be implemented in a fixed number of bits in the FPGA fabric which has implications 

for when its value will wrap.  We also avoid the need for a comparator against a MAX value, 

which reduces the resources needed for this counter.  This does now constrain the selection of 

D to some 2N value which can be propagated back to our higher level specification.

This simple counter consists of two elements, a register and an adder.  On the first rising 

edge of clock, with reset asserted, the value presented on the Q port of count will be zero.  

This will propagate through the combinatorial adder to present a 1 on the D port of count.  

On the next rising edge of clock, when reset is de-asserted, the value on port D of count 

will be latched into the register and presented on port Q.  Again this propagates through the 

adder and provides our increment each clock cycle.  When the value of count is at its maxi-

mum 2N-1, the adder will overflow and wrap to zero.  The count register is one bit longer than 

needed to store the overflow of the adder which will be used to drive the strobe output.  This 

bit is excluded from the adder input so that the increment remains modulo 2N.

From this design we will extract the model of the entity as a set of axioms in first order 

logic.  While there have been attempts to automate this process   [63] entities at this level of 

complexity are easily modelled by hand.

]3.5[

]3.6[

These axioms are simple translations of the decision tree within the VHDL process.  As 

the process is synchronous (everything is registered on the rising clock edge) all decisions are 

based on the state at time t, with assignments taking affect at time t+1.  Equation [3.5] resets 

t (reset (t) count(t 1) 0)+ =&6

t ( reset (t) count(t 1) count(t)mod2 )1N+ =&6 J +

Fig. 6 RTL Schematic of a simple counter.
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the counter to zero whenever reset is asserted, while equation [3.6] provides the increment and 

wrap around logic of the N-bit unsigned vector.  It should also be noted that some theorem 

provers support non integer numeric types such as bit vectors, which imply modulo arithme-

tic as included here; we’re limiting the complexity of the logic for illustrative purposes.

Finally the combinatorial strobe output must also be specified.

]3.7[

As strobe is driven by the MSB of count (the overflow bit), strobe will be asserted when, and 

only when, count is greater than or equal to 2N.

We now have a model of our counter in equations [3.5], [3.6] and [3.7] as well as conjecture 

we wish to prove in equations [3.1], [3.2], [3.3] and [3.4].  To prove this conjecture holds over 

our model, we can write them in SMT and hand them to a theorem prover [7] [8] [9].  First 

we prove that the model is satisfiable with no conjecture to show that it is at least consistent.  

t (count(t) 2 strobe(t))N +6 $

(declare-fun Count (Int) Int) 
(declare-fun Reset (Int) Bool) 
(declare-fun Strobe (Int) Bool) 
(declare-const MAX Int) 
 
;;3.5 - Count Resets to zero on reset 
(assert (forall ((t Int)) 
 (=> (Reset t) 
  (= (Count (+ t 1)) 0)))) 
 
;;3.6 - Count increments every t without Reset 
(assert (forall ((t Int)) 
 (=> (not (Reset t)) 
  (= (Count (+ t 1)) (+ (mod (Count t) MAX) 1))))) 
 
;;3.7 - Strobe asserts whenever Count = MAX 
(assert (forall ((t Int)) 
 (and 
  (=> (>= (Count t) MAX) 
   (Strobe t)) 
  (=> (not (>= (Count t) MAX)) 
   (not (Strobe t)))))) 
 
;;Strobe happens exactly every MAX cycles 
(define-fun periodic () Bool 
 (forall ((t Int)) 
  (=> (and 
    (Strobe t) 
    (forall ((e Int)) 
     (=> (and 
       (>= e t) 
       (<= e (+ t MAX))) 
      (not (Reset e))))) 
   (and 
    (Strobe (+ t MAX 1)) 
    (forall ((e Int)) 
     (=> (and 
       (> e t) 
       (<= e (+ t MAX))) 
      (not (Strobe e)))))))) 
;;(assert (not periodic)) 
 
(check-sat)

Fig. 7 SMT2 Specification of the simple counter.
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Then we introduce the negation of each conjecture and prove that the model is unsatisfiable.  

Doing this for each conjecture in isolation, we can prove the model meets the safety require-

ments specified in our formal requirements.

Extending the Simple Counter
The counter above is a very simple example only capable of dividing an input clock by some 

2N.  In many situations a designer will be required to divide the input by a more arbitrary 

ratio and it would be desirable to use inputs other than the system clock, such as another cas-

caded counter.  Our second look at the counter introduces an enable input to allow arbitrary 

input events, Fig. 8.  The model must now be updated to match the improved implementa-

tion.  Equations [3.5] and [3.7] can remain as they are, but [3.6] must be replaced with

]3.8[

]3.9[

Equation [3.8] replaces [3.6] as the model of the implementation to include the enable input 

while [3.9] constrains the no-op case.  While the VHDL implementation and synthesized 

hardware imply that count won’t change in the case enable is not asserted, we must specify it 

here for completeness.

t
reset t enable t

count t 1 count t mod2 1N+ = +
&/
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^
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^
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h
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h o

t ( reset (t) enable(t) count(t 1) count(t))+ =&/6 J J

entity Counter is 
 generic ( 
  N : integer range 2 to 100; 
 ); 
 port ( 
  Clk     :   in std_logic; 
  Reset   :   in std_logic; 
  Enable  :   in std_logic; 
  Strobe  :   out std_logic 
 ); 
end entity; 
 
architecture Behavioural of Counter is 
 signal Count : unsigned(N downto 0); 
begin 
 process(Clk) is 
 begin 
  if rising_edge(Clk) then 
   if Reset = ‘1’ then 
    Count <= (others => ‘0’); 
   else 
    if Enable = ‘1’ then 
     Count <= (‘0’ & Count(N-1 downto 0)) + 1; 
    end if; 
   end if; 
  end if; 
 end process; 
 
 Strobe <= Count(N); 
end architecture;

Fig. 8 VHDL Implementation of the extended counter.
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The addition of the enable input and the change in behaviour calls for a new specification of 

the counter.  The biggest difference in the behaviour of the counter is the definition of input 

events to which the counter reacts.  Originally these events were simply system clock edges.  

Now, input events are defined by input clock edges on which enable is asserted.  This removes 

the assumptions we had in our original specification that input events were periodic and on 

every time step.  Without these assumptions we are now forced to include some model of the 

input in our specification.  That is, we must count and be aware of the number of input events 

to the counter before we can predict its behaviour.

]3.10[

]3.11[

]3.12[

These three axioms are not a model of the counter’s behaviour, nor are they conjecture we 

wish to prove about the counter; they are instead a model of the input events to the counter 

that provides required context for the conjecture we wish to prove.

Finally the safety properties of the counter must be re-specified:

4. The counter shall assert strobe once after every 2Nth input event.

This is the only constraint we are left with, as the increased ambiguity of the counter’s be-

haviour given the non-deterministic input removes any assumptions we can make regarding 

periodicity or eventuality of the strobe output.

]3.13[

Note that this conjecture relies on incount from the input model to determine how many 

input events have occurred as we can no longer infer this directly from our time variable.

Experienced designers will likely have noticed a bug in this implementation, as will surely 

be pointed out by any theorem prover examining this model.  For illustration purposes, we 

provide a proof by contradiction in Fig. 9.
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The assumption at the beginning of this proof is a common input state where the output 

strobe was asserted but no input event occurred on the same clock edge.  This will happen 

frequently in applications where enable is periodically asserted, or in fact most applications 

where enable is not constantly asserted.  This condition results in strobe remaining asserted 

as it is driven by a registered overflow bit from the counter.  As this bit is not updated unless 

enable is asserted, this bit remains high until the next input event, leaving strobe asserted and 

thus violating our safety property in [3.2].  The fix is simple of course; by clearing this bit 

when enable is de-asserted (the equivalent of count = count mod 2N).

Adding Jitter
While it is rarely the designer’s intention to add jitter, it is sometimes unavoidable.  The coun-

ter so far has only been capable of counting modulo 2N events, which is likely not the number 

of events a designer cares about.  If we were to remove the modulo 2N optimization we made 

at the beginning, we would still be limited to integer number of events.  While this is more 

general than modulo 2N it is still limiting.  This limitation can be overcome by incrementing 

the counter with a value other than one.  By selecting appropriate exponent and increment 

values we can approximate any ratio less than one, between input and output events.

The approximation is where the jitter comes in.  As the output is still quantized to a discrete 

time step it is not possible to divide by a non integer ratio.  The best that can be achieved is 

that subsequent divisions ‘average’ to the desired ratio over many iterations.  In practice, this 

involves asserting the strobe output at slightly different sized intervals, the difference being 

considered jitter.  While this is a deterministic process for any output event with reference to 

a specific reset event, this is not how most designers of downstream entities are likely to con-

sider it.  For the remainder of this discussion, this jitter will be considered non-deterministic.
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Fig. 9 Proof of safety violation when enable is not asserted at the same time as strobe.
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Our previous counter is now given another generic parameter ‘increment’ which is used as 

the second input to the adder (previously just 1).  With the introduction of the increment 

parameter, the ratio of the counter is now given as r 2 /IN= .  This can result in non-integer 

ratios which need to be considered in the verification.  While the average ratio is given as 

above, the actual distance between strobe assertions will jitter between two distinct input 

events, the floor and ceiling of r.  To accommodate this, we must relax our specifications in 

[3.2] and [3.4].

]3.14[

]3.15[

As strobe will now be asserted on one of two values of incount, with one being non-deter-

ministic, we must try to specify what we can.  We know that if an input event occurs on the 

high value of incount, H, strobe must be asserted; but we can’t say the same about the low side 

L.  Similarly, when an output event occurs we know that incount was either the high or low 

value but we cannot determine which without much more context.  These weaker properties 

will hold for the counter and it is up to the designers of downstream entities to determine if 

this jitter is acceptable.

Upsetting the Counter
Verifying that the implementation of a counter is only the first step of ensuring that it oper-

ates correctly in real world operation. The anticipated environments and required reliability 

of an autopilot means we must also consider Single Event Upsets (SEUs).  SEUs are memory 

corruption within a digital device that occurs as the result of high energy particles impacting 
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Fig. 10 Counter extended with enable and integer increment.
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a physical bit of memory and delivering enough charge to change the state of that bit.  These 

events are rare, but increase in frequency with altitude [16].  In this section we will consider 

the impact of SEUs on our counter example as well as ways to mitigate these effects.  SEUs 

and other effects are covered in more detail in “Upsetting Logic”.

Our counter has several registers involved in its implementation, N bits to hold the count 

value and one extra for the overflow that drives the strobe output.  These registers are typi-

cally implemented as SRAM in the physical device and are susceptible to SEUs.  One might 

also consider the configuration memory of the FPGA, that is the RAM that holds the logical 

design of the counter and defines its behaviour.  It is true that configuration memory is often 

implemented in SRAM and susceptible to SEUs, however the remainder of this thesis works 

exclusively with FLASH based FPGAs which do not suffer from SEUs in the same way, so we 

will not consider configuration memory upsets as a source of faults.

An N-bit counter has N+1 bits that are at risk of SEUs, the result of such an event being that 

any bit randomly changes its value.  In the counter, this results in the count register represent-

ing a different value which will alter the duration of the counter period and violate the safety 

properties defined above.  The effect this has on the system overall of course depends on the 

context in which the counter is instantiated, but this would be considered a complete failure 

of the counter.  There are a few ways to mitigate this risk of failure in our example counter all 

of which require a redundant representation of the count register.

Triple Redundant Counter
The most generic and robust method of guarding against SEUs is to simply duplicate the reg-

isters and monitor them for any differences.  These duplicates should be identical and driven 

by identical, or possibly the same, logic signals.  We can then expect the output of these enti-

ties to match on every rising system clock edge.  A mismatch between any two entity outputs 

indicates a fault that must be dealt with.  Using two redundant copies allows us to detect a 

fault but we have no way of knowing in which copy the fault occurred.  Without knowing 

which copy is correct it is impossible to gracefully recover from the fault resulting in errone-

ous output from the entity, either by leaving the fault in place or forcing a synchronisation 

between the two.  In order to gracefully recover from an SEU, we must maintain at least three 

copies of the registers.  Having three copies allows us to implement a majority voting scheme 

which can be used to identify an individual failed entity and synchronise it with the known 
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good copies.  This can be done such that no erroneous output is produced and downstream 

entities need never know about the fault that occurred.  While triple redundancy will guard 

completely against a single fault, the occurrence of multiple faults simultaneously must be 

considered and will be discussed below.

We will now extend our previous counter implementation to provide for redundant rep-

resentations of the state registers and gracefully recover from faults in any single copy.  Fig. 11 

illustrates a single counter entity that is intended to be daisy chained with identical copies to 

provide redundancy.  The main idea here is that each counter can compare its own strobe out-

put with the resulting quorum, provided by an external majority votes algorithm.  If the strobe 

ever differs from the quorum, then a fault has occurred in this counter’s registers.  The carryin 

and carryout ports are provided so that each counter can see its upstream neighbour’s value, 

and provide its own value to its downstream neighbour.  In the event of a fault, the faulty 

counter will copy the next value of its upstream neighbour into its own value register.  As we 

are assuming that only one fault occurs at any time, it doesn’t matter which neighbour’s value 

is copied, as all counter values external to the faulty entity should be correct.  The topology 

of  a triple redundant counter implementation is illustrated in Fig. 12.

In addition to the counter entities, we must also develop the quorum entity that is responsi-

ble for determining what the majority of counter entities think the output should be.  In this 

example, this is almost trivial as the strobe outputs are only a single bit.  The quorum entity 

simply needs to implement

]3.16[quorum A B B C A C= / 0 / 0 /^ ^ ^h h h

Fig. 11 A counter with facilities to daisy chain redundant counters.
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This logically combines the inputs to a single output that represents what any two counters 

agree on.  As this output is fed back to the counters, any counter that disagrees will recognise 

the fault and correct itself to match the others on the next clock cycle.

It is important to note that many synthesizers will detect identical logic, that is entities with 

the same inputs and the same behaviour, and attempt to optimize them into a single instance.  

This of course removes the redundant registers and the mitigation of SEUs.  This can be 

avoided with vendor specific methods, but must be checked in the implemented design.  A 

complete implementation of the triple redundant counter is available in Appendix A.

While this implementation completely guards against a single fault, it does take some time 

to correct it as the fault condition is only apparent when at least one counter asserts its strobe 

at the end of its period.  While this may be the faulty counter, the worst case duration for a 

fault is up to an entire counter period.  This time window increases the chances of a second 

fault occurring, and given the arbitrary length of the counter period, can do so quite sub-

stantially.

Fig. 12 An example of daisy chained redundant counters.
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If two faults occur in the same counter then nothing exceptional happens, the single counter 

will still disagree with the quorum and correct itself at the end of the next period.  If two 

faults occur in different counters then we no longer have a quorum and an erroneous output 

will be produced.  The counters will however recover to create a new quorum, albeit incorrect.  

This is the same result as expected in a single, non-redundant counter.  This scenario can be 

mitigated by extending the daisy chain of redundant counters to include more entities.  By 

simply adding more counters and extending the quorum to combine five inputs, the counter 

can completely guard against two simultaneous faults.  This design can guard against two 

faults by only using four counters if the designer can accept the risk that the two simultane-

ous faults do not produce the same output on two counters, i.e. a false quorum.  This chain 

can be extended arbitrarily to guard against however many faults the designer feels necessary.  

The only limit is the timing on the combinatorial path through the MUX from each coun-

ter’s carryin/carryout ports.

If a single N-bit counter has an expected SEU rate of r, then the expected rate of a triple 

redundant counter experiencing two simultaneous SEUs can be expressed as the rate of three 

individual counters times the probability that a second SEU occurs in one of the other coun-

ters within the period of the counter before the fault is corrected.

]3.17[

Where p is the period of the counter.  As an example, a triple redundant counter dividing 

a 12.5MHz system clock down to 50Hz using 24 bits has an approximate reduction in error 

rates of 2×1012 when compared to an individual counter.  This shows that the triple redundant 

counter provides a substantial decrease in the rate of erroneous outputs as a result of SEUs.

A Counter Example
This chapter so far has laid the groundwork to demonstrate the value of designing with FPGAs 

in systems where formal verification and SEU tolerance are required.  Traditionally, CPUs 

are employed to implement behavioural algorithms in software, given the ease of design and 

abundance of resources.  It’s only fair to provide an example implementation and discussion 

of the verification of a functionally similar entity implemented in a software context.
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While a typical microprocessor includes timer peripherals which provide the same benefits 

as the hardware implementation above (because it is a hardware implementation) we will 

be focusing on the characteristics of a software implementation.  This is not an example of 

effective design, but does aim to illustrate the difference between the verification of a simple 

entity in hardware versus a comparable implementation in software, and that this contrast 

will scale to less contrived examples.

Consider the simple program in assembly in Fig. 13 that generates a pulse at regular, deter-

ministic intervals just as the VHDL counters above.

The interval is timed by a simple loop that decrements register A until it reaches zero.  The 

CPU then jumps to the output instructions which outputs a high signal for one CPU cycle 

and then restarts the timer loop.  The value loaded into register A controls the duration of the 

timer in addition to the overhead of pulsing the output and restarting the loop.  In this simple 

example, we can derive the output interval as 2xN+4 CPU clock cycles where N is the value 

loaded in to A.  Of course it’s possible to rearrange various instructions to coerce this loop to 

provide any interval required.

This simple example can indeed be verified, and proven to always meet a deterministic 

interval much the same as the hardware counters before.  However, this does require some 

significant assumptions.  We assume that each instruction only takes one CPU cycle to exe-

cute, which is not typically the case in real microprocessors.  There are many considerations 

to make regarding how this program is written as any modification to the output stage or 

trying to modify the duration of the timer will likely require another iteration of counting 

instructions.  If this program is written in a higher level language that requires compiling, 

then we must also consider the compiler and likely inspect its output to ensure we meet the 

required interval.

Let’s now consider a CPU which has a single timer that can be used to trigger an interrupt at 

regular intervals, but can’t directly drive an output.  In this case, we can configure the timer 

to divide the CPU clock by any integer.  Each time the timer loops it will trigger an interrupt 

loop: MOV [D], 0x01 ;output high 
 MOV [D], 0x00 ;output low 
 MOV A, 10 ;set timer duration 
timer: DEC A ;loop till 0 
 JNZ timer 
 JMP loop

Fig. 13 A simple software timer.
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that will break execution of whatever the CPU was doing, and then execute the interrupt 

handler which will provide the output before returning and waiting for the next interrupt.  

This leaves the CPU free to execute other tasks in between output events and leaves the hard 

part of the accurate interval timing to the dedicated timer hardware.

This seems like an almost ideal solution with only a small amount of consideration of the 

ISR required to provide output pulses at a deterministic and regular interval.  Unfortunately, 

most interrupt circuits are not as deterministic as we would hope, often taking several clock 

cycles between the interrupt event and the execution of the ISR.  This is often dependant on 

what the CPU was doing at the time and the specific timing of the event with respect to the 

system clock.  This of course adds some jitter to our output, but should otherwise maintain 

a regular interval.

Things become much more complex if we consider a CPU that is running many tasks in-

volving separate interrupts.  Each ISR can delay future interrupts, or interrupts can interrupt 

ISRs depending on each implementation.  This means that in the presence of other interrupt 

events, our timer can be arbitrarily delayed by another ISR.  This can lead to an increase in 

output jitter, errors in the period of the timer or errors in the width of the output pulse.  We 

need to be confident that the implementation of the interrupt handler being invoked does 

not modify memory related to our timer, such as the A variable; and that it returns the stack 

and program counters to where they need to be.  If we were to try and verify such a system 

we would need to know the detailed implementation of every other task running on the CPU 

even if they are completely unrelated to our timer.  This is where software verification com-

plexity begins to explode.  Adding other modern technologies such as out of order execution, 

caching, frequency scaling and multi-core architectures; the practice of verifying a program 

on a particular CPU can become an exceedingly complex endeavour.

Conclusion
Using an example of a simple counter, we have illustrated its specification, implementation 

and verification on a FPGA, including considerations for SEUs. The verification of algo-

rithms implemented on FPGAs is simpler than similar implementations in software.  As an 

FPGA implementation is literally a logical design mapped to silicon, the translation to first 

order logic which can be automatically analysed with a theorem prover is almost trivial.  The 

verification of software on the other hand can be quite complex as the machinery of the CPU 
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must also be considered.  The main advantage that FPGA implementations have is that they 

do not need to consider any external factors beyond their own interface specification, where 

as software algorithms must be aware of any other task with which they share a CPU.

While the examples in this chapter may seem trivial in the context of an unmanned air-

craft, these concepts easily scale and map to new algorithms as will be demonstrated in the 

remainder of this thesis.
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Upsetting Logic
Our previous discussion on formal verification of logic designs should provide complete 

confidence that a design will function as expected when appropriately implemented on 

a suitable FPGA.  However, most designers using those techniques will be upset to 

learn of phenomena occurring in the physical world that can cause faults outside of the 

rational domain of their formal methods.

Single Event Effects (SEEs) are a collection of faults that can occur in a digital system 

as the result of ionizing radiation such as high energy neutrons or alpha particles.  This 

radiation is typically the results of cosmic rays interacting with matter in the atmosphere.  

These faults range from transient levels in logic circuits, charge accumulation, latch-

up and possibly physical damage to the silicon itself.  These effects increase with logic 

density, altitude & latitude to a point where all modern avionics should take measures 

to mitigate their effects.

While mitigation of SEEs starts with the physical hardware and silicon design, some 

of these effects cannot be mitigated in hardware alone and require the firmware to 

tolerate faults caused by SEEs.  Here I will discuss the effects of SEEs on FPGA designs 

in the context of avionics before exploring methods of mitigating these faults in the 

firmware.
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Introduction

In recent decades, avionics in commercial & military aviation as well as space craft have 

increased their dependence on small scale digital systems in the form of microprocessors, 

memory arrays and programmable logic devices.  These devices contain many transistors 

on silicon dies arranged to perform computations and store information.  As these silicon 

gates shrink in size, the power required to alter their state also shrinks, much to the approval 

of engineers wishing to lower the power requirements and heat generated by these devices.  

However this has brought the energy required into the scale in which various ionizing radi-

ation can trigger state changes in a digital system [47] [48].  This shrinking scale combined 

with an increasing density of digital systems means mitigation of Single Event Effects (SEEs) 

is required for any modern avionics system.

In the early 1990s a comprehensive study was performed [11] which quantified the expected 

number of SEEs in select SRAM components as a result of the natural radiation environment 

of the Earth’s atmosphere from ground level up to space shuttle flights.  They found neutron 

radiation and its secondary reaction products interacting with the silicon die to be the pri-

mary cause of SEEs.  They recommended that designers of all avionics systems consider the 

impact of SEEs and outlined some mitigation and hardening techniques.

Atmospheric Neutron Environment
Cosmic rays are the main source of radiation in the atmosphere  .  Cosmic rays, and their 

reaction products with oxygen and nitrogen atoms in the atmosphere result in a radiation 

environment consisting of neutrons, protons, electrons, muons, pions, heavy ions and others 

[11].  Studies have shown that it is neutrons that are most significant at producing SEEs at 

aircraft altitudes [12].

Neutron flux in the atmosphere varies with both altitude and latitude [16].  The Earth’s 

magnetic field shields lower energy cosmic rays close to the equator, thus the neutron flux at 

the poles is significantly greater.  As cosmic rays pass through the atmosphere they react with 

oxygen and nitrogen atoms dispersing other particles, which in turn react with other atoms.  

This process leads to a peak neutron flux around 60,000 ft, with the neutron flux at sea level 
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being hundreds of times smaller.  Taber & Normand [11] provide a model of the neutron flux 

in the atmosphere with the goal of estimating SEE rates in digital avionics.

]4.1[

Where

 dN/dE  is the differential neutron flux spectrum.

 (E )nseu nv  is the SEU cross-section at neutron energy En .

Single Event Effects
Single Event Effects are categorised based on the effect they have on the circuit they are 

affecting.  While they are all caused by the same high energy particles, their effects vary 

significantly depending on where exactly they impact.  I will briefly describe the three main 

categories of SEE here and note that only SEUs are of concern in the resulting platform de-

sign.

Single Event Transients  (SET)

Energy can be deposited on any part of a circuit and does not need an n-p junction to have 

an effect.  When energy is deposited on to a wire or some combinatorial logic path it can 

erroneously change the level of that path, temporarily propagating the error through the cir-

cuit [50].  In a completely synchronous design this is unlikely to have an effect, as the error 

condition would need to be maintained for long enough around the receiving register’s next 

clock edge to corrupt the data being latched, resulting in an SEU.  In asynchronous designs 

this can be more of a problem if the erroneous level is maintained long enough to trigger an 

action by downstream logic, such as an asynchronous reset or interrupt.

Single Event Upsets (SEU)

When a particle delivers energy to just the right location in a flip-flop it can bias one junction 

just enough to cause the flip-flop to change its state   [11] [12].  This is called a Single Event 

Upset and is the main concern for developing any system which includes a large amount of 

SRAM and is operating at significant altitude.  SEUs can occur in any SRAM cell either in 

large banks of bulk RAM, or in trickier places like CPU registers or external device config-

uration registers.  In the case of FPGAs, SEUs can occur in any flip-flop scattered around 

the fabric, any block RAM device, or even in the configuration of the FPGA itself.  In the 

Upset Rate dN/dE (E )dEnseu n

En

= v#
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case of SEUs affecting the configuration of the FPGA it is difficult to correct the errors as 

the behaviour of the design is itself corrupted, requiring an external processor & memory el-

ement to correct the error.  Configuration errors require mitigation in the hardware by either 

implementing redundancy on the silicon or by using a FLASH medium to store and recover 

the configuration.

Single Event Latch-up (SEL)

The most dangerous category of SEE is the Single Event Latch-up as it cannot be corrected 

without removing power from the affected circuit, and it can cause permanent damage [14].  

SELs occur when a high energy particle inadvertently triggers the formation of a parasitic 

structure in a flip-flop that provides a low-impedance path between the power rails.  This 

effect must be mitigated by the design of the silicon fabric itself.

Expected Upset Rates
In later chapters I will discuss the design of an avionics platform built around the M2S025 

from Microsemi.  The M2S025 System-on-Chip (SoC) which provides a CPU and FPGA 

fabric on the same silicon die.  The CPU, FPGA and RAM are all susceptible to SEEs and 

mitigation strategies will be described.  Here I estimate the likely upset rates due to SEEs in 

the M2S025 during my experimental application.

The model from Taber & Normand [11] above requires the SEU neutron cross section to 

be known for the device in question, which typically requires the device to undergo neutron 

beam testing, which is not common practice for hardware vendors.  Luckily for us, Micro-

semi has done just that and provides detailed results [52] including neutron cross sections for 

various SEEs and silicon elements in the M2S device family as well as expected failures in 

time (FIT) for devices operating in New York City.

The M2S025 includes both a CPU and FPGA, however only the FPGA will be considered 

as the CPU is not going to be used for any safety critical tasks in our design.  The FPGA 

contains a few different types of functional and storage elements, each type with its own SEU 

cross section.  The main elements we are concerned about are the storage elements: the flip-

flops on each logic cell and in each Math block, and the bulk RAM elements.  As the FPGA 

fabric is implemented in FLASH we don’t need to consider upsets to configuration memory 

[53].
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Table 1 summarises the elements in the FPGA of an M2S025 that we must consider with 

respect to SEUs.  Microsemi had a number of their SmartFusion2 devices tested at the LAN-

SCE facility to determine the Failures in Time (FIT) of their various elements.  As the 

M2S025 was not explicitly tested, I assume the same characteristics as the M2S050.  The 

testing also misses details on the FFs within the Math blocks.  From the data sheet [51] I 

assume each Math block contains 130 FFs.  I also assume that they have the same SEU cross 

section as FFs in the main FPGA fabric as they are not explicitly listed in the test report.  The 

test report does not detail the spectrum of neutron energy applied during the testing, but the 

LANSCE facility is capable of neutron energy levels from 0.1 MeV up to 600 MeV which 

easily covers the range I expect in normal atmospheric conditions.  I assume the spectra to 

be similar to real world conditions.  Finally, as mentioned above, the neutron flux varies 

significantly with altitude and latitude. Taber & Normand normalised their models around 

operations at 40,000 feet and 45° latitude, at which point they estimate a neutron flux of 

0.85 n/cm2·sec.

Element Type # of Elements SEU Cross-section SEU per Hour
Flip-Flop 27696 1.82E-14 1.54E-6
Flip-Flop (Math Block) 34×130 1.82E-14¹ 2.46E-7
LSRAM 31×18432 2.53E-14 4.42E-5
uSRAM 34×1152 1.31E-14 1.57E-6

Table 1 Summary of SEU susceptible elements in an M2S025 FPGA at 40,000ft.
1. Assumed the same as Slice Flip-Flop.

The aggregate estimate of SEU per hour in a fully utilized M2S025 FPGA is 4.76E-5 upsets/

hour or 21,028 hours between failures.  Table 1 also shows that the most significant portion 

of these failures is likely to occur within the bulk storage arrays, LSRAM.

We can calculate this same upset rate for the processors used in other, similar flight con-

troller designs.  The OcPoc [39] and Phenix Pro [40] both use devices from the Zynq family, 

though the OcPoc include a Z7010, while the PhenixPro uses the larger Z7020.  The Zynq 

family proved difficult to find detailed SEU cross sections divided by element type.  Using the 

SEU cross section of 6E-15 as measured by [54] we can estimate the expected upsets per hour 

of the FPGA fabric.  We only consider the data elements and not the configuration memory 

of the FPGA in the Zynq to try to compare the equivalent value of the M2S025.  We also 

include the Z7007S (the smallest of the Zynq family) as it is the most similar in size to the 

M2S025.
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Device # of Elements SEU Cross-section SEU per Hour
M2S025 6.43E5 2.42E-142 4.76E-5
Z7007S 1.88E6 6E-15 3.45E-5
Z7010 2.71E6 6E-15 4.98E-5
Z7020 5.30E6 6E-15 9.73E-5

Table 2 Comparison of SEU rates between SoC FPGAs.
2. Weighted average for all element types.

Here we use the total number of elements in the FPGA of the SoC that are susceptible to 

SEUs, not including configuration memory which would significantly increase the expected 

rate.

The Pixhawk [36] is built around an STM32F427 which does not include programmable 

logic like the other processor families discussed so far.  However the Pixhawk is the most 

similar in processor capability to our design, so for the sake of comparison we can compare 

the expected upset rates within the CPU.  As an entire flight controller can be implemented 

within the On Chip Memory (OCM) of the STM32 we will not include external memory 

devices such a DDR RAM.  We will also not include the many SRAM elements within the 

CPU itself such as system control registers as these are overly complicated for this compari-

son.  Using the same SEU cross section values as above as well as the value for the STM32 as 

measured by [55] we can compare the expected SEU rates in the OCM of the three processor 

families.

Device OCM Size (KB) SEU Cross-section SEU per Hour
M2S025 80 2.42E-142 4.9E-5
Zynq 256 6E-15 3.9E-5
STM32 256 2E-14 1.3E-4

Table 3 Comparison of SEU rates between CPU OCMs.

It can be seen from these expected SEU rates that the Zynq family benefits from a re-

duced SEU cross section but it does present a much larger surface area given the device sizes.  

The Zynq also requires protection against faults in its configuration memory.  The M2S025 

and STM32 are similar with their expected upset rates, but it should be noted the that the 

M2S025 implements ECC protection on its OCM (at the cost of some space).

SEEs in Peripheral devices
It should be noted that the FPGA does not operate in isolation, but in a system that includes 

several other devices for sensing, actuation and external storage/communications.  Even 
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switch-mode power supplies and oscillators contain elements susceptible to SEEs [17] [56] 

[57] [61].

Oscillators

Oscillators provide timing references and drive the synchronous process in computation.  

Erroneous oscillators may produce transient glitches which may corrupt data in synchronous 

processes by violating setup & hold times of registers, or produce an incorrect frequency 

reference which will violate assumptions made by the rest of the system.  It is obvious that 

the frequency references provided must be robust against environmental effects including 

vibration, temperature and SEEs.

There are three common technologies available to provide frequency references in small 

avionics systems.  These are crystal oscillators, RC oscillators and MEMS oscillators.  Each 

of these have their own advantages and disadvantages.  The basic concept is similar for each 

technology, a filter combines with an amplifier such that a positive feedback results and the 

circuit resonates.  The filter (also called the resonator) is the main difference in these three 

technologies and is responsible for each of their characteristics.

RC oscillators use a network of capacitors and resistors to form a filter with the correct phase 

shift at the desired frequency.  These tend to be the least accurate and stable references as they 

have significant temperature coefficients in their filter elements.

Crystal (or ceramic) oscillators use a piece of piezoelectric material as their resonating el-

ement, most commonly quartz crystal.  These are much more stable over temperature and 

are orders of magnitude more accurate than RC oscillators.  Many studies have investigated 

the transient [17] and aging [56] effects of radiation of quartz resonators with regard to space 

bound systems.  The transient effects of radiation on crystal resonators tends to be limited 

by the thermal effects of the energy deposition [56], while the ageing effects of radiation are 

insignificant within the atmosphere.

MEMS oscillators are similar to crystal oscillators but they use a MEMS element as their 

resonator.  MEMS oscillators are more resistant to shock and vibration and their more con-

trolled manufacturing process can make them more accurate than crystal oscillators.  As the 

entire oscillator circuit can be etched onto a single silicon die, manufactures have opted to 

make the reference frequency programmable at the factory to allow mass production of many 

different frequency references using the same silicon design.  As demonstrated in [57] the 
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most vulnerable part of the MEMS oscillator to SEEs is the configuration registers used to 

set the output frequency.  Any corruption to the registers in this region results in a persistent 

error to the output frequency and requires a power cycle to restore the device to its expected 

behaviour.

All three of these oscillator technologies still require an amplifier that is typically imple-

mented in silicon either as transistors or an op-amp.  These components are susceptible to 

SEEs as shown in [59]. SEEs may produce short pulses in amplifier current with an exponen-

tial settling time dependant on the design bandwidth of the amplifier.  As the resonator acts 

as a very narrow band-pass filter, these pulses are only likely to produce small errors in am-

plitude which would not be noticeable to a digital circuit.  Any small pulses on the output of 

the oscillator are unlikely to overcome the trace impedance to provide a wide enough voltage 

swing to produce a false clock edge.

Switch-mode power supplies

Modern processing systems often require several different voltages among their compo-

nents which is usually achieved with DC-DC power converters.  The selection of topology 

is important regarding SEEs as some are susceptible to SELs [58].  Further studies [61] have 

investigated SEEs on PWM controllers which are typically used in switch-mode power sup-

plies and found some effects including phase shifts and amplitude errors that would increase 

voltage ripple at the output of the converter; additionally that converters with a soft-start fea-

ture could be upset into restarting their soft-start timer, leading to a brown out of the voltage 

rail for significant time.

Low dropout regulators (LDO) are alternatives to switch mode power supplies and their 

operation is much simpler.  LDOs require fewer external components and they don’t produce 

the same EMI that switch mode regulators do.  The disadvantage of LDOs is their overall 

efficiency, as the power difference between the input and the output is essentially ‘burnt’ in 

the pass transistor.  LDOs are less susceptible to SEE as they don’t involve any digital logic so 

any transients are absorbed by the analogue circuity.

Sensors and Actuators

Gone are the days of cumbersome mechanical  gyroscopes used to sense an aircraft’s orien-

tation.  These have been replaced by MEMS sensors which implement the gyro sensor on a 

silicon die.  A typical aircraft will include sensors for 3D acceleration and rotation as well as 
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a compass, airspeed indicator and altimeter.  Many sensors for each of these categories are 

available commercially and have been developed and proven effective over many years.  How-

ever these sensors are not immune from environmental effects including temperature and 

radiation.  While most of these devices can compensate for temperature variations, SEEs are 

not usually explored as these devices are typically used in less-than-critical applications, and 

not far above sea level.  These sensors often contain a number of RAM based elements includ-

ing configuration registers, data buffers and in some cases, entire microprocessors.  While we 

do not have access to the internal workings of these devices in order to improve their radia-

tion tolerance we must consider ways of mitigating this risk if we are to include them in our 

system.

Mitigation Strategies
Mitigating SEEs in an FPGA design is a combination of design choices and active coding 

strategies.  Some components are inherently immune to radiation effects, while others must 

be constantly monitored for the correct behaviour.  This section will focus on the coding 

strategies involved in monitoring and correcting components within the FPGA as well as 

external components that the FPGA has enough control over.  With these strategies in place 

and effective design decisions regarding the remaining hardware components, it is hoped that  

the negative effects of SEEs will be significantly reduced during the operation of the resulting 

flight controller.

The theory behind SEE mitigation in a digital system is simple enough, but these techniques 

do come at a cost of resource usage or system throughput.  We will compare methods and 

discuss the trade-offs in terms of circuit timing and logic resource usage to inform the design 

using realistic and cost-effective parts that are neither infinitely large nor fast.

Error Correcting Codes
Error correcting codes provide a method of encoding data with redundancy that allows errors 

to be detected and corrected.  They have a long history in computer science and are em-

ployed on most communications networks and in reliable data storage [30].  In the context 

of FPGA avionics, there are two cases that can benefit from error correcting codes to make 

the system tolerant of SEEs.  Data stored in the device, either in RAM or in fabric registers 

is susceptible to corruption from high energy particles, more so than transient effects as the 
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duration that data is stored in these elements could be indefinite.  As described above, SEUs 

result in a memory element altering its value.  Single bit errors are rare, but common enough 

to trouble any aircraft with an endurance measured in hours or more, and especially for any 

safety critical system.  Two or more bit errors are much less common.  Multi-bit errors caused 

by a single event are exceptionally rare but have been detected in high density memory el-

ements such as RAM [11].  Multi-bit errors are more likely to occur the longer pre-existing 

errors are allowed to persist in memory as the result of multiple SEEs.  Physical separation 

and high frequency “scrubbing” of memory elements mitigates most of the risk of multi-bit 

errors.  Single bit errors are still possible regardless of data longevity and can occur in even 

the most rapidly accessed register.  To tolerate single bit errors we must apply error correcting 

codes to every register in the design.  This requires considerable resources in the FPGA that 

could otherwise be used for the application, so it is desirable to keep this implementation as 

efficient as possible.

Here we consider three circuits that implement single bit error correction and potentially 

multi-bit error detection.  These three circuits vary in how many data bits they encode as well 

as how many Flip-Flops (FF) and Look-Up-Tables (LUT) are required to implement them.  

The ratio of these two resources to the number of data bits will be the main criteria to decide 

which is most appropriate in which design.  Flip-Flop usage is analogous to the ‘rate’ of an 

error correcting code, that is how many bits are added to the data bits to form the codeword.  

LUT usage is an indication of the complexity of the algorithm required to implement the 

error correction.  We must also consider the performance of the algorithm, which can be 

measured in the additional propagation delay through LUTs required for error correction, 

which combined with application logic will limit the speed of the resulting design.

FPGAs from different vendors or different product lines have varying architectures on which 

to implement designs, which does affect how an algorithm can be optimised.  The main fab-

ric of the FPGA is divided into logic slices which typically include a small LUT and a FF or 

two.  The number of inputs to a LUT limits the complexity of logic that can be performed in 

a single LUT.  For the avionics platform described later in this thesis we use the Igloo2 fabric 

[60] from Microsemi which uses 4 input LUTs (4LUT) with one Flip-Flop per slice.  The 

actual resource usage in a given design also varies as the synthesiser optimizes and combines 

logic patterns that may be spread over several combinatorial LUTs.
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Simple Repetition

The first and simplest circuit to consider is simply repeating the data bit and storing it in mul-

tiple FFs, commonly referred to as Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) [15].  A very simple 

‘majority wins’ circuit can correct any single bit error in the FFs.

Fig. 14 Simple repetition of critical register with majority voting circuit.

This circuit requires 1 3LUT and 3 FFs for each data bit encoded and the delay increase is a 

constant 1 LUT extra.  This simple circuit provides a (3, 1, 3) codeword.  Care must be taken 

with the synthesizer as most will “optimize” this circuit by removing the redundant logic.

Semi-repetition

Designed in an attempt to optimally utilize the 4LUT required in the simple repetition cir-

cuit, this design repeats each data bit twice and then stores a parity bit of two neighbouring 

data bits.  This allows us to use 5 FFs and 3 LUTs for every 2 data bits; essentially trading a 

FF for a LUT when compared with the simple repetition circuit.  The delay increase is still 

constant but increased to 2 LUTs.

Fig. 15 Protecting two critical registers with a shared parity bit.

This circuit works by comparing the repeated data bits, if they are the same then that value 

is output.  If they differ, then assume the parity bit and one data bit from the neighbour are 
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correct (we only expect a single error out of the 5 bits) and then generate the correct data bit.  

This circuit gives us a (5, 2, 3) codeword.

In low frequency designs such as the avionics being developed for this thesis, it is typical 

to utilise more LUTs than FFs in the FPGA as longer arithmetic paths can still meet timing 

requirements while using less FFs.  This circuit allows us to shift the balance from FFs to 

LUTs if required.

Hamming Codes

Hamming codes [30] [31] provide a simple and scalable encoding scheme for arbitrary word 

lengths that provides single bit error correction, and with extension, double error detection.  

The number of FFs required scales logarithmically with data length, however the LUTs re-

quired scales exponentially.  Similarly the delay increases with word length so this algorithm 

is likely impractical for large word lengths.  Linear combinations of (7, 4, 3) and (6, 3, 3) 

hamming code implementations can be used to encode larger data words and balance the 

requirements of FF, LUTs and path delay.

Fig. 16 Illustration of ECC implementation before and after critical registers.
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Auto Scrubbing

The assumption that multi-bit errors are rare enough not to require correcting relies heavily 

on the idea that any single bit errors are removed in a short enough period that it is unlikely 

another single bit error occurs within the same codeword.  In order to achieve this, each 

codeword must be refreshed at a regular interval either by loading a new codeword into it, or 

by loading the error corrected version of the previous codeword.  The latter process is known 

as ‘scrubbing’.  If a register is updated with new data at a high enough frequency, scrubbing 

is unnecessary.  However many registers in a design will not have new data regularly or will 

be updated too slowly.  In these cases, the error correcting circuit can be configured to auto-

matically scrub the codeword in the registers by looping the error corrected data back into the 

input.  This requires more LUTs to implement and will probably increase power consumption 

as the FFs are being enabled more frequently than they otherwise would be.

Fig. 17 Triple redundant register with voting circuit and auto-scrubbing.

Encoding State Machines

All structures utilising flip-flops in the FPGA fabric are susceptible to single event effects and 

must include some form of mitigation.  While the vast majority of flip flops will be used in a 

data path, control structures such as state machines must also be considered.

A typical state machine implementation consists of two main components; the state value 

register which holds the current state, and the combinatorial ‘next state’ logic which trans-

forms the current state and a collection of inputs into the value of the state on the next clock 

cycle.

Designers will usually use an enumerated type to define the state variable rather than trying 

to directly implement it as a bit vector, as all data eventually becomes.  The synthesizer maps 

these state values to a specific encoding.  Modern synthesizers are capable of detecting the 

state machine and optimizing it before selecting a state encoding method that best suits a 

particular scenario.  These encoding methods include:
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Binary which simply represents the state value as a collection of binary encoded integers.  

This provides the simplest and most compact encoding scheme.

Grey-code which tries to minimize output glitches from the state machine by only tog-

gling one ‘bit’ of the encoded value on each transition.  This only works if the state 

transitions through consecutive integer values.

One-hot/One-cold encodes the state variable in a vector of as many bits as there are state 

values, with the current state being whichever bit is set/not set.  This provides the highest 

performance encoding as no logic is required to resolve a number of bits to a particular 

state value.

With respect to SEE mitigation, the encoding scheme doesn’t actually have much effect if 

the entire bit vector is protected with ECC.  The main concern here is that the state variable 

must be explicitly encoded as protect-able data type such as an integer or bit vector.

Fig. 18 ECC encoding of state machine.  Combinatorial components in dashed lines.

Block Level Mitigation
The discussion of SEE mitigation has so far focused on algorithms implemented in the logic 

elements of the FPGA (LUTs and FFs).  However, modern FPGAs include a number of other 

resources for data storage or high performance signal processing which we must also address.  
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While these resources vary from vendor to vendor, three distinct types of resources are usual-

ly present in the fabric.  These include Clock Conditioning Circuits, RAM and Math blocks.  

While each vendor gives them a different name, and the design & capabilities differ, these 

are found scattered around the FPGA fabric amongst the logic resource and are available for 

designers to use in their algorithms.  They are also susceptible to single event effects.

Math Blocks

Math blocks are hardware implementations of some arithmetic operations that can operate 

at much higher frequencies than their slice logic equivalents.  While each FPGA vendor has 

there own design for the math block they provide, they typically include a multiplier, accu-

mulator and a number of optional pipeline registers to improve performance.  These blocks 

are very useful in digital signal processing as just a simple multiplication operation can con-

sume a significant number of LUTs and be difficult to meet performance requirements.

Fig. 19 A simple MATH/DSP block implementation.

While the maths blocks are less susceptible to configuration corruption, their internal reg-

isters are still a cause for concern in radiation hardening a design.  These registers are likely 

identical to the FFs in the main FPGA fabric and would be just as susceptible to corruption 

from SEEs.  However, the FFs in the main fabric could be protected by adding error correct-

ing bits, this is not possible with the math block’s internal registers as their inputs are not 

available to route through LUTs that can encode ECC bits.  Unfortunately, short of hardware 

hardening implemented by the vendor (which some vendors do) there is no way to mitigate 

SEE effects in these internal registers.  Instead, we must either limit the functionality of the 

math block to not use these registers, which may be possible with relatively slow clock speeds, 

or provide redundancy either spatially or temporally.
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Redundancy can be provided for Math blocks (as well as other block level entities) in two 

ways.  If speed is of concern, then replicating the block 3 times will allow maximum through-

put and protection against any errors within the block’s internal registers.  A voting circuit on 

the output of the replicated blocks combines the outputs.  Alternatively, if resource consump-

tion is more of a concern than speed, a single block can be used and simply perform the same 

operation over three consecutive clock cycles.  The output of the block can feed a shift register 

within a voting circuit that can combine the results of the three operations.

Block RAMS

Small blocks of RAM are also found scattered around the FPGA fabric that allow storage of 

bulk data, readily accessible to fabric logic for various purposes.  These can be used to store 

data such as buffering packet data in a FIFO, or as part of the system algorithms by storing 

a lookup table that can resolve a complex function in a single clock cycle.  However they are 

used, BRAMs are susceptible to the effects of SEEs; more so than FFs as they typically consist 

of much higher density memory that holds its value for longer periods of time.

Typical BRAMs provide two asynchronous read/write ports that allow the memory to be 

accessed simultaneously by two separate processes, which is convenient for memory scrub-

bing applications.  The two use cases for BRAMs have very different integrity checking 

requirements.  In the case of static lookup tables, the RAM contents is not altered by the 

application and is likely loaded from persistent, SEE immune storage at system start.  In 

this instance a checksum for the RAM contents can be provided along with the data and 

frequently recalculated.  When a fault is detected, the entire RAM contents can be reloaded 

from persistent storage.  As most of the data being rewritten is not actually changing, this can 

usually be done without interrupting application processes accessing the other port.

The processes of recalculating the checksum requires a loop over every data word in the 

RAM which takes a significantly longer period than single clock cycle ECC calculations 

previously discussed.  This means that there is a much greater opportunity for SEEs to occur 

between scrubbing periods, increasing the possibility of multi-bit errors.

In the case where a BRAM is used to store dynamic application data, there is no persistent 

storage to compare with.  In this case, a proportion of the RAM can be dedicated to ECC bits 

for each word (or possibly another BRAM entirely).  RAM scrubbing can then be achieved 

by simply reading out each word and correcting it according to its ECC bits, then rewriting 

it to the RAM.  This can also be done transparently to application processes on the second 
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port.  Again, we must consider the rate at which a scrubbing process can loop over the RAM, 

as we can only read and correct one data word every two clock cycles.

Expected Upset Rates with Mitigation
Now that we have detailed the mitigation strategies for SEEs affecting various elements with-

in the M2S025 we will now quantify the improved update rates.  We no longer consider 

single bit upsets, as the mitigation strategies detailed above effectively correct any SEU affect-

ing only a single bit so no single bit errors will propagate into the system.  Now we consider 

two bit errors that cannot be corrected by the techniques above.  As the fabric elements are 

divided up into many code words, only two bit errors affecting a single code word will result 

in errors propagating forward.  Multiple errors in different codewords will each be corrected.  

We don’t consider single SEUs that result in multiple errors within a codeword as this was not 

observed during neutron testing of the M2S050 and is not considered likely.  This leaves only 

the effect of multiple SEUs affecting the same code word before corrections can be applied; 

that is within the scrubbing period of that codeword.

We divide the 27696 flip-flops in the M2S025 into 11 bit codewords, each including 7 bits 

of data and 4 bits of ECC.  This ratio varies with specific data word lengths as does the result-

ing codeword 2SEU cross section.  7 bit data words are expected to be a reasonable mean.  We 

assume these codewords are scrubbed on every clock cycle, for which we assume a 20MHz 

clock.  The resulting codeword 2SEU cross section is calculated by

]4.2[

Where bitd  is the SEU cross section of the bits within a codeword, L  is the length of the 

codeword in bits including data and ECC bits and fscrub  is the scrubbing frequency of the 

codeword.  It should be mentioned that SEUs affecting the same bit within a codeword do 

not result in a two bit error, in fact the second is correcting the first.  This reduces the cross 

section of the codeword to the second SEU by one bit, but we don’t include that here for 

simplicity.

We divide the other fabric elements into codewords in a similar way.  The Math Blocks are 

considered an entire codeword of 130 bits, and each operation is repeated 3 times on con-

secutive clock cycles to provide redundant data.  The BRAMS are each considered an entire 
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codeword that is scrubbed at 20MHz/depth with a checksum that has a hamming distance 

of at least 2.

Element Type # Elements bitd L fscrub 2SEUd SEU/Hour

Flip-flop 27696 1.82E-14 11 20Mhz 1.00E-40 9.08E-34
Flip-Flop 
(Math Block)

4420 1.82E-14 130 6.67MHz 1.26E-37 1.54E-32

LSRAM 571392 2.53E-14 18432 9.77 kHz 2.28E-27 2.54E-22
uSRAM 39168 1.31E-14 1152 156.25 kHz 9.33E-33 1.14E-27

Table 4 Codeword SEU cross sections with mitigation

The results of mitigation on various fabric elements within an M2S025 are presented in Ta-

ble 4.  When compared with the single element cross sections in Table 1 a significant decrease 

in the effects of SEUs can be observed.  The total aggregate expected SEU/hour for a fully uti-

lized M2S025 is estimated at 2.54E-22, again this is dominated by the LSRAM cross section.

In implementing ECC on all fabric registers, many of those registers are devoted to that task 

as opposed to application tasks.  In the example above, with a mean codeword length of 7 

bits, about 43% of FFs in the FPGA are used for ECC.  This ratio improves as the codeword 

length increases however this also increases the SEU cross section as each codeword contains 

more bits.  This represents significant resource savings when compared with more common 

TMR techniques [26].  However the increased complexity of the error correcting circuits add 

new challenges as discussed below.

Validating the ECC Implementation
The ECC library implementation, as discussed in Firmware Design, can be validated at the 

RTL layer simply using a standard test bench and simulation tools.  For a given bit vector 

length, all values of the vector are generated, encoded with ECC, decoded and compared 

with the original value.  In order to confirm that it correctly mask all errors, the encoded vec-

tor is copied once for each bit in the vector, and faults are injected by inverting the respective 

bit in each copy of the encoded vector.  Each corrupted copy is then decoded individually and 

compared with the original value.  This demonstrates that the implementation will correct 

and mask any single bit error within its protected vector.  For a bounded vector length this 

exhaustive testing it not difficult to perform on a modern PC.  The longest encoded vector 

encountered in our design was only 24bits wide.
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However things get significantly more complicated with more realistic propagation delays 

included in the simulation.  While the RTL simulation only considers the ideal logic, real 

world implementations have delays between circuit elements which add significant compli-

cations to their correct behaviour.  Until this point we have only considered ECC encoding 

on ideal synchronous circuits, which is fine as long as guarantees can be made that all signal 

propagation stabilizes before the next rising edge of the clock.  This is usually provided by the 

vendor’s synthesis tools after placement and routing has been performed, based on the actual 

delay values of the selected circuit elements involved in the implementation.  Unfortunately 

SEEs are asynchronous events and thus level changes as a result of SEEs may violate the setup 

and hold requirements of synchronous elements, or more significantly induce a skew between 

related bits through a complex combinatorial circuit.

Consider the circuit in Fig. 16 which illustrates a typically ECC encoding and decoding 

circuit.  Any change in one of the codeword registers must propagate through the decoding 

circuit, error correction, and then any other user logic before arriving at the next synchronous 

element in the design.  In order to effectively mask all SEEs in the codeword registers, the 

ECC circuit must ensure that the downstream logic is always presented with the correctly 

decoded output.

 
Fig. 20 Glitches in ECC decoding circuit

By simulating the post-route net-list, annotated with the propagation delays of the elements 

actually used in the design we can see this effect.  Fig. 20 illustrates a few select data paths 

through the ECC decoding circuit of an 8bit input vector.  Beginning with a steady state 

input of 0xFF and a correctly encoded/decoded output, a fault is injected at 45ns into one 

of the data registers storing the encoded vector.  Shortly after, a transition can be observed 

on the input (D) of the output register.  While this glitch is temporary and stabilises to the 

correct value, the intermediate value is latched into the output register on the rising edge of 

Clk at 47ns.  This erroneous value is then propagated to downstream logic.

This demonstrates that SEEs can effectively subvert the protection of the decoding circuit 

if they occur within a period before the rising edge of the clock which is too short to allow 
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propagation and stabilisation of the correct value.  This implies that the protection offered by 

ECC in this context only applies the 2 bit error rate for part of the clock period, while only 

providing a minor improvement on the single bit error rate for the remainder of the clock 

period. 

An upper bound on this limitation can be derived by considering the fraction of the clock 

period in which the design timing is violated.  The maximum clock frequency of the design 

is reported by the vendor tools after placement & routing is completed.  This effect is the 

dominant factor limiting the effectiveness of our implementation of ECC to harden against 

and completely mask SEEs.

Discussion
We had intended to provide a radiation hardening strategy that would completely mask any 

single bit error throughout our entire design while minimising the resources required to do 

so.  Our implementation of ECC applied to all memory elements in our design is expected to 

consume only 43% extra resources, compare with 220% when using standard TMR [26].  

While these resource consumption rates appear accurate, and the RTL simulation of ECC 

shows it to be effective, the introduction of realistic propagation delays show significant flaws 

in this approach.  The reduction in the rate of unmasked errors propagating to downstream 

logic when using ECC is bounded by the ratio of the system clock frequency (fclk) to the 

maximum clock frequency of the design (fmax ), though it is likely to be higher when specif-

ic designs are analysed.

While the implementation of ECC involves complicated combinatorial circuits which 

exacerbate this effect, I believe more traditional TMR approaches might still warrant con-

sideration.  The propagation delays through voting circuits and downstream combinatorial 

logic must be closely considered with regard to asynchronous SEEs.  A simple experiment 

as above, but replacing the 8bit ECC vector with a single bit TMR vector did not show this 

effect.  However this is likely due to the limits of the simulator, as a single bit TMR voting 

circuit can be implemented in exactly one 3LUT slice element.  With propagation delays 

only being accurately modelled at the slice level this is potentially masking any skew from the 

slice’s individual inputs.
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While our ECC implementation is an improvement on no mitigation, by at least the ratio 

of fmax  to fclk (about x10 in our design), TMR appears to be a more effective, albeit expen-

sive strategy to completely mask single bit errors.
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Hardware Design
Here I define the requirements for a hardware device with which to implement our flight 

controller.  This device is intended to control a small fixed wing aircraft autonomously, 

such that it can manage the aircraft’s attitude, navigate between waypoints and maintain 

communication with a ground control station.

This device will include a main processor/FPGA in a monolithic System-on-Chip 

(SoC), the Microsemi M2S025.  I will include memory elements such as DDR RAM 

and FLASH to support the operation of the processor.  I also include some sensors such 

as accelerometers, gyroscopes, barometer & a compass on the board as well as provide 

interfaces to external GPS and airspeed sensors.

As this device is intended to be radiation tolerant, I briefly discuss the effects that 

radiation may have on each component in the design as well as ways in which these 

effects can be mitigated.  The main focus is on the FPGA itself which is explicitly FLASH 

based to avoid corruption of configuration memory, but many of the components 

include digital systems and are susceptible to SEEs.
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Introduction
Unmanned aircraft are becoming increasingly prevalent in society and the need to ensure 

these craft operate safely as they fly overhead should be the key concern of researchers in 

the industry.  As the scale of these aircraft reduces so does their cost while their capability 

increases.  While large scale aircraft are currently deployed by defence forces; civilian appli-

cations call for much smaller and more cost effective systems.  However, as the size of the 

aircraft reduces so does the capability of the avionics on-board, leaving less computing power 

to maintain the aircraft’s operating capability.

In order to maintain deterministic behaviour whilst reducing system size and power con-

sumption I have developed a prototype flight controller based entirely around discrete logic in 

the form of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs).  This system trades development ef-

fort and flexibility for robustness and reduced size & power consumption.  The prototype was 

constructed from COTS parts similar to those found on popular amateur systems.  Future 

versions produced in volume could also benefit by replacing the FPGA with an Application 

Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), further lowering the power consumption and cost.

Several commercial flight controllers are available with various capabilities and prices.  Each 

of these aim to autonomously pilot various unmanned aircraft.  They are capable of tracking 

the attitude of the aircraft, locating it on the earth and manoeuvring it through a series of 

waypoints.  Some devices are beginning to include FPGAs as accelerators, available to the 

main CPU processor [39] or as the bridge between arbitrary sensors and the CPU  .

The advantage of a discrete logic system is inherent in the design of the firmware.  Where a 

traditional CPU or micro-controller would perform all data collection, processing and con-

trol tasks within a single core, discrete logic allows for each task to be handled by dedicated 

silicon in the device.  This vastly simplifies the firmware design, removes the need for re-

al-time operating systems and simplifies component verification.  It is also arguable that 

certain functions or algorithms benefit greatly from an implementation in logic rather than 

byte code and that system stability can be improved with faster update rates due to the par-

allelisation of operations.

Single Event Effects (SEEs) should be considered by all avionics engineers, as radiation in 

the Earth’s atmosphere can interact with digital systems.  High energy particles can deposit 

charge in any location within a digital system, causing transient logic levels, upsetting flip-
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flops, corrupting data and potentially causing single event latch-up.  While I am limited to 

COTS parts, I consider the effects radiation may have on the components I have include in 

my design and try to outline ways in which these effects can be mitigated.  This is not always 

possible, and I concentrate my effort on the main processor/FPGA.

This is actually the third incarnation of such a device.  All previous designs have put an 

emphasis on the use of a FLASH based FPGA and a completely autonomous platform.  The 

main changes between each version have been in the size and capability of the FPGA, pro-

gressing through the ProASIC3 [67], igloo [68] and now SmartFusion2 (igloo2) [51] FPGA 

families.  The original design did not include embedded DSP blocks, which required a sig-

nificant portion of the FPGA fabric to be consumed by simple multipliers.  The igloo fabric 

provided DSP blocks and the step to the SmartFusion2 added a small CPU.

This chapter will describe the requirements and design of a prototype flight controller that 

has been developed as a platform for further experimentation.  While it is nice to design a 

generic device that can be used for any application it is important to consider a specific use 

case.  Our future experimentation is planned around a solar powered, fixed wing glider.  Spe-

cifically the airframe selected is the Pulsar 2.5E which significantly constrains the physical 

size of the avionics.  Being solar powered, there is also considerable emphasis on low power 

consumption.

Fig. 21 The Pulsar 2.5E.
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Platform Requirements
There are two primary categories of requirements for a simple avionics platform: navigation; 

the ability of the platform to determine where it is with respect to its goal, and control; the 

ability of the platform to control actuators towards achieving a goal.  In addition to these two, 

I also have requirements relating to communication including the diagnostic and telemetry 

information available from the aircraft, and the physical constraints of the device.

Navigation
Knowing where you are and where you want to go is a basic requirement for any autonomous 

flight controller.  Additionally, on a solar powered aircraft it is important to know where the 

sun is positioned with respect to photo voltaic arrays.  This requires knowledge of the position 

of the aircraft on the earth, its attitude with respect to the horizon, as well as the date and 

time of day.

1. The platform must be able to determine its position on the earth within 10m at ≥1Hz.

2. The platform must be able to determine its attitude (roll, pitch, & yaw) with respect 

to gravity & magnetic north, within 3˚ at ≥20Hz.

3. The platform must be aware of the day of the year, and the time of day within one 

minute.

4. The platform must be able to navigate in order to traverse a list of waypoints.

which implies:

5. The platform must be able to determine the heading and distance from its location to 

that of a waypoint anywhere else on earth.

A platform with these capabilities would be able to follow paths and/or loiter at specific lo-

cations.  It would also be capable of collecting telemetry data relating the sun’s location with 

respect to photovoltaic arrays fixed to the aircraft, which would allow for detailed modelling 

and verification of solar power collection.

Control
This device is responsible for controlling the aircraft’s actuators to maintain a sensible atti-

tude and achieve navigation goals.  While there is potential for many novel control system 

approaches, for the sake of specifying this platform I will be sticking to the basics while al-
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lowing for other methods in the future.  This platform is also intended to control a specific 

airframe which includes the following actuators: 2× flaps, 2× ailerons, elevator, rudder & 

throttle; however I hope to leave it capable of controlling other styles of aircraft.

6. The platform must be capable of supporting up to 8 servo style actuators.

This is typical of many avionics platform as most commercial actuators are either servos 

or make use of the same interface in the case of Electronic Speed Controllers (ESC).  This 

interface being a standard 50Hz PWM.  Having 8 channels allows us one extra channel to 

control a payload if needed.

7. The platform must allow for manual pilot control of actuators.

8. The platform must be capable of autonomously controlling actuators.

Allowing the pilot manual control is important during development and as a failsafe during 

experimentation.  However the end goal is to have the flight controller pilot the aircraft au-

tonomously and as such, should support both methods of control.  The autonomous control 

has been left vaguely defined as the author cannot anticipate the control methods or even 

their goals at this time and is expecting to provide some generic processing capability to 

achieve various control schemes.

In the specific case of a fixed wing aircraft, the indicated airspeed is usually an important 

parameter for any control scheme.  Additionally the aircraft’s altitude is also something that 

is required to be controlled:

9. The platform must measure its altitude above sea level within 10m at ≥1Hz.

10. The platform must measure its indicated airspeed within 1m/s at ≥ 10Hz.

The actual control schemes used for this project will be detailed in Firmware Design.

Telemetry & Diagnostics
To provide a useful research tool, the avionics platform must be able to gather and either store 

or communicate data regarding the state of the aircraft and the environment in which it is 

operating.  While there are an infinite number of metrics that can be gathered, this project 

is focused on the power consumption and generation of the aircraft.  I also require data re-

garding the behaviour of the aircraft and its navigational state in order to develop and control 

the system.
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11. The platform must measure the voltage across the main battery within 100mV at 

≥10Hz.

12. The platform must measure the current draw from the main battery within 20mA at 

≥10Hz.

As one of the main energy stores of the aircraft (the other being altitude) it is critical to know 

the charge state and power draw of the battery.  This allows for detailed analysis of the power 

consumption of the aircraft through various manoeuvres as well as diagnostic information 

whilst operating.

13. The platform must measure the temperature of the motor, the battery, the ESC, itself 

& ambient air within 1˚C at ≥1Hz.

This serves both diagnostics, as the symptom of many faults is excess heat and many tuning 

parameters are controlled within temperature limits, as well as telemetry which will often 

require temperature compensation or have temperature dependant variables.

14. The platform must provide navigation and data as telemetry, this includes:

• Raw inertial sensor data: 3-axis gyroscope, 3-axis acceleration.

• Raw Compass Data: 3-axis magnetic vector.

• GPS Location.

• IMU Calculated State: roll, pitch & yaw (heading).

• Altitude.

• Airspeed.

The acquisition of these parameters will have stricter requirements for the calculation of 

inertial state which is also likely to be at data rates greater than can be supported through 

telemetry.  These should all be reported ≥10Hz as indications and debugging.

15. The platform must provide control data as telemetry, this includes:

• Actuator values.

• Flight state.

• Current objective & calculated trajectory towards this objective.

Physical Requirements
In addition to the functional requirements above, the device must fit within the airframe and 

draw a reasonable amount of power.  Finally there are requirements imposed by the expected 

operating environment.
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16. The platform must fit within a 20 x 45 x 80mm bounding box.

17. The platform must consume <1W @ 5.5V.

It’s difficult to assess the power consumption of similar platforms without physically testing 

them, as most manufacturers don’t publish this information, or the features of each platform 

are not comparable.  This is intended as an upper bound, but actually consumption should 

be minimized.

18. The platform must operate between altitude from Mean Sea Level (0m) up to 15,000m 

AMSL.

19. The platform must perform at temperatures from -40˚C up to 50˚C.

The actual expected temperature range throughout the operating altitude actually extends 

further below zero to -55˚C, however COTS parts are limited to a standard industrial tem-

perature range which limits us to -40˚C.

Hardware Design
Experience has shown us that building a single monolithic device is not a practical way to 

integrate a flight controller with an airframe.  This is because some “cabling” is RF coaxial ca-

ble or pneumatic tubing, both of which can be awkward to route to a centrally located flight 

controller.  It is also the case that specific applications will have different requirements around 

communications, actuation and other peripherals.  For these reasons I propose a design that 

is centred around a single processor board that contains only the critical components of a 

functioning flight controller with interfaces provided for optional and remote peripherals.

The main processor board includes the SoC, RAM and FLASH which are the basic compo-

nents of the processing system.  While a pure FPGA implementation of the flight controller 

is expected, which would not need RAM or FLASH storage, these components are included 

so that this hardware can also be used for any software approach that may be considered.  The 

main board also includes the 9-axis IMU sensors, including accelerometer, compass, gyro-

scope and barometric pressure sensor.  The selection of these components will be discussed in 

detail in IMU Sensors.  Additionally this board contains supporting components including 

the power supplies, level translators and several connectors for peripheral devices & actuators.  

This main processing board, in addition to an external GPS and airspeed sensor should be 

enough to autonomously control many styles of unmanned aircraft.
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In addition to the main processing board, I propose an initial peripheral board that includes 

some desired functions as well as some stated requirements.  This IO board mates with the 

processor board through a 40pin header and provides features to ease user interaction.  This 

includes long range RF communications, mass storage, audio output and a programming 

interface as well as extending connectors for more traditional actuator interfaces.

Power Converters 
The goal of the power converter selection is to provide adequate power at the correct voltage 

levels for all the components in the design.  This should be achieved with the highest effi-

ciency and smallest physical footprint possible.  The power requirements of each component 

in the design change dynamically depending on how they are used, and in the case of the 

FPGA, with the logic design it implements.  It is very difficult to estimate power requirements 
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Fig. 22 System block diagram including both the processor board and breakout board.
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theoretically, but we can make some estimates on the worst case.  The power requirements 

of the main processor board are summarised in Fig. 23.  These current estimates were taken 

from the devices’ datasheets in their most active state.  The SoC power consumption was 

taken from its requirements during programming.  In the case of FPGA power consumption, 

it is generally proportional to the number of logic elements in the design and the frequency 

with which they are clocked.  The vendor’s synthesis tools will provide a much more accurate 

estimate.

Power converters are a critical component and extra attention should be afforded to the 

reliability of the chosen solution.  Like any component, they have a designed operational 

temperature range and may suffer de-rating towards the ends of this range.  The topology 

and behaviour of the power converters should be considered with respect to SEEs, how they 

will affect the converter as well as how the converter will recover from a fault.  Synchronous 

buck converters are a very popular choice for their efficiency and size, but they do have some 

drawbacks when considered in the presence of SEEs [69].  As discussed in Upsetting Logic, 

SEEs affecting the output switches may cause transient short circuits or in the event of SEL, a 

persistent short circuit until power is removed.  Many modern power controllers also include 

features such as soft-start which limits the ramp rate of the output current as the device pow-

Fig. 23 Proposed power distribution with worse case current requirements indicated.
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ers on to protect against large inrush currents.  SEEs can potentially upset the controller and 

reset the soft-start mechanism resulting in power loss.

This design requires three distinct voltage rails at 1.2V, 1.8V and 3.3V and will operate 

from a single 4.5 - 5.5V supply (typical actuator/ESC voltages).  The 1.8V rail has the largest 

current requirement of ~270mA, which is dominated by the RAM and FLASH.  It should be 

noted that this current requirement is only when they are both “active”.  If the flight control-

ler doesn’t need these memories then their current draw will be insignificant.

We have selected the Semtech SC202A [70] which is a 500mA synchronous buck converter.  

This minimises the physical footprint of the converters by integrating the required inductor 

and not requiring voltage selection resistors.  It includes over current protection which can 

sustain power to a persistent short circuit on the output.  It has a power saving mode which 

improves efficiency at low loads, which makes it suitable for both the low and high current 

rails.  It is desirable that the same converter is used for each rail for simplicity and a reduced 

BOM length.

The synchronous buck converter topology improves efficiency by switching two series 

transistors between power and ground with the output inductor in the middle.  This is an im-

provement on the non-synchronous topology which used a passive diode on the low side.  The 

danger is that the two transistors can never be conducting at the same time, otherwise a low 

impedance path exists between power and ground which is likely to damage the transistors.  

While the controller may be perfectly safe in switching these two transistors, it is possible that 

an SET may turn on the “off” transistor [69], creating a short circuit as illustrated in Fig. 24.  

ISEE ISC

Fig. 24 Simple buck converter topology.  Short circuit and SEE current paths indicated.
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While these power converters have been designed to withstand persistent short-circuits on 

their output, the current path resulting from an SEL does not pass through the inductor and 

so the control logic will not have the same opportunity to modulate the output, potentially 

resulting in damage to the converter.

It is difficult to find another converter topology with similar specifications in the same 

physical footprint, especially with the appearance of devices with integrated inductors on the 

market.  We proceed with the knowledge that there is risk of SEL in these power converters 

that we cannot mitigate.

Finally the soft-start and over-current features of the device must be discussed.  The soft-

start feature works by stepping up the current limit at 60 uS intervals, starting at 25% in 

increments of 25%.  The soft-start can be inadvertently triggered as the result of an SEU 

which can lead to brownout or failure of the power rail.  As the power required on each rail is 

nominally (except while using RAM or FLASH) below 25% of the current limit, the voltage 

on the rail should be maintained, avoiding a brownout condition.  This is different from the 

more common solution of having a linear ramp from zero output power.  The current limit 

also has a minimum time for the over-current condition to persist before any action is taken 

by the controller.  This effectively filters out short pulses resulting from SETs from triggering 

an over-current condition.

Central Processing
Typically, when designing such a device the selection of a specific micro-controller is con-

strained by the external interfaces required to interact with the application specific peripherals, 

as each micro-controller has limited hardware support for various interfaces.  However, when 

designing with FPGAs, the IO pins are much more abstract and do not directly support any 

specific interfaces in hardware; instead, the serial interface is implemented in the firmware 

running on the FPGA fabric.  This provides great flexibility with interface and peripheral 

selection as well as the physical placement and routing of these devices on the PCB   [42].

The main constraints around the selection of an FPGA for this application are the number 

of system gates available in the device, power consumption, physical device package and cost.    

Speed is not a factor as we are not anticipating any high frequency processing and we do not 

have a need for any specialist interfaces such as PCI.
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FPGA fabric is divided up into a number of logical elements including lookup tables (LUTs), 

digital signal processors (DSPs), block RAM/FIFOs (BRAMs) and possibly others depend-

ing on the model and manufacturer.  LUTs make up the bulk of the fabric and are used 

to implement custom logic.  A LUT slice includes the lookup table itself, which may have 

anywhere from 3 to 6 inputs, and a number of flip-flops.  FPGA specifications typically list 

the number of LUTs and their input count (or system gate equivalent) as a measure of the 

size of the device and can be used as an indication of how much logic can be implemented 

within the device.  This LUT count of an FPGA is somewhat similar to the FLASH size of a 

programmable micro-controller.

DSP slices are dedicated hardware implementations of various arithmetic functions, typ-

ically a multiply-accumulate block and some registers; as with LUTs their design varies by 

model and manufacturer.  DSP slices provide common functions that would otherwise take 

many LUT slices to implement and simplify the timing of those functions by minimising 

propagation delay through dedicated silicon rather than flexible routing fabric.  An applica-

tion that heavily relies on multiplication and large adders will require far fewer LUTs when 

that logic can be implemented in DSP slices instead.  Finally, the fabric may also contain a 

number of memory elements called block RAM (BRAM).  Again, their specific design varies 

with manufacturer and model, but each BRAM will typically be less than 20 Kbit in size 

with a variable aspect ratio.  Many BRAMs support both RAM and FIFO interfaces.  These 

memory elements are scattered around the FPGA fabric to act as lookup tables or buffers.

Power consumption within an FPGA is more complicated to estimate than in a micro-con-

troller (although they can also be quite complicated with various sleep and power saving 

modes).  A micro-controller’s power consumption is a combination of the system clock fre-

quency and the number of peripherals enabled and used by the software irrespective of the 

size of the software.  FPGA power consumption has the same dependence on the system 

clock speed, but rather than turning on peripherals, the device increases power consumption 

by instantiating logic elements.  This results in the power consumption of an FPGA being 

dependant on the size of the firmware implemented on it, as well as the system clock speed. 

FPGA power consumption is typically divided into static and dynamic consumption.  Static 

power consumption is the quiescent power consumption of the device as well as the power 

required to maintain its configuration; in the case of SRAM based FPGAs the static power 

consumption can be significant.  The dynamic consumption of the FPGA is the power con-
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sumed as gates within the device switch, which is a function of the number of gates switching 

and the frequency with which they switch.  The faster the system clock and the more logic 

elements instantiated within the design, the greater the power consumption of the device.

As FPGA configurations are stored as a large memory arrays they typically have large static 

power consumption when compared with micro-controllers.  This can be avoided by using 

a FLASH based FPGA which stores its configuration in persistent memory as opposed to 

volatile SRAM which consumes power to maintain.  In addition to lower static power con-

sumption, the use of FLASH is also immune to SEUs preventing any corruption of the device 

configuration making them ideal for this application.  At the time of writing, only one com-

mercial manufacturer produced FLASH based FPGAs which limits the FPGA selection to 

Microsemi’s product range.  These are not to be confused with FPGAs that include persistent 

memory used to configure an SRAM device at power up.

This project has iterated a couple of times with different FPGAs all from MicroSemi in-

cluding the ProASIC3 and Igloo.  This provides us with experience regarding how large the 

FPGA is required to be to implement our firmware.  Each time we outgrew the previous 

device, we moved to a device with more powerful LUT slices (4 inputs vs. 3) and now the 

igloo2 introduces DSP slices.  Additionally the igloo2 is offered in the SmartFusion2 System-

On-Chip (SoC) which co-located the FPGA on the same silicon die as an ARM Cortex-M3.  

The device we have selected is the M2S025 which we expect will provide adequate logic 

resources in the FPGA for future work; it was also the largest device we could develop for 

without having to purchase software licences.  The CPU is not required for the flight control-

ler or anything safety critical, but can be utilised as an interface for offline configuration such 

as applying coefficients and settings to the device and tasks such as calibrating the compass.

With the inclusion of a CPU it is desirable that this processing platform can perform sim-

ilarly to other autopilot platforms currently available.  The Pixhawk [36] includes a 32bit 

ARM Cortex-M4 running at 168MHz, and is considered adequate for many flight control 

applications.  The main difference between the Cortex-M4 and the M3 on the M2S025 is 

the inclusion of a floating point unit (FPU).  This as well as a number of other accelerators 

can be implemented on the FPGA so we consider this hardware capable of performing the 

same tasks as the Pixhawk, possibly by directly porting the open source Ardupilot software.  
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Memories
While the FPGA fabric is FLASH based, and therefore persistent between power cycles, the 

same cannot be said for the block RAMs in the FPGA.  Quite often these memory elements 

are used for static LUTs to simplify the implementation of mathematical functions, for exam-

ple sin and cosine, or to store calibration and navigation data.  However the contents of these 

LUTs is undefined when the FPGA is first powered.  It is necessary to load static memory 

contents from a persistent storage medium during the initial configuration.  Additionally, 

if the CPU is to be used then somewhere to store the operating system is required.  The 

M2S025 has a small amount  (256 kb) of persistent memory available for both of these tasks, 

but is unlikely to be sufficient for future designs.  We include a 512 Mbit FLASH device, 

selected mainly for its physical size, on the processor board.  This memory can be read & 

written by the CPU and the FPGA.

There is also a need for bulk persistent data storage on board the device.  Experiments re-

quiring high fidelity telemetry can produce a significant data stream which can easily saturate 

a wireless link.  It is desirable that this data is stored on-board for analysis offline or potential-

ly delayed relay over a wireless link.  We include a microSD card slot as this provides a simple, 

cheap and convenient method to store and retrieve data in the field.

The final memory requirement is for large and fast storage of data that saturates both the 

wireless link and local persistent storage.  This is typically RAM which is scattered through-

out the CPU/FPGA.  While these blocks are fast, operating at the local oscillator usually 

generating the data, they are also quite small.  The M2S025 includes 64 kb of embedded 

SRAM accessible to the CPU and FPGA plus 611kb scattered around the FPGA fabric.  We 

include a 2Gb DDR device on the processor board to provide bulk RAM.  This RAM can 

service bulk data collection at high bandwidth as well as the needs of more complex operating 

systems if they are required.

It is required that this RAM also be protected from radiation effects which is achieved by the 

ECC algorithm available to the memory controller in the M2S025.  However the inclusion of 

extra ECC bits to each data word does make the interface a little awkward.  The memory bus 

is 16 bits wide plus 2 ECC bits, and 18 bit wide RAM devices are not very common among 

COTS products.  For this reason we selected a 32 bit wide device and simply don’t use the 

remaining 14 bits.  This also has the effect of reducing our effective RAM space to 1Gb.
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The algorithm used for ECC should also be discussed, as the codewords are actually 64+8 

with the ECC bits being spread over several data words [46].  This is apparently to take ad-

vantage of the logarithmic scaling of the hamming code used and reduce the overall memory 

requirements.  However in this case, we have 14 bits per data word being unused anyway, and 

access to a single data word requires access to many physical addresses to recover the ECC 

bits.  This may be effective for a RAM device exactly 18 bits wide, but these don’t really offer 

size or cost advantages due to their niche uses, and otherwise standard device packages. 

As an example of the RAM capabilities, if the IMU sensors discussed in this chapter (Ac-

celerometer, Gyroscope, Compass and Barometer) are sampling at their maximum rates we 

can expect about 804kbs.  With a 1Gb RAM available we can expect to store full resolution 

data for about 22 minutes.  These bandwidth requirements grow rapidly when you also add 

control outputs, and internal state and other sensors to the required telemetry.  The selected 

RAM is low power DDR which has a maximum interface clock of 200 MHz, giving a the-

oretical maximum bandwidth of 6.4 Gbps with 16 bit wide bus.  However to reduce power 

consumption and improve reliability by avoiding the use of PLLs, the RAM can be clocked at 

the native oscillators 20 MHz (discussed in Oscillators).  This reduces the RAM bandwidth 

to 640 Mbps, which is still more than enough for expected data logging rates.

Oscillators
There is a need for many different frequencies with different tolerances throughout this de-

sign, and many ways to achieve those clocks.  The CPU has a maximum clock frequency of 

142 MHz, the DDR RAM can go as high as 200 MHz while the FPGA fabric only needs 

something <50 MHz.

While the M2S025 does include two RC oscillators on its die, these are not particularly sta-

ble, with a maximum tolerance of 5% which may not be enough for higher speed interfaces 

such as USB.  The FPGA also includes several Clock Conditioning Circuits (CCCs) with in-

tegrated PLLs which can synthesize many new frequencies from a single reference oscillator.

The effects of temperature changes, vibration and radiation must be considered carefully 

regarding the choice of oscillators and overall clocking scheme.  As discussed in Upsetting 

Logic there are a few common technologies used in reference oscillators including RC filters, 

crystal resonators and more recently MEMS resonators.  COTS MEMS oscillators provide 

the smallest and most stable solutions and may include active temperature compensation 
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and excellent vibration tolerance.  However these do have one flaw when it comes to SEEs, 

in that  the output frequency of the device is usually programmed at the factory by way of a 

digital divider.  While the user may have no means to change this divider, SEUs may lead to 

a persistent change in output frequency that can only be corrected by removing power from 

the device [57].  Quartz crystal oscillators have been used for many decades in aviation and 

space applications and the effects of radiation are well understood.  They are also much more 

stable than an RC filter and so will be the preferred technology in this design.

The PLLs inside the M2S025 make frequency selection fairly arbitrary, as most references 

can be used to synthesize something close to the actual required frequency and can be con-

figured dynamically without requiring hardware changes.  However it should be noted that 

SEEs were observed in [52] which resulted in the PLL to lose lock on its reference input.  

Depending on the free-wheeling behaviour of the PLL it could be argued that this is not 

catastrophic.  The main concerns with oscillator faults are persistent (or at least significant 

duration) changes to frequency, and the presence of any “glitches” or shifts in phase that may 

cause clock periods shorter than timing paths in the design.  These glitches would violate 

the setup & hold times of registers in the design resulting in data corruption.  This is likely 

unrecoverable in contrast to longer clock periods which sill simply slow down computation 

without data corruption.

The proposed design includes a single external oscillator to provide a direct frequency ref-

erence to the FPGA fabric without requiring any PLLs.  This will be a quality quartz crystal 

oscillator running at 20 MHz.  This frequency was chosen from experience as a good starting 

point between speed (which is really just the margin between system clock and interface data 

rates) and logic complexity in the design.  The CPU and RAM could be clocked directly from 

this reference also, but given they are not intended for any critical tasks an internal PLL can 

be used to generate 100 MHz and 200 MHz references.

IMU Sensors
The inertial measurement unit (IMU) usually refers to the hardware and software compo-

nents that are responsible for measuring the motion of the aircraft and maintaining a “state” 

that represents the position and attitude of the aircraft in the world frame.  Interpolating 

an accurate state of the aircraft is quite a complex process which will be discussed in depth 

in Firmware Design.  Briefly the IMU works by taking high rate measurements of relative 
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movement and integrating them over time, and then using slower measurements of absolute 

references in the target frame to correct accumulated errors.  Here we will describe the select-

ed hardware components of the IMU including their types of measurement, interface and 

bandwidth requirements.

The gyroscopes provide the current rate of rotation of the sensor around its axes.  This 

provides high frequency updates to the attitude of the aircraft which is required for tracking 

manoeuvres and maintaining stability.  However errors in the magnitude of rotation and 

sensor noise will accumulate in the IMU so a state based on rotation alone will quickly drift.  

The rate of rotation is sensitive to small offsets in the measurement which will appear to be 

slow but constant rotation.

Linear acceleration provides information about how the aircraft is moving.  Similar to the 

gyroscopes, the acceleration measurements can be integrated to provide estimates of velocity 

and position.  In addition, local gravity can be measured (after being isolated from motion 

induced acceleration) which provides an absolute reference in the world frame as to which 

way is “down”.  This vector can be used to correct the long term drift from the gyroscopes.

  Acceleration and rate of rotation measurements are often performed by a single monolithic 

device so as to simplify IMU calculations by at least removing the offset between the axes 

of rotation and acceleration.   We selected the LSM6DSM [72] from ST as it was the fast-

est sampling device available while having comparable resolution and noise specifications to 

competitive products.  The higher bandwidth sampling eases requirements on numeric accu-

racy as discussed in  Firmware Design.  This requires an SPI interface and when sampling at 

6.6 kHz we expect 739.2 kbps of data, including the internal temperature.

Another absolute reference we require is north, which is measured by our compass.  This 

vector is not affected by the motion of the aircraft, but it can be altered by hard & soft iron 

objects nearby in the airframe, or possibly on the ground if large enough.  The north vector as 

measured by our compass also changes with location, with declination and variation chang-

ing significantly at different positions on the earth.  We selected the LIS3MDL [73] again 

from ST for similar reasons of sample rate.  The data requirements are much less significant 

at a modest 64 kbps when sampling at 1000 kHz.

The final sensor is not technically required for the IMU, but is very important for the 

operation of an aircraft.  That is the barometric pressure sensor, which provides altitude 

information by sensing the atmospheric pressure outside the aircraft.  When calibrated for 
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current local weather conditions this provides an accurate measurement of the aircraft above 

sea level, but can provide a high rate measure of vertical speed even without this calibration.  

We’re using the LPS25HB [74] again from ST which can sample barometric pressure at 25Hz 

with a very modest 1 kbps data rate.

Other sensors that are required by the platform but are only optional to the function of the 

IMU are the GPS and airspeed sensor.  These are awkward to mount on a centrally located 

flight controller and are instead considered external peripherals.

External Peripherals
There are a number of peripheral sensor and actuator interfaces this design is required to 

support.  While we are designing towards fixed wing aircraft with well defined sensor and 

actuator layouts, it is desirable that this device is able to support other configurations.  The 

peripherals we are anticipating are GPS modules, airspeed indicators, standard servos and 

ESCs (including those with telemetry capabilities).  We have included several connectors for 

these peripherals including 3 pin and 4 pin headers, a standard 2.54 mm header as well as a 

40 pin board-to-board connector for tightly integrated peripherals.

Support for arbitrary peripheral devices is actually quite easy to achieve with an FPGA, as 

we can implement any interface driver required in the FPGA fabric and route it to whichever 

header we need.  The only consideration required is the number of pins the interface requires 

as well as the voltage level of those pins.  We include level translators on each of the interface 

pins which can be configured via physical jumper, to drive the interface at either 3.3 V or 5 

V which are the two most common logic levels among small unmanned aircraft components.

With the inclusion of the board-to-board connector, any number of configurations can be 

developed.  As parts of this design we include a breakout board that includes a 900 MHz 

radio, microSD card slot, standard 8 channel servo header, and a programming interface for 

the main processor.

Design Summary
This design resulted in two distinct components that fit together to form a functional avi-

onics systems for further experimental work.  These components are tolerant of SEEs to the 

extent that could be achieved with COTS parts that fit within the required form factor.
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The main processor board forms a “System On Module” that is capable of controlling an 

autonomous platform in a stand-alone fashion, albeit without communication capabilities.  

This device measures 35 x 20 x 8mm making it able to fit within extremely space constrained 

airframes.  It features a processor that combined with an FPGA can be comparable to ex-

isting autopilot platforms.  It is realistic that existing software can be ported to this device.  

However the main advantage of this platform is the FPGA, which allows the flight controller 

to be implemented entirely within logic fabric.  This significantly increases the determinism 

Fig. 25 The main processor SoM.

Fig. 26 The main processor SoM mounted on the breakout board.
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of the system while decreasing the difficulty with which formal methods can be applied to 

verify the software system.  In addition, extra steps can be taken to radiation harden registers 

within the logic fabric allowing for complete radiation tolerance in the processing system.

We also developed a breakout board which completes the design requirements for our exper-

imental platform.  This breakout board includes a 900MHz transceiver and RF amplifier that 

provides a 250 kbps data link with a ground control station up to 500 mW.  This is expected 

to provide real time communications at a range of up to several kilometres.  The breakout 

board also includes an audio amplifier to which an optional speaker can be attached.  This 

allows the device to alert nearby operators to various modes of the device without a commu-

nication link or user interface; which is required for safe operation, especially in autonomous 

modes.  A microSD slot is included to allow easily removable bulk storage.  Finally the 

breakout board includes standard servo headers to ease integration with typical commercial 

airframes for model aircraft, as well as a programming interface to the main processor.  This 

breakout board 67 x 20 x 14mm and the combined weight of the SoM and breakout board 

is 19g.

The remaining requirements of the flight controller platform are left to external peripheral 

devices.  This includes the GPS for positioning, an external pressure sensor with a pitot tube 

for airspeed sensing, and an ESC that includes telemetry to monitor the battery.  The GPS 

and airspeed indicator prove challenging to mount in a central position, as they require ca-

bling/tubing that is sensitive to being bent through a tight fuselage.  They also both require 

a position on the aircraft that is not typically buried within a fuselage, such as the leading 

edge of the wing, or somewhere with a clear view of the sky.  Monitoring the battery is easily 

performed with the right ESC, which is far more convenient than inserting another group 

of sensors.

System Layout for the Pulsar 2.5E
The Pulsar 2.5E was the airframe selected for experimentation with autonomous gliding 

techniques and solar power integration.  It was selected for its efficient aerodynamic design 

and relatively large wing area.  However the fuselage of this airframe is very space con-

strained, adding to the desire for a small form factor avionics package.  Fig. 27 illustrates the 

components included in this airframe and how they are connected to the flight controller.
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The power for the aircraft is provided by a 3S LiPo battery pack which connects to the ESC.  

The ESC includes a Battery Elimination Circuit (BEC) which acts as a step down converted 

from the main battery voltage to typically 5V for the avionics and servos.  We’re using a Cas-

tle Creations Talon ESC which controls the brush-less motor and also provides telemetry to 

the avionics regarding motor performance and main battery status.  

We include two DSM receivers, which is the standard used by Spektrum transmitters for 

communicating pilot commands over a 2.4GHz wireless link.  These allow for direct pilot 

control of the aircraft as if the avionics were a standard receiver.

To maintain aerodynamic efficiency it is desirable to mount the data link antennas within 

the surfaces of the airframe.  This is typically within the wings or the vertical stabiliser.  The 

tail boom is carbon fibre and acts as an RF shield.  As the antennas usually have a torus 

shaped radiation pattern, it is impossible to orient a single antenna in a way that maintains 

signal strength for all attitudes of the aircraft.  The radio included on the breakout board 

includes a switch between either of the two antennas for both receiving and transmitting 

DSM RX 1

DSM RX 2

Airspeed
Indicator

Peizo Speaker

Diverse 900MHz Data-link

GPS Receiver

Servos
2x Flaps, 2x ailerons
Elevator, Rudder

ESC & BEC

Fig. 27 The layout of system components for the Pulsar 2.5E airframe.
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that allows it to select the antenna currently experiencing the greatest signal strength.  The 

two antennas are mounted on orthogonal planes to maximise the aggregate radiation pattern 

coverage.

Power Consumption
The power consumption of the hardware design was monitored in various configurations 

across multiple units to quantify the power requirements for individual features.  These fea-

tures include the FPGA with varying utilisation, the CPU at different frequencies, the radio 

at different transmit power levels as well as the quiescent power requirements for the SoM 

and breakout board.

Measurements were made of the input voltage and current drawn through a high-side cur-

rent amplifier with a digital storage oscilloscope to provide enough samples per second to 

isolate dynamic power changes.  Further details are provided in Appendix C.

The observed power consumption, broken down by component is show in Table 5.

Component Power (mW)

SoM 80
Breakout (quiescent) 23

IMU 12
CPU 58 + 1.35/MHz

Radio (active-quiescent) 44
Radio TX 309

Radio TX HGM 449
Table 5 Power consumption by component

These results show that a minimal configuration which provides for IMU activity as well 

as navigation and control processing capabilities using only discrete logic (FPGA), can be 

deployed and consume only ~92mW.  This configuration does preclude the ability to com-

municate with the device either through telemetry or command and control signals, though 

data can be logged to persistent storage on the device for later retrieval.  A more typical con-

figuration would include the breakout board and radio which would require approximately 

~184mW on average.
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Conclusion
In this chapter we have defined the requirements for a small flight controller intended to 

autonomously pilot fixed-wing aircraft.  There was an emphasis on small size and low power 

consumption such that the device could be used for a solar powered glider, the Pulsar 2.5E.   

The design was also required to support the formal verification and radiation hardening tech-

niques detailed in this thesis, which dictates the use of a FLASH based FPGA as the central 

processor.

The resulting design of the flight controller was discussed with each substantial compo-

nent detailed and justified.  The main processor is the M2S025 [51] SoC from Microsemi, 

which includes a FLASH based FPGA and ARM Cortex M3 microprocessor.  Several sensors 

are included in the device including the LSM6DSM [72] accelerometer & gyroscope, the 

LIS3MDL [73] compass and the LPS25HB [74] barometric pressure sensor.  We also includ-

ed 512 Mb of FLASH [71] memory and 1 Gb of DDR RAM.

We also proposed a breakout board to extend the functionality of the main processor board 

by including a 900MHz ISM transceiver, micro SD card holder, audio amplifier and pro-

gramming interface.  The modular design allows for the main processor to function as a 

complete system with limited capabilities, while the board-to-board connector can be utilized 

to develop extension boards to extend capability for specific applications.

The processor board measures 35×20×8mm and the processor board combined with our 

proposed breakout board measures 67×20×14mm.  Their combined weight is 19g. Estimating 

the power consumption of the flight controller is difficult as this changes with behaviour.  

Power consumption of an FPGA design can be difficult to predict, as this value changes with 

the utilisation of the FPGA and the frequency at which it is clocked.  Experiments show that 

a minimal configuration of this device can be deployed and consume ~92mW, while a more 

typical configuration would likely consume ~184mW on average.  These values were above 

our theoretical expectations by about 40%.  This is likely due to inefficiencies in the DC-DC 

power converters as well as optimistic estimates from vendor software.

The flight controller presented here provides an adequate platform for our experi-

mental requirements.  With the inclusions of external peripherals, such as GPS and an 

airspeed indicator this device will be capable of meeting our control and navigation 

requirements.  While we are only implementing firmware to run on the FPGA, the ad-
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dition of the CPU is convenient for a number of reasons.  It is a convenient method for 

performing off-line tasks such as compass calibration, and loading persistent data into 

persistent memory.  The resources available are comparable to other devices with similar 

applications in mind.  This allows us to run existing open source software such as Ardupi-

lot [38] to allow others to use this platform without requiring development for the FPGA. 
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Firmware Design
The flight controller firmware is the logical design implemented within the FPGA and 

is responsible for interfacing with hardware peripherals, analysing data, providing 

behaviour & control of the airframe and communications with a ground control station.

This chapter details the implementation of the firmware including everything from 

the serial interfaces and peripheral drivers to the higher level functional elements 

that implement specific behaviours of the flight controller.  Only a few interesting 

components will include full details of the algorithms implemented. 

The design is more explicitly hierarchical than typical software designs as each 

component maps directly to an area of physical silicon within the FPGA.  I will begin 

discussion at the highest platform level, including the hardware context before exploring 

each sub component in more detail.

Formal verification and SEE mitigation will not be detailed in this chapter, though 

examples of this firmware design will be taken for detailed verification in Firmware 

Verification.  However, where specific components provide interesting examples, these 

will be briefly explored.
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Firmware Architecture
The firmware refers to the logic design running on the FPGA of the device.  It is responsible 

for interfacing with peripheral devices, estimating the state of the aircraft and providing con-

trol values to airframe actuators.  It is also responsible for communicating telemetry data to 

an external ground control station.  The device I am targeting is the M2S025 SoC [51] which 

includes both an FPGA and a CPU.  In this thesis I will only consider firmware running on 

the FPGA; not any software implemented on the CPU.  Though software running on the 

CPU may provide some convenient functionality, it is not necessary for the functioning of 

the flight controller.

In order to defend against SEEs within our design, we implement hardening algorithms 

on all registers, BRAMs and MATH block.  This is done by using the techniques described 

in Upsetting Logic with the help of our ECC library, which is used to wrap all register 

assignments with encoding/decoding circuits.  These techniques are implicit with the imple-

mentation and do not warrant discussion throughout this chapter.  However some interesting 

cases of hardening strategies not previously covered, are discussed.

The firmware has been divided into many logically distinct components, each with a spe-

cific task.  These range from external device drivers to internal processing stages and various 

‘glue logic’.  These components have been arranged to achieve two main goals, control of the 

aircraft and communication with the ground station.  The overall architectural design of the 

firmware is illustrated in Fig. 28.  Each component is isolated from unrelated components, 

interacting with others, only through explicit interfaces.  This greatly simplifies verification 

of each component as it can actually be considered in isolation without regard for shared 

resources or scheduling.

The main flight control algorithm starts with device drivers for the peripheral sensors re-

quired to measure the aircraft’s position and motion.  Each of these drivers provides output 

data in their own time, minimizing sampling latency in order to maximize controller band-

width.  Raw data is provided to the inertial measurement unit (IMU) to estimate the attitude 

of the aircraft.  This combined with the aircraft’s position and next intended waypoint are 

provided to the controller.  The controller is a collection of PID controllers aiming to achieve 

an attitude specified by the navigation block and aircraft performance specified by the pilot.  
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Finally the control outputs are provided as actuator values to a bank of PWM encoders to 

drive the servo actuators and throttle of the airframe.

The goal of the communications is to provide as much data about the state & behaviour of 

the aircraft as possible.  This includes raw data from sensors, integrated data from the IMU 

and behavioural data from the navigation and control blocks.  This data is necessarily down 

sampled from the raw input rates to a representative rate that fits over the wireless interface.  

Full rate, raw data can be collected in internal memory and transmitted in a non real-time 

fashion.  In addition to telemetry data, the radio link can also be used for bulk, non-critical 

data potentially from devices external to this system.

There are two pieces of infrastructure that permeate throughout the firmware design.  These 

are the command & control links from the communications, and the static memory initiali-

zation bus.  Loading data from persistent memory at power up is required to populate tables 

of static data, such a look-up-tables for navigation algorithms as well as default settings for 

calibration values and control limits.  Although the FPGA itself is FLASH and stores its 

configuration persistently, this is not the case for volatile memory elements such as BRAMs 

and flip-flops.  The FLASH loading bus forms a daisy chain of elements that are loaded from 
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a contiguous block of persistent memory.  Each element is continuously “scrubbed” to ensure 

any faults during runtime are removed.  Separate from these static memory elements are 

the dynamic control registers.  These registers hold values that are dynamically altered over 

time such as waypoint data for the current mission and aircraft performance settings.  These 

may require a default setting from persistent memory, but cannot be scrubbed, as the value 

changes with mission requirements.  These values are initially provided by the FLASH loader 

to the communications block, where they are treated like any other command received from 

the ground control station in order to seed registers with default values.  

As pieces of telemetry information are required in many parts of the firmware, it is simplest 

to consider all telemetry information forming a large data ‘bus’ that is available throughout 

the system.  This is reflected in the VHDL, however it should be realised that each data ele-

ment is only physically routed to relevant blocks.  This is one of many discontinuities between 

conceptual implementation in VHDL versus the physical reality of an optimized bitstream.

Device Drivers

Each device driver is responsible for interacting with a peripheral device, be it a sensor, ac-

tuator, memory device or communications interface.  Drivers are required to initialize their 

device at power up and confirm this configuration remains correct during operation.  They 

are also required to manage timing of data samples and the integrity of that data.

As each device driver is implemented in a dedicated section of the FPGA fabric with their 

own physical interface, there are no scheduling requirements either for IO buses or for CPU 

time.  This allows each device to be serviced in its highest sample rate, lowest latency con-

figuration while maintaining determinism.  This provides the maximum bandwidth to the 

IMU and control algorithms.

Each driver includes the physical layer encoding (PHY) used to interface with the external 

hardware, as well as a state machine to define the specific behaviour of the driver and how it 

interacts through its own interfaces.  I discuss the common template used for all drivers in 

this design as well as the concerns and recovery from faults in the peripheral devices.
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Physical Interfaces
Each device driver contains the physical interface to the device.  In this design, the interface 

is typically a standard serial interface such as SPI, I2C or RS232.  The servos specifically 

have a PWM output on a single pin, and the ESC uses a single pin PWM protocol for both 

telemetry and control.  Additionally, some peripheral devices beyond the scope of this thesis 

have included OneWire and other physical interfaces.  All of these interfaces have been im-

plemented with the same style and in an isolated manner, so as to be reused in other drivers.

These PHYs are responsible for serializing & de-serializing data to & from the device over  

an external interface and for any extra signalling required such as synchronous clock genera-

tion and specific framing signals such as chip selects or start & ack signals over I2C.  Finally 

they are required to signal to client side logic (within the FPGA) when each transaction is 

completed.

Complete Driver
All the device drivers implemented in this firmware follow the same pattern, give or take 

some elements specific to their behaviour.  There is a PHY that abstracts away the transac-

tions over the wire to a simple byte-wise interface.  There is a finite state machine (FSM) and 

byte counter that defines configuration and measurements steps, usually involving a periodic 

loop.  Finally there is a lookup table of data bytes sent to the device.  This lookup table is 

typically implemented in fabric flip-flops given its small size and complex addressing scheme.   

The device driver supplies bytes to the PHY from the lookup table indexed by the current 

state of the driver and the byte counter.  Data from the PHY is latched during specified states, 

SDI
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Machine

Counter
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SCLK

DataOut

DataIn
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Direction
Done

Fig. 29 Example serial bus (SPI) PHY block diagram.
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typically in to a shift register that maps to the final output format.  This template, illustrated 

in Fig. 30, has proved simple and effective for all device drivers encountered.

The main differences between specific drivers are how they determine when to take specific 

action.  It should be noted that these drivers are designed to perform one specific task with 

respect to the avionics system being implemented.  For example the FLASH driver only loads 

a contiguous block of memory and does not allow arbitrary read/write access to a file-system.  

Sensor drivers need to know when to sample data, while the transceiver needs to know when 

data is received and when data is ready to transmit.  This is encoded into the driver’s state 

machine which typically includes a WAIT or IDLE state.  Transitions from these states occur 

on interrupts from the peripheral device or from something generated internally such as a 

timer.  Preference is given to internal signals as these are more deterministic than interrupts 

and come with radiation hardening advantages discussed later.  However, avoiding interrupts 

is not always possible so we must still consider these during verification.

Configuration Scrubbing
As with any digital circuit, those in peripheral devices are susceptible to the effects of radiation 

which may corrupt configuration and data registers, or add noise to analogue measurements.  

Unfortunately these memory elements are inaccessible to our standard radiation hardening 

techniques.  We are mainly concerned with the configuration registers of the peripheral de-

vice to ensure that they continue to provide or respond to data as expected, with the expected 

ranges and offsets applied.  Transient faults such as the corruption of a single data bit in an 

output sample are expected to be tolerated and mitigated by upstream logic.  This usually 

Fig. 30 Example peripheral device driver block diagram.
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involves filtering where a single data “spike” is suppressed, or checksums which detect and 

discard errors.

There are two main techniques we use to ensure the integrity of the configuration of periph-

eral devices.  Both of these techniques amount to memory scrubbing of the device’s control 

registers.   The technique used depends heavily on the device in question and how its controls 

have been implemented.

The first scrubbing technique relies on the device having the entire configuration written 

preceding a measurement.  This is common in simple devices such as some ADCs where there 

are not many configuration options.  Each measurement begins with writing the entire con-

figuration which may include gain and channel selection, and then waiting for an interrupt 

or a fixed duration before retrieving the data.  In this case, any corruption to the configura-

tion is not persistent as it is re-written regularly when the driver expects a new measurement.  

Consideration must be made in the driver when using an interrupt to time the completion 

of a measurement as errors in the peripheral may cause the interrupt to never be asserted.  In 

most cases it is preferable to time the measurement independently and then conditionally 

retrieve the result if the interrupt is asserted or reconfigure the device if it is not.  This causes 

the driver to act a watchdog timer and handle the missing interrupt by continuing with the 

next measurement.  These potential bugs will become apparent in Firmware Verification.

The second technique is applicable to more complex devices that require an explicit initial 

configuration step that is separate from their periodic behaviour.  This is typical for devices 

such as the LSM6DSM Accelerometer/Gyroscope [72].  These devices require configuration 

of things like dynamic ranges, sampling rates and any filtering algorithms applied.  After the 

initial configuration the peripheral device controls transactions by generating regular inter-

rupts which the device driver responds to with read requests.  In these cases the device driver 

is required to sanity check the behaviour of the peripheral device in respect to both sample 

timing and data integrity.  A watchdog timer is a simple approach to monitoring the expect-

ed interrupt rate but data integrity is much more difficult.  For example, a potential fault in 

the gyroscope gain register would be very difficult to detect.  While a gain change would 

shift the measurements by a power of two, the gyroscope is nominally zero so no “jump” in 

the measurements would occur.  It is not possible to define a general approach to detecting 

data integrity faults, especially as a result of configuration errors.  Instead we propose sanity 

checking the configuration registers directly.  This involves reading back the configuration as 
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part of the periodic behaviour of the driver and comparing it with expected values or hash.  

Any fault detected would result in a reset of the driver and the reconfiguration of the device.  

A simpler implementation would be to just write the entire configuration periodically as de-

scribed in the previous technique, but this depends on how the peripheral device responds to 

register writes.

Inertial Measurement Unit
The inertial measurement unit in the firmware is responsible for integrating readings from 

the peripheral sensors and providing a best estimate of the current attitude of the aircraft.  

This design implements a simple complementary filter [75] which was chosen to ease develop-

ment during early iterations of this design.  The current state of the art inertial measurement 

is usually achieved with an Extended Kalman Filter [76] [77] which applies a statistical ap-

proach to combining many source of noisy data.  Given the availability of MATH blocks in 

newer FPGA families this style of algorithm can potentially be implemented.  However our 

simple complementary filter has proven effective in early experimentation.

The goal of this IMU is to provide an accurate attitude of the aircraft including its roll, 

pitch and yaw (or heading) with respect to the world frame.  To keep this simple we do not 

attempt to integrate position, although this design can be extended to do so.  Given that we 

are primarily targeting fixed wing aircraft operating at high altitude, there isn’t much need 

for high resolution position information beyond what is provided by a raw GPS.

The world frame is defined as Cartesian axes aligned with the local tangent plane on the 

Earth’s surface at the aircraft’s current 

position by a right hand axis aligned with 

true north, true east and gravity, while 

the body frame of the aircraft is a right 

handed axis aligned with forward, right 

and down.  These axes are illustrated in 

Fig. 31.

Before the IMU, the sensor data is first 

filtered and calibrated.  The gyroscope 

samples pass through a high-pass filter Fig. 31 World and body axes definitions.
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that removes any DC bias.  The compass has calibration scale and offsets applied to compen-

sate for hard iron effects.  The gyroscope, accelerometer and compass samples are all rotated 

to align them with the body frame of the aircraft and correct for any offsets in the physical 

mounting of the sensors.  After the sensor readings are corrected, they are passed to the IMU 

to update the current estimate of the aircraft’s attitude.  This estimate is then translated into 

Euler angles before being passed to the control algorithm.

Our IMU works by tracking two absolute vectors from the world frame in the body frame 

of the aircraft.  The stored state in the IMU is the north nv  and gravity gv  vectors in the body 

frame of the aircraft.  On each new sample from the gyroscopes G , these two vectors are 

rotated by the measured rate over the time of each sample.  Gravity and North are two vectors 

that can be measured directly by the accelerometers A  and compass N  (with some errors).  

These direct measurements are used to “correct” the stored state by drifting it towards the 

absolute references.  The complementary filter acts by balancing high frequency rotation data 

with a low frequency drift towards absolute references.  These two vectors are then used to 

find standard roll, pitch & yaw Euler angles in the world frame, which are used to control the 

aircraft.  The overall structure of this algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 32.

The rotation of the state vectors is achieved by a monolithic HDL entity that minimizes 

the FPGA resources required while meeting the timing requirements for state updates.  It is 

desirable to update the state accumulators at the highest rate, which is the native sample rate 

of the gyroscopes.  This rotator entity simplifies the arithmetic by using small angle approx-

imations of trig functions.
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Fig. 32 IMU top level block diagram.
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The faster the update rate, the smaller the angle of rotation is each step and the smaller the 

error introduced by these approximations.  The main algorithm is simply multiplying the 

state vector u  with standard rotation matrices built from the gyroscope data as shown in 

[6.2].

]6.2[

Where Gn  is the angle of rotation about axis n in radians per time-step.  Substituting in our 

small angle approximations from [6.1] this becomes:

]6.3[

This rotation is done for both the gravity and north vectors in parallel.  The drift is added 

with each new sample to push the current state vector towards the absolute reference for that 

vector.  Drift is calculated by simply multiplying the sign of the difference between the cur-

rent state vector and the reference vector by a constant chosen to determine the weight of the 

drift each step.

]6.4[

Where rv  is either A  or N  scaled to make the state vector u  drift towards about half its 

dynamic range.

Typical software design that aims to minimize operations would likely pre-multiply the 

rotation matrices into a single matrix.  However our aim is optimize for FPGA resources 

which in this instance would be multipliers.  Our state rotator takes an iterative approach, 

reusing the same multipliers to rotate the state about each axis sequentially.  There is a trade-

off between throughput and resource usage.  Consuming more FPGA resources allows for 

more parallel operations, while reusing elements reduces resource usage but require more 

operations to be performed sequentiality.

As an example, our inertial sensor samples at 6.6 kHz, but the system clock in the FPGA is 

running at 20 MHz.  Without considering the latency requirements of the data processing, 

the timing requirements simply need the IMU to accept a new sample as each one is provid-
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ed by the sensor.  This can be achieved by pipe-lining if high throughput is required, but in 

this example we actually have 3030 clock cycles between each new sample.  This IMU was 

originally written for an FPGA family that did not include MATH blocks and instead used 

the Booth iterative multiplication algorithm [78].  Even with these high latency multipliers, 

this IMU can still process each sample in ~75 clock samples.

This design uses high frequency rotational data to estimate the state, which is corrected by 

low frequency absolute data.  The gyroscope provides high bandwidth information about 

the motion of the aircraft, but errors in the measurement and numerical errors can quickly 

accumulate to distort the state estimate.  When the aircraft is flying straight and level, the 

accelerometers provide a measurement of gravity, which is used as an absolute reference to 

correct the state estimate.  This vector however, also measures accelerations perceived by 

the aircraft as it manoeuvres, so high frequency components of the accelerometer vector are 

considered errors for this purpose.  The complementary filter acts as a low-pass filter on the 

gravity vector, and a high-pass filter on the aircraft’s rotation.  The compass is used to align 

the state vectors with north.  Given magnetic north as measured by the aircraft suffers from 

local declination and variation, it is difficult to use this as a vertical reference also, as it would 

need to be corrected based on the current position of the aircraft.  It can also be distorted by 

large magnetic fields from object nearby.

Once the two state vectors have been established, we convert this state into Euler angles 

which are a more natural metric with which to control the aircraft.  This is achieved by an-

other rotator element.  The rotator works to iteratively rotate the two state vectors by a fixed 

angular step about the body frame axes to align gravity with Z and north with X.  Rotations 

Fig. 33 State vector rotator implementation.
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are done about one axis at a time and the resulting Euler angle is the sum of steps required to 

reduce one component of the state vector to zero.  This process is illustrated in Fig. 34.  The 

order in which these angles are measured matters, and we follow roll, pitch then yaw.  Both 

the gravity and north vectors are rotated together.

Using an iterative method with a fixed angular step allows us to simplify the arithmetic and 

avoid calculations of trigonometric functions.   The rotation matrices are the same as above, 

but the sini  and cosi  terms are now replaced by a constant value which is the magnitude 

of each rotation increment.  This constant can be selected to be a power of two, so that now 

all the multiplications required can be achieved by simple bit-shifts.  This rotation is repeated 

until the required vector component is zeroed and the sum of angular steps is recorded as the 

relevant Euler angle.

This process begins when the state vectors have been updated with the latest sample and at 

a 6.6kHz update rate, we have 3030 clock cycles to complete the process.  This can be done 

in parallel with a new sample being processed by the state rotator.  As all multiplications are 

reduced to simple bit-shifts, each rotation now only requires a single clock cycle.  The resolu-

tion required in the output angles determines the size of the angular step and the duration of 

calculation.  For 8 bit outputs each axis can be rotated a maximum of 256 steps, though the 

pitch and roll axes only need half that range before it is easier to rotate the other direction.  

So the worse case duration for this operation is 128+128+256=512 clock cycles.

Fig. 34 Measuring Euler angles from state vectors.
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Navigation
The navigation entity provides the controller with a bearing and distance to the next way-

point, manages the list of waypoints that form the aircraft’s path and determines if the aircraft 

is within a defined boundary.  Navigating around a spherical Earth is arithmetically complex 

[79] involving a lot of trigonometry, square roots and division; all operations that make an 

FPGA developer cringe.  By optimizing the arithmetic and throwing numerical caution to 

the wind we were able to implement a serviceable algorithm built mainly from lookup tables.  

The derivation and analysis of this algorithm has been omitted for brevity as there are more 

effective methods for calculating these parameters; particularly using CORDICs [80] [81].  

This implementation calculates the initial bearing and greater circle distance to a target 

waypoint from the aircraft’s current position, both specified in latitude & longitude.  The 

results do suffer significant numerical error which increases with the distance between the 

two points in question, however it is effective for waypoints up to 10 km away, which is more 

than enough for any experimentation we plan to do. 

]6.5[

]6.6[

or for small distances

]6.7[

Equations [6.5], [6.6] and [6.7] provide the initial bearing and greater circle distance in 

radians from position 1 to position 2 given by their latitude nz  and longitude ni .  The 

implementation of this algorithm relies heavily on the use of lookup-tables to implement 

complex functions including sin, cosine, division etc. as well as combinations of these func-

tions.  This implementation is illustrated in Fig. 35.

The mission path itself is stored as a number of waypoints in BRAM that is writeable by the 

communications interface.  A simple state machine is used to read the current waypoint and 

the next waypoint in the path.  The current waypoint bearing & distance are used for naviga-

tion & control, while the next waypoint bearing and the current waypoint distance are used 

to determine when the transition is made to begin tracking the next waypoint in the path.
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The navigation computer is designed to follow a path around circular waypoints with a 

radius defined by the operator.  An offset, scaled by the distance to the current waypoint, is 

applied to the calculated bearing.  At a significant distance from the waypoint, the aircraft 

will follow a direct line from its current position to the centre of the waypoint.  As it gets 

closer, the aircraft heading will drift towards a tangent of the circle defining the waypoint.  

Once the aircraft is established on the tangent it will follow the circle around until its heading 

matches the bearing to the next waypoint in the path.

Wind Compensation
The navigation computer is also responsible for compensating for wind to ensure the desired 

track is maintained.  Wind is defined as a 2D vector orthogonal to gravity.  We did not 

attempt to automatically estimate the wind vector in this design, though this is certainly 

possible.  Instead we provide a static wind vector or a vector calculated on-line by the ground 

control station in response to track errors.  This vector is simply applied to the target way-

point as an offset to its latitude & longitude, scaled by the distance to the waypoint.  The 

magnitude of the wind vector includes both the strength of the wind as well as the expected 

airspeed of the aircraft.  This causes the navigation computer to provide a bearing that com-

pensates for the effect of wind over the track to the next waypoint.

Fig. 35 Navigation computer block diagram.
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Flight Boundary
The flight boundary is defined by a number of waypoints in exactly the same way as the 

mission path.  On each position update, the navigation entity calculates the winding number 

of the boundary path by summing the differences in relative bearings to each point in the 

boundary.  For reasonable paths, the winding number will either sum to 2π; indicating that 

the current position is within the boundary, or zero; indicating that it is outside the bound-

ary.  This is a simple but effective algorithm that doesn’t require any significant increase in 

logic resources, as it simply makes use of the navigational computer already implemented.

Flight State & Control
The behaviour of the aircraft is defined by two entities.  The flight state provides a high level 

concept of what the aircraft is trying to achieve, whether it be tracking the next waypoint, 

gaining altitude or even being idle on the ground.  The controller provides actuator values 

based on the current flight state attitude and navigation results that are intended to manoeu-

vre the aircraft towards its current goal.

First, we will briefly describe the expected operation of the aircraft, as it isn’t exactly a typ-

ical example of a fixed wing aircraft.  The aircraft we are using as our test platform is a high 

performance, powered glider.  While it does include a motor and propeller, it spends most of 

its time gliding, un-powered until it has descended to a threshold altitude, at which point it 

Fig. 36 Expected path between waypoints plus wind compensation.
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will increase throttle and climb aggressively until a ceiling altitude is reached.  Once at alti-

tude, the throttle is cut and the aircraft resumes gliding.

The flight state entity is a simple state machine that implements the process described above 

as illustrated in Fig. 37.  The inputs to this state machine include the current altitude, some 

variable threshold altitudes for the floor and ceiling of operation as well as pilot operated sig-

nals.  A failsafe threshold is also included as well as a boundary violation signal that, if either 

are violated, the aircraft enters a failsafe state to quickly and safely terminate the flight.

The controller is a collection of PID controller entities, each controlling some aspect of the 

aircraft’s performance or attitude to manoeuvre the aircraft towards its goal.  The topology 

of these controllers is illustrated in Fig. 38.  The gains of the PID controllers are variable and 

supplied by default coefficients from persistent memory, or from the operator at runtime.  The 

goal of the aircraft changes as the flight state changes.  For example, during the CLIMB state, 

the throttle is set to 100%, the roll of the aircraft is controlled towards wings level and the 

rudder actively controls against yaw movement.  The pitch of the aircraft is used to control 

the airspeed which is set by the operator.  In a climb, the airspeed set point is usually exceeded 

as the pitch limit is reached.  Transitional states are used to smooth out behaviour between 

CLIMB and CRUISE states, ie. to maintain wings level and airspeed when the throttle is 

cut until the aircraft is in a straight & level attitude, at which point the CRUISE behaviour 

takes over.  During CRUISE the aircraft continues to use pitch to control its airspeed, only 

Fig. 37 Flight state finite state machine.
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this time with no power from the motor, so a gradual descent is expected.  The heading of the 

aircraft is controlled towards the navigation computer’s required bearing by rolling, which 

itself is achieved by actuating the ailerons.  The rudder is only used to counter rotation about 

the Z axis during states which require wings level; it is not used during CRUISE and is left 

centred.  This should be extended to maintain coordinated turns.

This simple control scheme and state machine is the specific example implemented for our 

own experimentation, but there is no reason other control schemes can’t be implemented on 

this flight controller, whether it be a more typical fixed wing aircraft under constant power, 

or an entirely different craft such as a quad-copter or submarine.

Output Actuators
The actuators on our example airframe include 6 standard servo motors, and an electronic 

speed controller (ESC) for the motor, which also uses a standard servo interface.  Servos 

are controlled by a PWM signal, typically with 1-2 ms pulses at 50Hz, with some servos 

extending their range to 0.5-2.5 ms and/or their speed up to 400Hz.  The width of the pulse 

determines the absolute position of the servo.

This interface is quite simple to implement in an FPGA and at quite high resolutions given 

the orders of magnitude between a 20MHz system clock and a 50Hz PWM train.  Each 

servo is given a counter with enough resolution to count 1024 increments from 1-2 ms from 

when it is started.  A 12 bit counter incrementing at ~1.4Mhz that outputs high while the 

count value is below the required servo value can provide the modulation. We simply use 

Fig. 38 Controller entity PID controllers.
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another counter to generate a 50Hz pulse used to reset all servos controllers causing them to 

produce the required pulse train.

The servo values are provided either by the controller, the pilot, or as fail-safe values.  In 

addition, their ranges are limited digitally to match the extents of mechanical movements in 

the actual aircraft.  These limits are provided at start-up from persistent memory but can be 

altered during runtime by the operator.

Manual Pilot Control
As this is an experimental platform, and because current legislation requires, it is highly de-

sirable that a human pilot can take control of the aircraft at any point during its operation.  

For this reason, the DSM receivers have been included in the system design.  These are a 

COTS receivers that pair with a Spektrum brand transmitter to provide low latency, reliable 

control to a human operator.  In most experimental operations a human pilot is expected to 

be present and be able to take control of the aircraft at any time.

The DSM receivers provide the control inputs from the pilot over a unidirectional serial 

interface, with the framing and data resolution provided by the transmitter.  These data 

frames are read into the FPGA and translated into servo values.  One of the servo channels is 

dedicated to selecting the output used to drive the actuators, choosing between the output of 

the controller or the manual controls from the pilot.  The dual DSM receivers provides redun-

dancy which minimizes radio fading as the aircraft changes its orientation to the transmitter.  

When no signal is available, the MUX automatically falls back to the controller, which will 

either be active control or fail-safe.

Fig. 39 Actuator control muxing.
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A fail-safe state is included in the flight controller that when entered, will drive all actua-

tors to a constant, pre-specified value that is intended to terminate the flight and impact the 

ground with minimal kinetic energy.  These fail-safe values can also be over-ridden by man-

ual control if the pilot wishes.

Miscellaneous Infrastructure
In addition to primary algorithms to control the aircraft, there are a few firmware compo-

nents specific to implementation on an FPGA that are required to provide configuration and 

control to an operator.  These two main pieces of infrastructure include loading data from 

persistent storage at start-up, as well as maintaining that data in the presence of corruption 

from radiation, and the communications infrastructure that allows an operator to change 

parameters while the aircraft is in operation.  In a typical software implementation, such data 

registers are simply stored in RAM that doesn’t have to consider the physical location of the 

data or the timing required to access it.  However on an FPGA, one must consider the source 

of the data and how it is to be routed through the fabric to reach locations that are physically 

distant and have significant timing considerations.  In a previous design, these paths actually 

extended beyond a single FPGA.  We used two approaches to these including daisy-chaining 

and a prefix tree which we describe in detail.

Internal Lookup Tables
There are a number of lookup tables in the firmware that contain static data used to simplify 

what would otherwise be complex arithmetic.  This data is typically just pre-computed and 

is not required to change during the operation of the aircraft, however the BRAMs are not 

physically capable of storing it persistently, so it must be loaded from persistent memory at 

start-up.  Additionally this memory must be protected from SEUs.

To achieve this, we use a daisy chain technique where each memory element that requires 

data to be loaded is chained together sequentially with an attached “ROM Monitor” entity.  

The ROM monitor is responsible for loading and maintaining the integrity of the data in its 

attached memory element.  Initially, each monitor entity is “invalid” in which case it will 

take serialized data from the daisy chain and store it in its attached memory element.  On 

completion of the initial loading, it reads and stores a checksum from the daisy chain and 

then begins to forward all data to the next element in the chain.  The checksum is included 
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as part of the data block stored in persistent memory, and is continuously recalculated by the 

ROM monitor at runtime.  Any integrity issues result in invalidating the entire daisy-chain 

up to the point at which the fault was detected, causing all affected ROM monitors to reload 

their memory element.  We illustrate this technique in Fig. 40.  Using a checksum for an 

entire block rather than simply adding ECC to each word increases memory available to the 

algorithm in question.  The BRAMs in the FPGA are all dual port, which allow read and 

write access to the memory by two independent processes simultaneously.  As each lookup 

table is likely to be being accessed if/when it is reloaded, there is a possibility of corrupt data 

being propagated into the system, unlike ECC used elsewhere which corrects any errors as 

the data is accessed.  As the memory is being rewritten with identical data, this will not affect 

most read operations.  Only in the case of the corrupted word being read within the scrub-

bing period provided by the ROM monitor is a fault actually propagated into the rest of the 

system.  As with all memory scrubbing techniques we can only reduce the risk of such a fault 

occurring but cannot mitigate it completely.

In addition to the static data lookup tables, there are also a number of registers that require 

default values, but that the values can be changed by the operator during runtime, and that 

we do not want to reload if a fault is detected upstream in the daisy chain.  In this case we 

use a special node in place of the ROM monitor as the last element in the chain.  This node 

is connected directly to the communications entity and provides an alternative source of 

command packets.  This allows a number of register write commands to be included in the 

data stored in persistent memory which can be applied at boot.  This node does not perform 

integrity checking after the initial loading, and without a node further upstream is never 

invalidated.

Fig. 40 ROM daisy chain.
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Communications
Communication with the Ground Control Station (GCS) is achieved over a 900MHz wire-

less link.  We use a bespoke protocol that fits neatly within the framing of the transceiver  to 

provide deterministic telemetry, command & control as well as general purpose stream data.  

This protocol is describe in great detail in Real-time Wireless Communication.

The driver implementation is very similar to the drivers for any other device already dis-

cussed in that it includes a PHY to manage the physical interface to the device and a state 

machine to manage the behaviour of the driver itself.  Telemetry packets are sent at a regular 

interval after which a window is provided for the GCS to respond with a command packet.

As the communications entity is a central source for many data registers throughout the 

FPGA, we must account for the large fanout and subsequent extended path delays.  We 

achieve this by implementing a prefix-tree to deliver commands to their relevant locations.  

Essentially all commands are a write to a register address within the system.  By grouping rel-

evant registers together within the address space we can route the command packets through 

a physical logic ‘tree’ in the fabric.  We can then add registers at each tree node to breakup 

the otherwise lengthy timing paths.

This scheme does not allow the reading back of control registers.  It is expected that a GCS 

has complete knowledge of the configured state of the aircraft at all times.  Any dynamic state 

to be communicated to the GCS must be included in the telemetry packets.

Radiation Hardening
As discussed in the abstract in Upsetting Logic, the general approach to radiation hardening 

& SEE mitigation of the system with respect to the firmware relies on providing redundant 

data allowing for the detection and correction of any fault caused by SEEs.  A few features 

discussed so far in this chapter have touched on data integrity; here we will detail hardening 

techniques used throughout the firmware design as well as the specifics already mentioned.

Our design is synchronous with our system clock of 20MHz, this means that all inputs 

and outputs are driven by registers synchronous to this clock.  While there is necessarily 

combinatorial logic between these memory elements, these paths are not considered sus-

ceptible to SEUs.  Our radiation hardening focuses on the memory elements in the design, 
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which includes BRAMs and all flip-flops used in the design.  This is not limited to elements 

storing data, but also those used to control behaviour and timing such as counters and delay 

elements.

Registers in HDL are easily distinguished by their clock sensitivity; that is their value is only 

altered on the rising edge of a clock.  We follow strict templates for inferring registers in our 

coding style, and we only use the system clock directly as a clock source; there was no need 

for multiple clock domains within the FPGA or any gated clocks.  By following standard 

templates it is easy to define exactly which signals in a design are registers, and it is therefore 

easy to extend the register behaviour to include error correcting codes.

We have implemented a library which provides for the calculation of hamming codes for 

arbitrary length logic vectors as well as the automatic correction of a vector encoded with 

error correcting bits.  This library also provides helper functions to encode/decode existing 

standard types such as signed, unsigned and std_logic_vector to and from their ECC protected 

codewords.  The VHDL implementation for this library is provided in Appendix B.  Essen-

tially, any register in the design must be encoded as an ecc_vector and decoded into its actual 

type.  A typical register design in VHDL does not usually include a ‘default’ case when the 

register’s reset or enable is not asserted.  This is because the behaviour of an un-enabled reg-

ister is simply to retain its value and does not explicitly require its old value being reassigned.  

However in order to maintain data integrity in the presence of SEEs, all memory elements 

must be “scrubbed”.  It is not enough to simply detect the error and correct when the register 

is accessed, as this increases the chance of a second error occurring in the codeword which 

would not be correctable.  For this reason the memory element must be explicitly decoded 

and then re-encoded on every clock cycle.  This is not as expensive as it sounds, as the logic 

resources are already consumed for these two activities and are simply reused.

The addition of error correcting circuitry does come at a cost of extra logic resources used, 

as well as increasing the timing paths between consecutive registers, limiting performance.  

process(Clk) is 
begin 
 if rising_edge(Clk) then 
  if Reset = ‘1’ then  
   Q <= ‘0’; 
  elsif Enable = ‘1’ then 
   Q <= D; 
  end if; 
 end if; 
end process;

Fig. 41 A simple inferred register.
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This is discussed in more detail in Upsetting Logic.  The use of hamming codes reduces the  

need for extra memory elements as it scales with logN rather than N, but it does significantly 

increase the complexity of the logic to perform the encoding & decoding; increasing path 

delay.  By limiting the data word length encoded into each codeword it is possible to balance 

the trade-off between logic resource requirements and timing constraints depending on what 

is more constrained within a specific design.

Block RAMs throughout the design must also be protected from SEEs.  Most of the static 

lookup table elements used in the design are attached to monitors as discussed in Miscella-

neous Infrastructure.  These monitors use the second port of the BRAM to constantly read 

back the stored data and compare a pre-calculated checksum with a freshly calculated one.  

With the required ECC encoding of the stored checksum, this provides scrubbing of the 

BRAM in question.  However for non-static data stored in BRAMs, such as waypoints etc. 

it is not possible to use a pre-calculated checksum or restore data from persistent storage.  In 

these cases we again use our ECC library to encode data with error correcting bits as they are 

entered into the BRAM, and decode them as they are retrieved.  These BRAMs require an 

extra scrubbing circuit, which also makes use of the second port of the BRAM.  This simply 

reads the data and writes it back to the RAM after re-encoding it.  This actually does double 

up on encoding/decoding logic, as the same logic cannot be used on both ports of the RAM.

It should be stressed that ECC encoding is used just about everywhere, not just on critical 

data elements.  For example, the numerous counters used throughout the design each include 

a register to store their current value; this must also be protected as a single bit error in the 

count value can cause glitches in the output of the counter, which violates their safety require-

ments as detailed in Over Thinking Counters.  There are however examples of registers that 

do not need ECC protection.  These are usually things like buffers for asynchronous inputs 

which are updated every clock cycle and are expected to be tolerant of noise.

process(Clk) is 
begin 
 if rising_edge(Clk) then 
  if Reset = ‘1’ then 
   Qecc <= (others => ‘0’); 
  elsif Enable = ‘1’ then 
   Qecc <= to_ecc_vector(D); 
  else 
   Qecc <= to_ecc_vector(Q); 
  end if; 
 end if; 
end process; 
 
Q <= to_slv(Qecc);

Fig. 42 ECC protected register with auto-scrubbing.
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Conclusion
We have designed and implemented a complete functional firmware for the flight controller 

designed in Hardware Design.  This includes drivers for peripheral devices and their required 

PHY interfaces as well as higher level control, navigation and communication algorithms.  We 

addressed some concerns unique to working within an FPGA including loading and main-

taining memory elements, managing resource consumption and protecting against SEEs.

Although we have a CPU available within the M2S025 we restricted the implementation 

to the FPGA to allow for verification and radiation hardening; both things we deem more 

difficult when implementing software on a CPU.

The resource consumption of the FPGA as reported by the Libero software suite is summa-

rized in Table 6.

Element Type Total (M2S025) Utilized Percentage
4LUT 27969 12107 43.71%
FF 27969 7967 28.77%
LSRAM 31 11 35.48%
uSRAM 34 0 0%
MATH 34 0 0%

Table 6 FPGA Resource Utilization.

As noted, this firmware was originally implemented on an FPGA that did not include 

embedded DSP/MATH blocks and instead uses iterative Booth multipliers in fabric logic.  

Migrating these to use hard MATH blocks would provide a significant saving of 4LUT and 

FF resources.  Alternatively, as mentioned the ratio between system clock and sampling rate 

is quite large and many components that require a large number of resources (such as IMU 

and navigation) are sitting idle between samples.  These elements could be optimised to reuse 

less elements in more sequential designs.

The inclusion of SEE mitigation on every memory element within the FPGA also signifi-

cantly increases resource consumption.  We provide a library that implements error correction 

for arbitrary length bit vectors.  The resources required to implement these codes scales with 

the length of the vector as log n 1 1+ +^ h .  Delay paths also grow as the vector length increas-

es, so it is usually necessary to limit the maximum length of encoded words, and break large 

words into smaller chunks.  With a mean word length of 7 bits a design can be expected to 

increase 40% in FF utilization.
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Real-time Wireless 
Communication

Wireless transmission of telemetry, command & control as well as any other acquired 

data is a significant consideration in most unmanned aerial platforms.  Maintaining 

a deterministic telemetry and control link over an unreliable medium is a challenge, 

especially if that same link is being used to transmit image or sensor data en masse.

Here I describe the design and implementation of a real-time protocol that allows 

control and monitoring of an unmanned aircraft while allowing for the transfer of 

arbitrary bulk data collected by the aircraft.  This protocol is implemented entirely 

within an FPGA to provide deterministic behaviour and maximise throughput.  It is 

built upon a physical layer provided by the AT86RF212B ISM band transceiver.

The resulting protocol design allows for regular, deterministic telemetry data from 

the aircraft to the GCS and reliable command & control from the GCS to the aircraft.  

The remaining bandwidth is available for arbitrary data to be sent from the aircraft 

to the GCS, though no guarantees are provided for this bulk data.  I also discuss the 

inclusion of a nondeterministic operator interface providing command & control data 

via the GCS.
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Introduction
Unmanned aircraft operations usually require wireless communications with a ground con-

trol station (GCS) to monitor the status of the aircraft, provide any control data required 

and gather any data being collected by the aircraft.  This leads to two conflicting uses for 

a wireless communications link.  The first use is to maintain a deterministic command & 

control channel to monitor the aircraft and react to any situations in real time.  The second 

use is to transmit large amounts of data that isn’t required to be deterministic.  One obvious 

solution would be to use two separate physical links, however I am trying to minimize space 

and power consumption.

The transceiver included in our avionics package is an Atmel AT86RF212B [82] with a front 

end 500mW amplifier [83] to extend the range of the link to at least 15 Km.  This transceiver 

will be transmitting in the 915 - 928 MHz ISM band at a data rate of 250 Kbps.  The radio 

employs direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) to spread its bandwidth and lower interfer-

ence.  Channel selection is fixed and no frequency hopping will be used which greatly reduces 

the time spent synchronizing two remote nodes.  This device provides both the UHF physical 

layer as well as a simple “MAC” layer which will constrain out protocol design.

One challenge in working with FPGAs is that no central shared memory exists.  It can exist, 

but is not usually an efficient use of logic resources.  Instead, control parameters such as way-

point targets, servo positions and update rates are stored in registers distributed throughout 

the device, typically near the block they affect.  A mechanism for writing commands to these 

distributed registers will also be discussed.

The transceiver in the aircraft communicates with an identical transceiver on the ground; I 

actually use the same flight controller hardware with a different firmware.  The device on the 

ground then communicates with the operator interface, a laptop or tablet, either over a WiFi 

connection, or through USB.

Design
The design includes packets sent across both the wireless link and the wired link on the 

ground.  It also includes a lot of detail of the behaviour of each node with regards to timing 

and reliability.  As the wireless link is the bottle-neck, and the radio constrains the packet 

sizes, the wireless protocol is the logical place to start the design.
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Wireless Protocol
The radio transmits and receives data in packets of varying length, up to 128 octets [82].  The 

first octet is a length field that specifies the number of octets remaining in the packet from 0 

to 127.  The final two octets of the packet are a checksum that is generated by the transmit-

ting radio and checked by the receiving radio.   Any packet that fails this checksum will be 

dropped.  The remaining 125 octets will contain the following protocol.

The wireless link must transfer three different types of data.  Telemetry data from the air-

craft, command data from the GCS and any bulk data such as images from the aircraft.  As 

wireless communications are unreliable I assert that all packets must be expendable, any 

packet can fail to reach the other end.  In some cases this is acceptable while others will need 

to mitigate this effect with error detection and retransmission or possibly forward error cor-

rection.

To achieve deterministic packet timing and arbitrate a half duplex wireless link, a master/

slave relationship will be used.  In this scheme, one node broadcasts unsolicited packets at 

an interval of its choosing.  The slave node then has a fixed window in which to respond.  

Outside of this window, the slave node must remain silent to avoid colliding with the master.  

This is a simple approach and appropriate for this point-to-point link.

Fig. 43 Master/slave packet sequencing.
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in the absence of command packets.  Both nodes must be able to determine the status of the 

link, which requires both nodes to send and receive packets regularly.  This leads to a simple 

packet schedule where telemetry packets are sent in regular intervals from the aircraft, and 

command packets are only sent in response to telemetry packets.  As the master knows ex-

actly when the channel will be empty and has all the bulk data to send, it can use a simple 

priority queuing mechanism to schedule telemetry and bulk data.  Bulk data packets can be 

transmitted continuously until a telemetry packet is required.  After the telemetry packet is 

sent, the channel is left empty for a fixed window or until the slave responds with a command 

packet, after which, bulk data packets can continue.

It is desirable that the telemetry and command packets be kept as small as possible to leave 

bandwidth for bulk data.  Telemetry data will be constrained to a single packet that will 

contain fixed data fields.  As changes to parameters are expected to be quite rare, command 

packets will allow for optional command bytes, leaving the standard command packet to the 

bare minimum data required.  This does allow commands to be lost, and so an acknowledge-

ment for each command packet must be included.  As telemetry packets are also susceptible 

to being lost, a single attempt at acknowledgement is insufficient.  To enable command 

acknowledgments, each command packet will have a sequence number and each telemetry 

packet will contain the sequence number of the last command packet it received.  If a com-

mand packet is lost, then the sequence number in the telemetry packet will reflect that, while 

if a telemetry packet is lost, then no further command packets will be sent anyway.  This 

could actually be done by a single bit ‘flag’ rather than a full octet, but this enables simpler 

debugging.  Retrying lost command packets introduces a source of non-determinism as the 

process is essentially random, based on the link quality at the time.  The host PC will be 

responsible for retrying commands.  However, the current behavioural ‘intent’ should be in-

cluded in every command packet.  This is a single value that specifies the high level activity or 

state the aircraft should be in such as ‘track current path’, ‘loiter’, or ‘failsafe’.  Similarly, the 

current action/state of the aircraft should be transmitted in every telemetry packet.

We can now define three packet types designed to communicate data over the wireless link.  

These are telemetry, command and bulk.  Telemetry is sent from the aircraft to the GCS at 

LengthTelemetry Header State Seq Telemetry Data Checksum

0 1 2 3 4 N-2 N

LengthCommand Header Seq CMD Optional Command Data Checksum

LengthBulk Header Bulk Data Checksum

Fig. 44 Wireless packet structures.
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a fixed rate.  Command packets are sent in response to telemetry packets, and bulk packets 

are sent whenever the master considers the channel empty.  Each packet has a length field 

specifying the number of bytes in the packet from 5 to 127 (excluding the length field itself).  

Then each packet is identified by a header byte that is unique to each packet type.  The last 

two bytes of each packet is a checksum of the bytes 1 to N-2 and is generated by the trans-

ceiver.

The Command Tree
Delivering parameter data from the host PC to specific registers in the FPGA on board the 

aircraft is not a trivial task.  Beyond the need to reliably communicate the data, the logic 

within the FPGA must deliver data to arbitrary registers throughout the device from a single 

point of entry.  Using a centralized memory would lead to very poor ‘routability’ and timing 

of the firmware design.  To simplify this I opted to organise the control registers into a prefix 

tree.

A command consists of an address that traverses the tree and delivers the remainder of the 

command, the data, to a register.  The size of the address and the data are arbitrary and can 

vary between branches as long as sibling nodes share the same prefix length.  This allows 

commands to write individual registers of any length, address the full width of a BRAM or 

just trigger an event without data.  By splitting the tree over the GCS and the aircraft, the 

host PC can address registers in either device through the same interface.  This even extends 

to other devices attached to the flight controller such as the radio or a CMOS camera.  If 
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the drivers provide an interface to the internal registers they can be written directly from the 

host PC.

Command data propagates through the tree as it arrives and is immediately applied to its 

target register.  There is no need to buffer or queue the data once it has arrived at the remote 

node.  There is also no need to propagate the ‘used’ portion of the prefix, so the bus width 

reduces as it fans out.

Each command is a write only action of some data to an addressed register.  The address 

space of the tree must allow enough bits to traverse the tree to the target leaf node.  Fig. 45 

illustrates this concept as an example tree that would actually fit the example system being 

implemented.  To change the ‘roll gain’ register, for example, would use the prefix “1101”.  

The largest commands being considered are writes to the waypoint path data.  These need to 

include the tree prefix as well as the 9 bit address for the block RAM and the data to write.  

This gives the maximum length of a command 24 bits.  The prefix is always left aligned in 

the command, while the data can be more flexible but as a rule of thumb it should always be 

right aligned.

Host PC Protocol
The communication from the host PC to ground control station is a 4 Mbps, full duplex serial 

link.  As the host will most likely be running a consumer operating system, it is not expected 

to be capable of deterministic communications over this link.  The GCS and aircraft there-

fore act independently of the host PC, and the host PC is not included in the hard real-time 

activities.  This means the host PC is mainly acting as an observer of the data being sent from 

the aircraft and sporadically issuing commands.

This lack of responsibility greatly simplifies the interface with the GCS.  Telemetry and bulk 

commands can simply be forwarded, unaltered to the host PC.  We simply need to define a 

way to transfer command bytes to the GCS while maintaining their integrity and confirming 

that they reached the aircraft.

Commands are all 3 bytes long and contain a prefix to traverse the command tree followed 

by any data for the target register.  It is critical that these bytes are protected by a checksum 

as addressing the wrong register may be catastrophic.  Therefore each command will have 

a checksum appended which is simply the exclusive ‘or’ of the three command bytes.  Any 

command quad that fails the checksum at the GCS will be dropped.  The checksums are 
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only to protect the commands over the host PC to GCS link as the radio checksums protect 

the data over the wireless link.

A packet is formed by many command quads and a length byte specifying the number of 

command quads included.  As the link is just a serial stream, there is a need to synchronise 

packets between the host PC and the GCS.  This is achieved by adding a string of 6 bytes 

to be matched and recognised as a packet header.  These bytes should be unlikely to occur 

in the data stream itself.  One condition on the selection of these bytes is to make sure that 

no combination of 4 consecutive bytes matches the command checksum.  Given the simple 

checksum, this simply means the bytes can’t all be identical.

Commands arriving at the GCS will be delivered in order to the aircraft, however they will 

be organised into new packets for the wireless link.  Each command arriving at the GCS will 

be added to a queue to be included in the next free command packet.  No guarantee can be 

made as to when each command will be transmitted, or if it arrives at the aircraft.  To ensure 

a command was delivered we must first make sure it was sent.  Each command packet sent 

to the aircraft will also be echoed to the host PC verbatim.  The host PC can then check the 

commands included in that packet, and match the sequence number to a future telemetry 

packet.  As all commands will be delivered in order if they are in fact delivered, this will 

provide confirmation.

In order to provide the host PC with a complete picture of the status of the link and ground 

control station, a new packet type is added to those listed in Fig. 44.  This is a simple GCS 

telemetry packet and is identical to the aircraft Telemetry packet with the sequence number 

and state fields removed.

All packets sent over the wireless link and GCS telemetry packets are sent to the host PC, 

this includes command packets being sent to the aircraft.  They are echoed verbatim over the 

serial link, with the addition of a 6 byte synchronisation header and a 16 bit checksum of the 

entire packet.  While packets coming from the wireless link will already have a checksum, 

not all packets came over the wireless link, so for simplicity, all packets are given an extra 

checksum (the existing one is left in place).

LengthGCS Command Header Command CSum Command CSum ...

GCS Data Header ChecksumPacket Data

0 10976 N-1 N

Fig. 46 Host PC to GCS packet structure.
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Implementation
The implementation of the protocols described above will be completely written in VHDL 

and synthesised to run on the avionics and GCS platforms.  The aircraft includes the telem-

etry gathering and packet generation, priority queuing and an interface to the radio hardware.  

The GCS includes an interface to the host PC, command gathering and packet generation, 

GCS telemetry generation and an interface to the radio hardware.  Fig. 47 illustrates a block 

diagram of the intended implementation of the master end of the communication channel.  

Similarly Fig. 48 illustrates the implementation of the GCS firmware.  The colouring indi-

cates the protocol layer in a similar fashion as the OSI model [34].  Blue blocks implement 

the physical/transport layers, red blocks are similar to a session layer and green blocks show 

the application layer.

The blue ‘transport’ layer blocks include the radio interface and the serial link interface of 

the GCS.  These blocks are responsible for managing the physical link to the hardware as 

well as packetising and scheduling data transfers over those links.    They manage the rate at 

which data transfers occur.

The red ‘session’ layer blocks are only required on half duplex links such as the radio.  They 

manage the direction of the link and only allow data to pass in the slots allocated to that data 

stream.

The green ‘application’ layer blocks are where the data packets originate.  They gather all the 

data relevant to a particular packet type and arrange it into a packet as described in Fig. 44.  

They can be triggered to transmit their data at certain intervals or in response to certain event 

or even just left to transmit continuously.  When a green block is ready to send, it signals the 

red block it’s attached to and waits for it to pull data forward.

Master Communication
The master side of the communication link is the simpler of the two.  It needs to gather te-

lemetry and bulk data and transmit them both to the ground while occasionally stopping to 

listen for commands.

TelemetryPack has many inputs for all the registers that contain telemetry data to commu-

nicate.  There are 122 bytes available in each packet and as of the time of writing only 71 of 

these are being used in our system.  TelemetryPack is triggered by a timer that generates a 
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pulse at the required frequency of telemetry packets.  When the trigger fires, all data inputs 

are registered in a single, long shift register and TelemetryPack waits for its data to be shifted 

out.

BulkPack has a similar job to do, but the data sources are typically simpler byte-wide streams.  

Each source of bulk data must be scheduled and identified which does depend on the applica-

tion of the bulk data streams.  We won’t go into detail here and instead assume a single source 

of bulk data that is always ready to provide a constant data byte.

MasterComms manages the timing of telemetry and bulk packets as well as holding the 

window open for command responses.  Outside of the command window, MasterComms 

will pass through data from either TelemPack or BulkPack as it is available.  However if 

TelemPack is ready it will receive priority and be allowed to send after the end of the current 

packet.  This forms a priority queue that sends telemetry packets as soon as possible.  After 

each telemetry packet the channel is left open for a fixed window.  In that window a com-

mand packet should have begun transmission and will then hold the radio module until it 

completes.  Therefore the command window only needs to last until the expected start time 

of the command packet; it does not need to include the duration of the command packet 

itself.
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Fig. 47 Block diagram of master implementation.
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CommandDepack interprets command packets as they are received and issues commands 

to the command tree.  As this is the only packet expected by the aircraft it is attached directly 

to the radio output.

Finally the radio block manages the SPI interface and interrupt lines to the radio hardware.  

This block is identical in the master and slave implementations and will be covered in more 

detail later.

GCS Communications
The GCS node needs to talk to both the host PC and the aircraft.  Communication with the 

aircraft is required to be deterministic while trying to maximise throughput.  Communica-

tion with the host PC is simply relaying data received from the aircraft while gathering and 

forwarding any commands received.  As the host PC link is much faster than the wireless link 

to the aircraft, the host PC interface is kept simple.

The GCSCommsRX block listens to the host PC serial link and waits to hear a synchronisa-

tion header.  Once a packet is received, commands are integrity checked and either propagated 

down the GCS command tree or stored in a FIFO buffer to await transmission to the aircraft.

CMDPack takes any data available in the FIFO and stores it in a large shift register to 

build up the next command packet.  It will keep appending commands as they are available 

until the packet is full or it is triggered to send.  If the command packet is not yet full, a 

short sorting occurs to align gathered commands with the start of the packet.  This allows 

command packets to be dynamically sized depending on how many commands are available.  

Each command packet can contain up to 40 commands.  Any commands remaining in the 

FIFO or arriving while CMDPack is sending will wait in the FIFO.  The command sequence 

number is incremented on each packet and wraps around to 0 from 255.

SlaveComms does very little to manage the timing of packets from the GCS.  In fact com-

mand packets can be transmitted through SlaveComms at any time.  The actual timing is left 

to TeleDePack.  SlaveComms simply re-synchronises the signals from the radio clock domain 

and passes all data into the FIFO buffer.  This includes command packets which are simul-

taneously written to the radio and the FIFO buffer.  Once a packet is completely received or 

transmitted, SlaveComms sends a pulse to signal GCSCommsTX to relay it to the host PC.

TeleDePack listens to all packets moving through the radio looking for telemetry packets.  

When it detects a telemetry header it signals CMDPack and GCSPack to generate and send a 
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packet.  This is the cause of command responses to telemetry packets.  Timing here is not im-

portant as CMDPack will be ready to send before the telemetry packet has been completely 

received and so will transmit at the earliest opportunity.  TeleDePack also gathers some fields 

from the telemetry packet for use within the GCS device.  This includes aircraft position 

information for use in active antenna tracking etc.

GCS telemetry packets are generated by GCSPack which simply gathers radio status infor-

mation and sends them to the host PC.  It is triggered whenever TeleDePack finds a telemetry 

packet.

The GCSCommsTX block has the simple job of simply adding a synchronisation header to 

the packet data and appending a checksum.  As the serial link is full duplex there is no need 

to schedule data transfers.  The GCSCommsTX block will wait for a start signal indicating 

the radio has finished writing a packet into the FIFO, or that a GCS telemetry packet is ready 

to go.  As multiple packets can arrive in the FIFO while one is being transmitted, the start 

triggers are queued in a small shift register to track multiple pending packets.

Synchronous Radio Controller
In order to maximise throughput and lower power consumption in the FPGA, a control-

ler clocked by the radio can be used.  This involves taking the CLKM output from the 

AT86RF212B and using it to clock registers inside the FPGA.  This effectively lowers the 

power consumption of those registers by clocking them at a much lower frequency than the 

Fig. 48 Block diagram of the slave implementation.
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system clock.  It frees up logic that would be needed to synthesise correct bus speeds.  Finally 

it allows data to be read and written to the frame buffer inside the radio at the exact same rate 

it is received or transmitted over the air, reducing latency and improving throughput.  The 

AT86RF212B uses a dual port RAM for its frame buffer, allowing data to be read or written 

while the packet is still being received/transmitted.

In order to maximise throughput, the time spent not transferring packet data to or from 

the frame buffer should be minimised.  After the initial setup, the data bus is only used for 

transferring packet data, clearing the interrupt register and initiating some state changes.  

The state changes and interrupt clearing are both a single register access, and so do not occupy 

much time, but it is still significant.  The order of operations needs to be carefully selected to 

align data bus uses with inactive states of the radio, such as while it’s transitioning between 

states.

Fig. 49 illustrates the state machine implemented in the synchronous controller, overlaid 

with the intended state transitions of the radio hardware.  The device initially goes through 

a setup phase that writes the required configuration to the registers.  Once set up, the con-

troller will begin a receive loop which sits idle until either a packet is received or a packet is 

ready to be sent.  Transitions through the states TO_RX or TO_TX both require a register 

access to initiate the state transition in the radio.  Likewise, entering the states WAIT_RX or 

TRANS_END both access a register to clear the interrupt pin.

The data interface sits idle while a packet is being received.  Once the checksum is verified, 

the packet data is retrieved from the frame buffer.  Another packet could quite possibly be 

received while the first is still being read from the frame buffer.  This would generate its own 

interrupt on completion and also be retrieved.

A packet transmission is initiated as soon as the frame buffer access to write it begins.  The 

radio must transmit a synchronisation header first, giving the controller a head start to com-

plete writing the packet.  In a continuous transmission mode, where no response is permitted 

the radio transmitter is very rarely idle, maximising data throughput.  The most significant 

factors to throughput are the packet overhead, synchronization header, and unavoidable ra-

dio turn around times.

When a response is expected, the radio must transition to the opposite state.  This requires 

non-data related access and a non-trivial turn around time.  The transmitting side must also 
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wait idle while the receiver retrieves the packet from the frame buffer after checksum valida-

tion before it begins to transmit its response.

In a continuous transmission, based on simulation results and timing data about the 

AT86RF212B, it takes 4344 us to begin transmission of one packet of maximum length, 

complete its transmission including synchronisation headers and return the radio to the state 

it was before transmission started.  This allows 230.203 packets of 127 bytes to be transmit-
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ted per second.  This is a theoretical throughput of 233.89 Kbps.  Not including SPI accesses 

and radio state transitions, a telemetry exchange requires 4 packet time slots to complete.  

With telemetry and command packets of maximum length, exchanged at 10 Hz, the bulk 

data throughput is reduced to 193 Kbps.  However using the current size of telemetry packets 

as 71 bytes, and the minimum (and common) size of command packets of 5 bytes a bulk data 

rate of 221 Kbps is achievable.

Results
The firmware for both the GCS and the aircraft was successfully implemented and run on 

their respective devices.  Both met the timing constraints of a 50 MHz system clock and a 

1 MHz radio clock.  The master design occupied approximately 12 % of a ProASIC31000, 

while the slave occupied around 20 %.  This logic consumption was a bit higher than ex-

pected but still comfortable to use in the complete system.

Wireless communications were tested, as was the serial link to the host PC.  Both commu-

nication links operated successfully and data could traverse the network as designed.

The time between telemetry packets was measured by the GCS FPGA’s system clock to 

give an estimate of jitter within 20 ns.  A thousand samples were taken at each 1 Hz update 

interval from 3 Hz to 100 Hz.  From 3 Hz to 49 Hz jitter was bounded to about 2 us.  This is 

consistent with half the clock period of the radio and reflects the fact that the system clock 

and radio clock are not synchronous.  There was also a slight jitter of 20 ns.  This is likely 

caused by the counter used to trigger telemetry packets occasionally rounding one clock edge 

further than the last, which is expected behaviour for this technique.

After 49 Hz, the wireless link began to drop packets, seemingly at random.  This issue 

was far more apparent when continuous transmission was attempted, with the link losing 

roughly 1 in 4 packets.  I believe this to be a timing bug or inconsistent radio state and not an 

indication of poor link quality.  This did prevent me taking any meaningful measurements of 

bulk data throughput or telemetry packet jitter in the presence of bulk data.

The command tree proved to be a very simple concept to implement, easy to route and very 

flexible with the data being addressed.  Commands were able to be issued from the host PC 

and their affects observed on both the GCS and the aircraft nodes.
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Discussion
We successfully implemented the required communications between an aircraft and a ground 

control station.  While there are still a few bugs in the firmware, it appears that this work will 

be effective to observe and control an autonomous aircraft in flight.

Implementing a synchronous radio module has many advantages and disadvantages and it 

is unclear if it is the best solution at this time.  By making it synchronous to the radio clock, 

it is made asynchronous to the rest of the device.  While this requires less power due to the 

much lower clock rate, it requires extra effort and logic resources to re-synchronise.

The radio clock is also kept from being useful to other parts of the design given that it is not 

available when the radio is in its sleep state.  The small increase in power consumption may be 

worth the simplification in the radio state machine as well as providing a clock for other low 

frequency components.  There is still a possibility that running the SPI interface to the radio 

at a higher rate than the radio baseband (up to 8 MHz) could improve on the performance 

achieved in this implementation.

Waiting for checksums to be verified impacts throughput.  Without the checksums, packets 

can be read from the radio as they are being received, leaving the radio free to transmit as 

soon as the packet is complete.  This could reduce the turn around time during a telemetry/

command handshake by the entire length of a packet.  As it is implemented, the radio hard-

ware sits idle while the received packet is being retrieved.  A solution to this is to verify the 

checksums inside the FPGA, taking the packet out-of-band as soon as possible and freeing 

up the radio hardware.  Of course responses could not make use of data received in the most 

recent packet.
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Firmware Verification
In previous chapters we have discussed formal verification of digital logic designs 

using generic examples in order to demonstrate the theory and provide a context for 

the design work that followed.  Now that we have a complete design of the avionics 

firmware, we can extend the formal verification to concrete examples as well as cover a 

few more concepts as they can be used in practice.

While verifying every component of the firmware is beyond the means of this author, a 

select chain of components will be used to illustrate the concepts required to perform a 

complete verification if time allowed.  These components will follow the data path from 

the altimeter, including the serial interface, device driver & higher level behavioural 

structures that interact with this data, then into the control algorithms and finally the 

output actuators.

Verification will be performed using first order logic and automated satisfiability 

solvers as well as metric temporal logic as a more human friendly specification language.
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Introduction
Here I provide the formal verification of safety properties of a few selected components in the 

firmware design detailed previously.  The selected components form a chain from a sensor 

input through to a behavioural function and actuator output.  I am only focusing on safety 

and liveness properties of each component; while verification of functional behaviour can be 

achieved with these same techniques, such proofs are very application specific and don’t serve 

the purpose of these examples.

Our verification demonstration centres around the fail-safe behaviour of the aircraft.  During 

autonomous operation of the aircraft, any deviation below a minimum altitude should cause 

the flight controller to enter a FAILSAFE state.  The required behaviour during FAILSAFE is 

that all servo actuators are driven to operator specified, constant values.  I will start with the 

altimeter driver and its SPI PHY and work our way through the firmware system, ending with 

the servo actuators.

SPI PHY Altimeter

Control Values

Failsafe Values

FlightState

Servos

Fig. 50 Entity path for example verification.

The verification of the safety properties of the selected components will demonstrate tech-

niques that can be used to verify common patterns in HDL design.  These patterns include 

finite state machines, counters (timers) & MUXs.

The formal methods I use here are simple first order logic [5] as introduced in Over Thinking 

Counters.  I also use metric temporal logic [6] as a more concise shorthand for the same con-

structs I express in first-order logic.

On Error Correcting Codes
As much of this thesis has been in discussion of defending data storage elements against SEEs 

we must quickly address how various error correcting circuits affect our formal methods.  The 

first point to be made is that they don’t have any effect on the timing of the circuits.  This is 

not to say that they don’t increase propagation delay, but they do not include any new syn-
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chronous elements that would add clock cycles worth of delay.  For codeword lengths up to 

24 bits (the longest in the firmware design) it is not unreasonable to exhaustively test every 

input value with every single bit error on a typical desktop computer.  This allows us to prove 

the encode/decode functions perform as designed, and are the inverse of each other simply by 

brute force.  Finally, as the formal methods used in this chapter are only applicable to purely 

rational designs, any SEEs cannot be reasoned about, as they are outside the rational scope of 

a standard HDL design.  More formally

]8.1[

and unless stated otherwise

]8.2[

As the encoding and decoding of error correcting codes is essentially a null operation with 

regards to our formal methods we will omit them from further discussion.  It should be noted 

that some synthesizers might also take this approach to redundant logic elements in a design.

SPI Physical Interface
The SPI PHY provides an interface between a device driver and the physical peripheral de-

vice over an SPI bus.  This element consists of a simple state machine and a few counters 

that translate a simple internal interface into a synchronous serial bus with complex timing 

requirements.
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Fig. 51 SPI PHY Entity interface design.
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The SPI PHY works by generating ‘transactions’ which include one or more bytes sent over 

the serial link.  Transactions are started by asserting the enable pin, which will commence 

sending the first byte.  At the completion of each byte, the PHY asserts the byte pin, which 

signals the driver to either provide the next data byte or end the transaction by de-asserting 

enable.  As the SPI interface is full-duplex, receiving bytes occurs at the same time as sending 

them, so the same byte assertion signals valid data on DataRX.  If the driver signals to end the 

transactions, the done pin is asserted a short time later and the peripheral chip is deselected 

by the PHY.

In order to meet the timing specifications of an SPI interface, transitions on the wire are 

aligned with the SCLK.  To achieve this, a pulse is provided by the driver which defines the 

baud rate of the interface.  All transitions of the state machine and output pins are only per-

formed on assertions of the pulse input.  There are timing requirements between the CS pin 

and valid data on SDI and SDO which are managed by the state machine.

We begin by specifying the interactions between the client of the PHY (typically a device 

driver) and the PHY itself, which involves the enable, pulse, done and byte pins of the entity.  

We assume a valid Clk is provided and that reset is always de-asserted.  The client must pro-

vide a pulse input which defines the baud rate of the PHY by asserting at regular intervals.  

This input can be driven by the output of a counter as discussed in Over Thinking Counters.  

To prove liveness of the SPI PHY, we are not too concerned about how long things take, only 

that they happen eventually.  To keep things simple we make the assumption that a pulse 

will always eventually occur, which is consistent with our previous counter implementation:

]8.3[

The client controls transactions through the enable pin and is notified of events through 

the byte pin, which is asserted at the end of each byte within a transaction; and the done pin, 

which is asserted after the PHY has completed the transaction.  A transaction starts when 

enable is asserted along with pulse while the PHY is in the IDLE state.  The transaction will 

continue for many bytes as long as enable is asserted.  When the client de-asserts enable, the 

PHY will complete the transaction and return to the IDLE state.  There is a brief ‘cool-down’ 

t : t pulse/6 7 Hx x x_ ^ hi
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as the PHY completes the transaction during which time new transactions cannot be started.  

This leads to this requirement on the enable pin:

]8.4[

and these expectations

]8.5[

]8.6[

Briefly, the client begins a transaction by asserting pulse and enable simultaneously and 

continuously asserting enable until byte is asserted.  The client is guaranteed that byte will 

eventually be asserted after a transaction is started, but is only permitted to de-assert enable 

on the next clock edge after byte is asserted.

We now come to the implementation of the SPI PHY which includes a state machine and a 

counter.  There are other elements such as shift registers and other logic to manage the actual 

data propagation, but we will focus only on the behavioural elements.
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Fig. 52 SPI PHY Finite State Machine.
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The finite state machine of the SPI PHY is illustrated in Fig. 52 and more formally specified 

in equations [8.7], [8.8], [8.9], [8.10] & [8.11].

]8.7[

]8.8[

]8.9[

]8.10[

]8.11[
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type STATE_T is (IDLE, RUNNING, ENDING, STOPPING, PAUSE); 
signal NextState, State : STATE_T;

process(Clk) is 
begin 
 if rising_edge(Clk) then 
  if Reset = ‘1’ then 
   State <= IDLE; 
  else 
   State <= NextState; 
  end if; 
 end if; 
end process;

process(State, Enable, Count, Pulse) is 
 begin 
  case State is 
   when IDLE => 
    if Enable = ‘1’ and Pulse = ‘1’ then 
     NextState <= RUNNING; 
    else 
     NextState <= IDLE; 
    end if; 
   when RUNNING => 
    if Pulse = ‘1’ and Count = 15 then 
     NextState <= ENDING; 
    else 
     NextState <= RUNNING; 
    end if; 
   when ENDING => 
    NextState <= PAUSE; 
   when PAUSE => 
    if Enable = ‘1’ then 
     NextState <= RUNNING; 
    else 
     NextState <= STOPPING; 
    end if; 
   when STOPPING => 
    if Pulse = ‘1’ then 
     NextState <= IDLE; 
    else 
     NextState <= STOPPING; 
    end if; 
   end case; 
 end process;

Fig. 53 Example FSM Implementation.
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We have used the following shorthand to simplify specification of the state variable:

]8.12[

A counter is used to count the number of bits in each byte and forms part of the state.  This 

counter’s behaviour is specified as:

]8.13[

The last implementation details we have to specify are the byte and done signals:

]8.14[

]8.15[

It should be noted that the equations above are a direct translation of the VHDL illustrated 

in Fig. 53 used to implement the SPI PHY, in which the combinatorial components are es-

sentially written as first order logic.

To verify the liveness of this design and the specification of the interface, the designer must 

prove that [8.5] and [8.6] hold, given the assumptions and conjecture provided.  This is usu-

ally achieved with the use of an automated theorem prover [7] [8] [9].  The conjecture above 

would be translated to a specification language such as SMT2 and a theorem prover would 

be used to check for consistency.  The theorem provers I tried often struggled with non-linear 

algebra such as that used for the counter in this example.  One possible work around was 

to bound the time interval over which this theorem should hold, but this has consequences 

with regard to rigour.  Alternatively the designer could perform this verification by hand, or 

at least convince themselves that it should hold by examining the signals involved in the state 

machine transitions.  It should be noted that all transitions from all states except IDLE will 

happen regardless of input to this entity, given that pulse will always eventually be asserted.

As mentioned previously, this verification relies on the assumption of time being quantized 

by a global system clock to which all logic is synchronized.  One example of this assump-

tion being violated and leading to a bug in the final implementation is in the CS pin on the 

physical bus interface.  This pin can easily by driven by combinatorial logic sensitive to the 
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state machine and counter leading to a complex combinatorial circuit.  When the inputs to 

this circuit change on a clock edge the logic levels are not instantly propagated to the output; 

instead logic levels propagate in parallel through many paths in the circuit which causes 

transient outputs from circuit elements such as LUTs before the inputs to the element settle.  

These transient levels can lead to ‘glitches’ on inputs to other logic elements or in the case of 

the CS pin, the physical device we’re interacting with.  Glitches on the CS pin of an SPI inter-

face can be seen as the start/end of transactions, which can invalidate all further interaction 

until the actual start of a new transaction.  To remove this bug, the designer must include a 

register on the output of the CS pin so that no asynchronous logic exists between the design 

that we can verify, and the external interfaces.

In addition to liveness it is often useful to know the specific timing of a behavioural element.  

In the case of this SPI PHY we would like to know exactly how many clock cycles each byte 

takes to send, and how long the cool down between transactions is.  As these are both driven 

by the pulse input we first need to specify its periodic nature:

]8.16[

This matches the behaviour of a simple counter discussed previously, with a period of D 

clock cycles.  As we don’t require a specific period on the physical interface, we can avoid jitter 

by choosing a power of two period.

From here we begin counting the clock cycles required from a valid transaction start to the 

first byte assertion, assuming we begin in the IDLE state:

This can be verified through behavioural simulation.
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Altimeter Driver
For this example we will use the driver for a peripheral pressure sensor, the LPS25HB [74].  

This device contains an absolute air pressure gauge, ADC and logic to convert to a pressure 

value in hPa.  It communicates with the master FPGA via an SPI interface with one optional 

interrupt.

The goal of the driver is to configure the sensor, periodically trigger a pressure reading and 

gather the resulting measurement.  The design of the driver includes a state machine, Fig. 56, 

and basic block diagram.  This driver is also responsible for sanity checking the behaviour of 

the peripheral.  While we have an interrupt available, we will instead use an internal timer 

to manage timing of samples.  The device provides a status register that signals when a meas-

urement interrupt occurs, as well as if an interrupt occurs before the previous sample was 

retrieved.  This allows us to confirm that exactly one measurement has occurred since the last 

reading.  We also manually trigger each reading.

In this example we will use Metric Temporal Logic [6] to formalize the driver behaviour and 

its specifications.  This provides a grammar capable of describing the temporal relationships 

between events as well as quantifying the time between them in a more concise way than the 

first order logic in previous examples.

There are two specifications worth noting in this example: the liveliness of the design; that is 

it continues to drive the device and does not get trapped in any state, and the timing of each 

reading; which should be performed periodically.

]8.17[ 

This states that for all states in the design, each state will eventually lead to a different state.  

In other words the design will never stop and be trapped in a single state.

x S:x F x&d6 Jd

SPI
PHY

Baud
Counter

State
Machine

Byte
Counter

Delay
Counter

SPI
SPIEnable
SPIDone

Valid

Pulse

SPIByte

Fig. 55 Altimeter driver control blocks.
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Additionally we can assert that the state machine not only doesn’t stop, but that it operates 

through the desired transitions to operate the device.

]8.18[ 

This states that the state machine shall always enter the TRIGGER state within some d  

time, and always enter the READ_DATA state within some v  time.  This provides a liveli-

ness specification in that the state machine must continue to transition between triggering 

and reading the device.

To make the alternating relationship between these two states more explicit, this can instead 

be written as

]8.19[ 

and

]8.20[ 

specifying that READ_DATA will lead to TRIGGER within some d  and similarly that 

TRIGGER will lead to READ_DATA within v .

Beginning with the reset condition, given that the Reset signal will always force the state 

machine into the SWRESET state

]8.21[ 

F TRIGGER F READ_DATA< </4 4d v

_TRIGGER F READ DATA<& v

READ_DATA F TRIGGER<& d

Reset F SWRESETC&

Fig. 56 Altimeter State Machine.
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we assume that it is only asserted once when the device is powered on, and we omit the 

implied ResetJ  from the following expressions.

While it is good to conceptualise this in continuous time, in practice time is usually quan-

tized by a system clock.  Therefore all transitions will be made on rising clock edges.  So an 

expression may become true on one rising edge, but will not lead to any transition until the 

following rising edge (the first rising edge on which the expression was true).  Hence the use 

of the FC  operator, where C is the system clock period. 

As this state machine is designed to manipulate the SPI interface to the peripheral sensor, 

each state is associated with either some transaction to be performed, or simply pause between 

transactions.  The SPI PHY is controlled by the SPIEnable signal, which is combinatorially 

driven based on the state and current ByteCount, for example:

]8.22[

Where ByteCount is a counter that is reset on each state transition, and incremented each 

time the SPI PHY asserts SPIByte:

]8.23[

where x St d  is the state at time t.

Combined with the timing proof from Fig. 54, we can define the duration of each state 

based on its expected SPI transactions or delay, in the case of the SWRESET transaction, we 

write two bytes.  We must also include up to one more pulse duration, as the state transition 

does not necessarily align with pulse.

]8.24[

This metric temporal logic specifies that anytime in which the state variable equals SWRE-

SET, the spidone signal will be asserted within 2D+32D clock cycles, where D is the period of 

the counter defining the baudrate of the SPI PHY.  This includes the duration of the number 

of bytes required for the state transaction plus transaction overhead.

As we can observe from the FSM in Fig. 56

]8.25[
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which leads us to the simplification:

]8.26[

The delay states can be specified in a similar fashion, though they simply use another coun-

ter driven by the baudrate counter instead of the SPI PHY to determine when they are exited.

]8.27[

Which simply gives us:

]8.28[

The remaining states can be specified the same way, as each transition is either on SPIDone 

or on a Count delay as observed in Fig. 56.  Given S as the set of all states in the design:

]8.29[

where X and Y are the subsets of states that have a transition on Count or SPIDone respec-

tively.  Then

]8.30[

and

]8.31[

where n is the required delay, and b is the number of bytes in the SPI transaction.  Given that 

Count is driven by the periodic pulse, and that SPIDone is assumed for each relevant state it 

can be shown that [8.17] holds, proving our liveness requirement.

The last interesting state to consider is READ_DATA as it may encounter a fault condition.  

While READ_DATA is included in the set of states which exit on SPIDone, it also has a 

transition based on data from the peripheral device that indicates if a fault has occurred.  We 

provide this simple definition of the fault signal:

]8.32[
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where fault tl^ h  indicates a fault condition exists at time t.  This provides us with the tim-

ing of the fault indication relative to the SPI transaction that receives it, which is the end of 

the second byte (but before the SPIDone assertion).  This immediately transitions the state 

machine to the FAULT state in which

]8.33[

We now expect the SPIDone to be asserted:

READDATA fault F FAULT
fault spibyte [8.32]
F FAULT F spienable[8.33]
spibyte F spienable F spidone [8.10,8.15]
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]8.34[

To prove [8.18]:
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This provides us with an upper bound for the delay between these states, which is driven 

by the fault condition path.  The much shorter sampling loop can be shown if we assume 

faultJ l .

]8.35[

Finally we can show the periodic nature of the valid output, which signals when the pressure 

data output from the altimeter is valid to downstream components.
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valid t READDATA TRIGGER defn.
valid F TRIGGER

TRIGGER F READDATA [8.35]
READDATA F TRIGGER [8.35]

valid F valid
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Flight State
The Flight State Machine is responsible for the high level behaviour of the flight controller 

and defines the current goal that the actuator controllers are trying to achieve.  This includes 

things such as arming before take-off, climbing, levelling the wings and cruising.  The Flight 

State Machine is discussed in detail in Firmware Design and illustrated in Fig. 37 on page 

92. In this example we are only concerned by the Flight State’s behaviour in enforcing the 

fail-safe altitude threshold.

The Flight State has been designed to automate the high level behaviour of the aircraft while 

providing control to the operator.  For this reason it includes some features not expected in 

an FSM such as ‘sink’ states and arbitrary transitions.  This relates to the operators ability to 

override the state value with any state at any time.  The means the SAFE state does not have 

a natural transition to ARMED other than being forced by the operator.  This also means 

that unnatural transitions exists from any state to any other state.  This makes it impossible to 

verify the overall behaviour of the Flight State Machine with regards to liveness, so we limit 

our discussion to the relevant behaviour for this example.

The fail-safe altitude threshold is not relevant until the aircraft has been established in flight 

above the minimum altitude.  During ground handling and take-off, the aircraft is obviously 

below the fail-safe threshold.  Once the aircraft has exceeded the mission ‘floor’ altitude and 

transitioned from TAKEOFF to CLIMB, the FAILSAFE state is accessible.  The behaviour 

expected is simply that at any time the measured altitude is less than the threshold altitude 

specified, the Flight State enters FAILSAFE.  Once the FAILSAFE state has been entered it 

cannot be overridden without operator intervention.  This state value is then used in down-

stream control entities to enact the fail-safe behaviour.  We assume no overriding control 

from the operator.
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There are three requirements that we wish to verify involving the fail-safe behaviour of the 

Flight State Machine.

1. After TAKEOFF, if the aircraft descends below a fail-safe altitude threshold, the 

Flight State Machine shall enter the FAILSAFE state.

2. The FAILSAFE state is accessible from all states that are accessible after TAKEOFF.

3. FAILSAFE cannot be exited once it is entered.

Of course these requirements preclude the ability to autonomously land, requiring operator 

intervention to descend below the fail-safe threshold.  Requirement 2 here may be considered 

redundant next to requirement 1, but we state it explicitly to emphasize that after TAKEOFF, 

the state machine should not enter any state that cannot access the FAILSAFE state, as that 

could potentially make the fail-safe behaviour unavailable at unpredictable times.

As no states after TAKEOFF include transitions to states before, or to TAKEOFF we need 

only consider the subset of states after TAKEOFF.

]8.36[

]8.37[

]8.38[

These three axioms specify the required behaviour.  With regard to verification, there are no 

complex timing relationships in this design, and no reliance on subcomponents to perform 

actions.  These axioms can be observed directly in the VHDL implementation.

Servo Actuators
The final stage of the flight controller in our example is the output to the actuators.  As illus-

trated in Fig. 39 on page 94 the values applied to the servo array are selected by the value 

of Flight State, assuming no operator control.  This combinatorial process is a simple MUX 

that selects either the values from the Controller, or specified fail-safe values.  There are no 

synchronous processes involved here, and so the VHDL implementation translates directly 

to its logical specification.

x S:x failsafealt t FAILSAFE
S [CLIMB,ENDCLIMB,CRUISE,LEVEL]

t t 1

=
&/6 ! +^ h

state t S state t 1 S [FAILSAFE]+& ,! !^ ^h h

t FAILSAFE FAILSAFEt t 1&6 +^ h
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The servo entities are responsible for generating the PWM signal to the servo actuators.  This 

output is a 0.5ms to 2.5ms wide pulse at 50Hz, with the width of the pulse specifying the 

absolute position of the actuator.  Any pulses with the incorrect width, or any missing pulses 

will cause the actuator to move towards an incorrect position which could be catastrophic in 

an aircraft system, and a potential cause of injury in the context of the throttle control.  It is 

important that our actuator controllers meet the following specifications:

4. The actuator controller shall assert a high pulse at 50hz ±1Hz.

5. The width of the pulse shall be at least 0.5ms and at most 2.5ms.

6. Between pulses, the actuator controller shall assert a low output.

7. The width of the pulse shall be proportional to a value supplied to the actuator con-

troller, with an 0.5ms offset.

More formally:

]8.39[

]8.40[

]8.41[

]8.42[

where 0 ≤ v ≤ 2ms.

These axioms fully specify the required behaviour for the output of the servo actuator 

controller.  This includes the period of the pulse, the minimum pulse width, the expected 

behaviour of the value provided to the controller and the time between pulses.  Unlike previ-

ous examples, we can’t assume our sig output is only one clock cycle wide and so we instead 
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process(AutoServos, ManualServos, FailSafeServos,  
  ManualOverride, FlightState) is 
begin 
 if ManualOverride = ‘1’ then 
  ServoValues <= ManualServos; 
 elsif FlightState = FAILSAFE then 
  ServoValues <= FailSafeServos; 
 else 
  ServoValues <= AutoServos; 
 end if; 
end process;

Fig. 57 VHDL Implementation of actuator value MUX.
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specify timing with respect to rising and falling edges.  This specification is much more than 

the safety requirements discussed in previous examples and covers the complete functional 

behaviour.

We now look at the VHDL implementation of the servo actuator controller

Note that the sig output is registered to maintain our discrete time assumption.  The control-

ler is driven by two external counters, one that drives the reset pin at 50Hz and is responsible 

for the periodic timing, and another that drives the pulse pin that provides a timing reference 

for converting an integer value into a pulse width.  Beginning with a 20MHz system clock 

we make these assumptions about the two counter inputs:

]8.43[

This provides for a counter with an exponent of 23 and an increment of 21 which results in 

an output period of 50.068 Hz.

]8.44[

This provides for a counter with an exponent of 14 and an increment of 839 which allows 

for an 11bit value to span the 2ms window with an accuracy within 0.1%.

Of course we assume

]8.45[

We now have the requirements for the output sig as well as the definitions of the two inputs 

pulse & reset.  There are also timing requirements on the value input such that changing the 
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t reset t t pulse t/7 7^ ^ ^ ^hh hh

architecture Behavioural of Servo is 
 signal Count : unsigned(11 downto 0); 
begin 
 process(Clk) is 
 begin 
  if rising_edge(Clk) then 
   if Reset = ‘1’ then 
    Count <= (others => ‘0’); 
   elsif Pulse = ‘1’ and Count < 4095 then 
    Count <= Count + 1; 
   end if; 
 
   Sig <= ‘1’ when Count < (Value + 512) else ‘0’; 
  end if; 
 end process; 
end architecture;

Fig. 58 VHDL implementation of Servo Actuator Controller.
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value during a pulse may result in erroneous output.  We limit changes on the value input to 

instances of reset:

]8.46[

we now translate the VHDL implementation into formal logic.

]8.47[

]8.48[

]8.49[

]8.50[

We now wish to show that our conjecture holds over the model of the servo controller.  

This can be done by translating the formal logic expressions into SMT and handing it to a 

theorem prover, at which point we discover our first inconsistency.  Our definitions for our 

counter periods in [8.43] and [8.44] only specify the minimum and maximum to account for 

jitter, and make no assertion about the average period over multiple iterations.  This allows 

for the instance where all periods of pulse are the minimum duration and we violate our min-

imum output duration specified in [8.40].  In this case, where we are really interested in the 

sum of periods required to increment a counter to reach a specified value we can define, by 

design, that the total duration required:

]8.51[

where E and I are the exponent and increment of the counter driving the pulse signal and 

x is the number of periods.  This provides a more precise specification of the aggregate time 

interval counter that is consistent with previous specifications.  This model proves consistent, 

verifying our servo actuator controller.
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Conclusion
We have discussed in detail a specific behavioural path through the firmware design that 

collects a relevant data sample, makes decisions based on its value, and then performs appro-

priate output actions such that the aircraft platform exhibits the required behaviour.  This 

path followed the fail-safe behaviour required by the flight controller in the event that the 

aircraft descends below a specified threshold altitude.  

We formally specified the safety requirements of the initial device driver including its phys-

ical serial interface that is required to trigger a measurement in the external peripheral before 

retrieving the sample and making it available to the rest of the system.  This included the 

case in which a misconfiguration of the peripheral device existed resulting in a detectable, 

erroneous behaviour and the subsequent correction by the firmware driver.

We then briefly discussed the Flight State Machine in regards to its required behaviour with 

respect to the fail-safe altitude threshold.  The Flight State Machine is responsible for the high 

level behaviour of the flight controller.  We must be sure that it is receptive to the fail-safe 

condition at all times during operation and that it responds correctly if and when the fail-safe 

condition occurs.

Finally we discussed the response of the servo actuator controller to the FAILSAFE state 

from the flight state controller.  We verified that the value applied to the actuator was correct 

and that the PWM signal from the actuator controller was always within specified limits.

The use of first order logic to reason about circuits implemented in VHDL allowed for pre-

cise, formal specifications of the components and their requirements.  It also allows for the 

verification of those models against their specifications.  VHDL is almost completely written 

in a syntax similar to first order logic, with the addition of synchronous timing elements.  By 

quantifying statements over a discrete time-step the translation from the VHDL to formal 

logic is almost trivial.  It is the specification of the required behaviour that requires the most 

thought in this process.  It is not trivial to define requirements in such a way as they can be 

verified while also being a valid model for upstream components, however the technical skills 

involved are very similar to the skills required to implement a complex design in VHDL in 

the first place, so it is not unreasonable to expect designers to be capable of verifying their 

designs as they develop them.
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The use of automated theorem provers was useful in the development of formal specifica-

tions and models of VHDL implementations.  Often, they struggled with quantification 

over all time for complex models, especially those including non-linear arithmetic such as 

modulo-2N counters.  Re-phrasing conjecture in a logically equivalent way, or constraining 

some signals such as resets or the time domain often helped, but limited the results.  They 

did provide confirmation that a model was at least consistent with itself, if not with its spec-

ifications.  Often, it was simple enough to perform verification proofs by hand.  For simple 

VHDL components it may be possible to implement exhaustive unit tests without need for 

first order logic.  This is typically limited to components without any, or with very simple 

timing, related logic.
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Conclusion
In this thesis I aimed to demonstrate the design and implementation of a novel flight control-

ler for small unmanned aerial systems.  The anticipated use of this controller was for High 

Altitude, Long Endurance solar powered aircraft, so there was a focus on reliability, size and 

power consumption.  This design differed from traditional solutions by implementing all 

functionality within an FPGA rather than software on a CPU.  This allows for formal ver-

ification of the implementation of the flight controller as well as radiation hardening using 

COTS parts.  We demonstrated techniques for verifying various components within the 

design using first-order and metric-temporal logic.  We included mitigation of Single Event 

Effects using our ECC library to implement Hamming codes around all registers within the 

implementation, greatly reducing the resources required when compared with more common 

Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR).  However the effectiveness of our ECC hardening suf-

fers due to excessive propagation delays when compared with TMR.  We successfully built 

and tested the proposed flight controller in a real aircraft.

A hardware device was designed that included all the necessary components to autonomous-

ly control a small aircraft, including an SoC with both a CPU & FPGA, compass, altimeter, 

IMU and FLASH & RAM memories.  Considerations were made to include external com-

ponents such as GPS receivers, airspeed indicators and RF transceivers.  Components were 

split between two PCBs to allow flexibility in its use. An SoM including the main processor, 

memories and IMU components which is intended to be a functional flight controller on its 

own; and a breakout board which included extra peripherals for programming, storage and 

communication.  The completed device maintained a very small form factor to fit within the 

constrained fuselage of the Pulsar 2.5E airframe that had been selected for further experi-

mentation.  The complete SoM and breakout board assembly is 67 x 20 x 14mm, weighs 19g 

and consumes <200mW on average in a typical configuration.

The use of an FPGA as the main processing element required new firmware to be imple-

mented from scratch, as existing solutions all target CPUs.  Various control, navigation and 

communication algorithms had to be (re)designed to suit implementations on programmable 

logic.  I detailed the design of this firmware which included device drivers for all the included 

peripheral components on the hardware, the control systems that implemented the required 
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behaviour of the autonomous aerial system and the communications with a remote ground 

control station.  Considerations were made to harden memory elements within the firmware 

against the effects of radiation, as well as formal verification of firmware components to pro-

tect against implementation faults.

One advantage of implementing a flight controller with an FPGA instead of a CPU is that 

formal methods are significantly simpler to apply to verify that the firmware components 

meet their specifications.  In the examples discussed in this thesis, translating the imple-

mentation to first order logic was a trivial exercise, as the combinatorial logic statements in 

the VHDL are already formal logic statements.  The main challenge with applying formal 

methods was the consideration of timing within the implementation.  This is simplified by 

assuming a design that is completely synchronous with a single system clock.  This allows 

us to use a discrete time interval common to all elements over which we can quantify our 

conjecture.  Formally specifying the behaviour of a firmware entity proved a valuable exercise, 

not just for the resulting verification of the entity, but also in redesigning and refining the 

entity itself.  During this project, VHDL implementations were produced which were then 

subsequently subjected to verification.  As mentioned, the translation of the entity into first 

order logic was usually a trivial exercise.  When it was not trivial, however, this was usually 

an indication that the implementation in question was not appropriate; that is, a more elegant 

or simpler solution for the same behaviour could be achieved.  With experience, this lead to 

the use of standard templates for various behavioural elements including state machines and 

entity interfaces.  Use of these templates led to simpler designs, easier verification and much 

shorter development time.

As an aircraft gains altitude it is exposed to increasing levels of radiation from high energy 

particles interacting with the atmosphere [16].  Neutron flux in the range of 1 - 10 MeV is 

commonly experienced within Earth’s atmosphere and has the energy required to effect elec-

tronic devices.  These effects are grouped as SEEs and can cause transient logic levels within 

silicon devices and potentially alter the value of memory elements such as flip-flops.  SEEs 

can also affect the memory used to configure an FPGA, resulting in the behaviour of the 

FPGA itself being modified.  This is an issue for SRAM based FPGAs that we thought was 

best avoided, as we didn’t require the flexibility or performance currently offered.  We instead 

used a FLASH based FPGA as the configuration memory is stored in persistent memory and 

immune to SEUs.  This limited the requirement to harden the FPGA to focus only on the 
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data elements in the design, and not the FPGA configuration itself.  Typical approaches to 

SEE mitigation involve redundancy by replicating hardware.  In small aircraft applications, 

it is not always practical to include multiple copies of the same flight controller, due to space 

and power constraints.  We approach this from the firmware implementation by encoding 

all registers with some form of redundancy, usually a type of hamming code.  We discuss the 

balance between the consumption of logic resources and elongated timing paths which oc-

curs with the introduction of hamming codes to our implementation.  We created a VHDL 

library for the purpose of encoding and decoding various bit vectors with error correcting 

codes so that they can easily be used throughout the firmware system.  In our design, the 

number of logic slices required increased by 1.42x when adding radiation hardening using 

ECC, compared with a typical increase of 3.2x when using TMR.  Our ECC implementa-

tion also allows the average length of a codeword to be “tuned” to allow the balance between 

LUTs and FFs required in the design to be shifted as needed.

We estimate, based on neutron testing performed on the M2S025 that a fully utilized 

FPGA with no protection for SEEs can experience 4.76E-5 upsets per hour at an altitude of 

40,000 ft and 45° latitude.  When using ECC and other techniques to protect all elements 

in the FPGA fabric from SEEs, this expected upset rate drops to 2.54E-22 in ideal RTL 

simulation.  However, given the asynchronous nature of SEEs they are able to upset memory 

elements with no regard for our system clock.  When implementing hardening algorithms in 

the FPGA fabric, these circuits themselves have a non-zero propagation delay meaning that 

erroneous, intermittent glitches from unstable logic could be latched into a register, effectively 

subverting the protection offered.  This is limited to a fraction of the clock period depending 

on the maximum frequency the design is capable of running and the actual clock frequency.  

In our design, this gave us an upper bound that 1 in 10 SEUs may escape our protection 

circuits.  This effect is exacerbated by using Hamming codes which have significantly more 

complex protection circuits than TMR, however this should be considered whenever there is 

significant propagation delay with respect to the clock period.

We successfully manufactured the hardware device as designed and implemented the basic 

flight controller firmware.  Despite a few manufacturing faults, the hardware functioned 

as designed, though the power consumption was about 40% higher than estimated.  The 

peripheral devices functioned as advertised and the device was able to track its attitude, nav-

igate between waypoints and control the aircraft semi-autonomously.  We were also able to 
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communicate with the aircraft while airborne with a similar hardware device on the ground, 

including telemetry, command & control as well as larger data payloads.  We were able to 

verify a selection of firmware components and describe the techniques required to perform a 

complete verification of the system.

Flight Tests
While actual flight performance was not a topic in this thesis, experimental flights were con-

ducted for short periods and at a low altitude to sanity check the design and attempt to tune 

various control parameters.  The aircraft used was a high performance glider, the Pulsar 4E 

and later the Pulsar 2.5E.  During these tests the pilot was always able to manually control 

the aircraft via a DSM transmitter as if it were a standard radio controlled aircraft.  Way-

point data forming a simple path was provided to the aircraft over its wireless link through 

a graphical interface on a laptop, which was relayed through the GCS.  Telemetry data was 

reliably received at 10Hz and provided attitude and performance information for later analy-

sis.  When the aircraft was left in an autonomous mode, it attempted to navigate through the 

path it was provided.  This was largely unsuccessful due to the lack of wind compensation and 

inclusion of magnetic variance in early implementations.  This caused the aircraft to wander 

in circles in the vicinity of its target waypoint, but never follow the path precisely.  In contrast 

Fig. 59 The Pulsar 2.5E in flight.
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to its navigation abilities, the flight controller was very capable with vertical navigation and 

control of its airspeed and attitude.  It successfully reacted to altitude thresholds and would 

autonomously climb and sink between them as designed.  The longest autonomous period 

of flight was in excess of 30 minutes during which the aircraft climbed and sank repeatedly 

while wandering around the area of operation.

There were two accidents during flight testing which resulted in damage to the aircraft.  The 

first was due to operator error during a “hand launch” in which the pilot maintains manual 

control of the aircraft while throwing it into the air.  The switch to toggle between auton-

omous and manual control was inadvertently switched during the launch, which resulted 

in no control of the aircraft, which immediately dove, impacting the runway.  The second 

accident occurred during autonomous flight testing.  The aircraft entered a shallow dive be-

low its floor altitude.  Inappropriate PID controller coefficients prevented the aircraft from 

recovering before reaching its failsafe altitude.  Upon reaching its failsafe altitude, all control 

surfaces were driven to failsafe positions at a significant airspeed.  This was a significant 

control surface deflection above the aircraft’s apparent maximum manoeuvring speed which 

resulted in the failure of the main wing spar.  Both of these accidents occurred during early 

testing, and are the result of insufficient design of the flight controller rather than failures of 

the implementation.

Future Work
I mentioned in the introduction of this thesis that standards exists to provide guidelines 

regarding the development of high integrity software & hardware systems for use in avia-

tion applications.  DO-178C [2] and DO-254 [3] are two such standards.  However, much 

of the certification requirements of both of these standards relates to the processes used in 

developing a system as well as the management of the project teams tasked with perform-

ing the work.  System development projects in academic settings do not usually fulfil the 

requirements for certification against such standards, and I will admit this one certainly did 

not.  However effort was made to demonstrate that the techniques and implementation style 

used in this project could easily be used to ensure the integrity of the output products, and to 

support certification against such standards.

What we did not address in this thesis was the verification of vendor tools used to compile, 

synthesize and place & route a design on an FPGA fabric as mentioned in [22].  One of the 
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motivations for using dissimilar implementations of what would otherwise be logically equiv-

alent components, as in [1], is to isolate faults introduced in the assembly process even when 

the development team’s implementation is otherwise flawless.  This is more of a challenge 

with FPGAs as the current state of the industry still couples vendor tools with their own 

hardware, and we are not aware of any third party tools for developing on an FPGA.

We also discussed various concerns about SEEs from a hardware perspective, including 

the use of FLASH based FPGAs instead of SRAM; and the effects on switch mode power 

supplies, oscillators and peripheral components.  Where we could, we outline strategies to 

mitigate radiation effects on these devices.  Much of the discussion on radiation hardening in 

this thesis was theoretical.  While we were able to use real test results (provided by a manu-

facturer) for the neutron upset cross sections, it is difficult to verify our mitigation strategies 

in a real world radiation environment.  The effects of SEEs on specific elements within an 

FPGA are well understood, and the mitigation strategies are theoretically sound, however 

there are many aspects of the complete system that may be susceptible to SEEs.  It would be 

of great benefit to perform neutron testing on the completed devices to quantify the tolerance 

of radiation and discover any other potential upset vectors.

Our ECC hardening circuits were not as effective at mitigating SEUs as we had hoped.  

This was due to significant propagation delays in the decoding circuits themselves, allowing 

poorly timed SEEs to subvert the protection entirely.  TMR has an advantage over ECC in 

this regard as the voting circuits are quite simple and each bit can usually be implemented 

within a single logic slice, allowing apparent skew between codeword bits to be masked.  It 

was difficult to ascertain from the literature if this is intentional.  I believe further examina-

tion is required to quantify this timing effect on TMR circuits, especially when synthesized 

in combination with other, more complex downstream combinatorial circuits.

The hardware device in this thesis went through three iterations during this project.  The 

main difference between each version was the FPGA used, as the firmware grew it exceeded 

the bounds of previous hardware platforms.  Simultaneously, FPGA technology improved 

moving from 3 input LUTs to 4 input LUTS, and the inclusion of MATH blocks on the 

FPGA fabric.  We began with the ProASIC3 from Actel before moving on to the Igloo family 

from what became Microsemi.  Finally we arrived at the SmartFusion2 design which includes 

an Igloo2 FPGA from Microsemi, who has recently become Microchip.  This third version is 

what was presented in this thesis and is the product of many experiences and insights from 
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previous mistakes.  That being said the first two version both successfully controlled aircraft 

at various levels of autonomy in flight.  During this time the availability and capability of 

sensors and peripherals available for this type of application improved significantly, and new 

versions included updated components.

There are many improvements that can be made to the flight controller hardware and firm-

ware that resulted from this work.  Many of the algorithms in the firmware we simplified 

to speed development time and provide only a demonstration of capability.  Obviously the 

integrity of a flight control involves more than just computational rigour, there must also 

be robust algorithms and defensive design decisions.  Having demonstrated a high integrity 

computational platform in this thesis, the remaining work is to build a robust flight controller 

on top of it.

Finally, a significant amount of work during this PhD was spent investigating, designing 

and building technologies in support of High Altitude, Long Endurance, solar powered air-

craft.  This includes maximum power point tracking, DC converters to combine the optimal 

output of several, heterogeneous photo-voltaic arrays; a small, efficient battery charger with 

the ability to automatically and continuously balance the individual cells of lithium polymer 

battery packs; as well as behavioural techniques for a solar powered aircraft to maximise 

isolation of its solar cells while attempting to optimise flight attitude.  This proved to be a 

Fig. 60 The Pulsar 2.5E’s photo-voltaic array.
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significantly large, multi-disciplinary area which could not be covered in a single thesis in any 

great detail, so these topics were omitted for brevity.
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library IEEE; 
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all; 
use IEEE.Numeric_std.all; 
 
entity QuorumCounter is 
 generic ( 
  I : integer := 1; 
  N : integer := 8 
 ); 
 port ( 
  Clk : in std_logic; 
  Reset : in std_logic; 
  Enable : in std_logic; 
  Strobe : out std_logic; 
  Quorum : in std_logic; 
  CarryIn : in unsigned(N downto 0); 
  CarryOut : out unsigned(N downto 0) 
 ); 
end entity; 
 
architecture Behavioural of QuorumCounter is 
 signal Count, NextCount : unsigned(N downto 0); 
 signal Fault : std_logic; 
begin 
 process(Clk) is 
 begin 
  if rising_edge(Clk) then 
   if Reset = ‘1’ then 
    Count <= (others => ‘0’); 
   else 
    Count <= NextCount; 
   end if; 
  end if; 
 end process; 
 
 process(Fault, Enable, Count, CarryIn) is 
 begin 
  if Fault /= ‘0’ then 
   NextCount <= CarryIn; 
  elsif Enable = ‘1’ then 
   NextCount <= (‘0’ & Count(N-1 downto 0)) + I; 
  else 
   NextCount <= ‘0’ & Count(N-1 downto 0); 
  end if; 
 end process; 
 
 Fault <= Quorum /= Count(N); 
 CarryOut <= NextCount; 
 Strobe <= Count(N); 
end architecture;

Appendix A. Triple Redundant Counter Implementation
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library IEEE; 
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all; 
use IEEE.Numeric_std.all; 
 
entity TripleRedundantCounter is 
 generic ( 
  I : integer := 1; 
  N : integer := 8 
 ); 
 port ( 
  Clk : in std_logic; 
  Reset : in std_logic; 
  Enable : in std_logic; 
  Strobe : out std_logic 
 ); 
end entity; 
 
architecture Behavioural of TripleRedundantCounter is 
 signal Quorum : std_logic; 
 signal StrobeA, StrobeB, StrobeC : std_logic; 
 signal CarryInA, CarryInB, CarryInC : unsigned(N downto 0); 
begin 
 Quorum <= (StrobeA and StrobeB) or 
           (StrobeB and StrobeC) or 
           (StrobeA and StrobeC); 
 Strobe <= Quorum; 
 
 COUNTERA : entity WORK.QuorumCounter 
  generic map (I, N) 
  port map ( 
   Clk => Clk, 
   Reset => Reset, 
   Enable => Enable, 
   Strobe => StrobeA, 
   Quorum => Quorum, 
   CarryIn => CarryInA, 
   CarryOut => CarryInB 
  ); 
 
 COUNTERB : entity WORK.QuorumCounter 
  generic map (I, N) 
  port map ( 
   Clk => Clk, 
   Reset => Reset, 
   Enable => Enable, 
   Strobe => StrobeB, 
   Quorum => Quorum, 
   CarryIn => CarryInB, 
   CarryOut => CarryInC 
  ); 
 
 COUNTERC : entity WORK.QuorumCounter 
  generic map (I, N) 
  port map ( 
   Clk => Clk, 
   Reset => ‘0’, 
   Enable => Enable, 
   Strobe => StrobeC, 
   Quorum => Quorum, 
   CarryIn => CarryInC, 
   CarryOut => CarryInA 
  ); 
end architecture;
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Appendix B. ECC Library Implementation
library IEEE; 
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all; 
use IEEE.numeric_std.all; 
 
package ECC is 
 type ecc_vector is array (natural range <>) of std_logic; 
 attribute keep : string; 
 attribute keep of ecc_vector : type is “true”; 
 
 function to_ecc_vector(s : std_logic_vector) return ecc_vector; 
 function to_ecc_vector(s : unsigned) return ecc_vector; 
 function to_ecc_vector(s : signed) return ecc_vector; 

 function to_slv(e : ecc_vector) return std_logic_vector; 
 function to_unsigned(e : ecc_vector) return unsigned; 
 function to_signed(e : ecc_vector) return signed; 
 
 function code_length(l : positive) return positive; 
end package;

package body ECC is 
 function xor_reduce(s : std_logic_vector) return std_logic is 
  variable x : std_logic := ‘0’; 
 begin 
  for i in s’range loop 
   x := x xor s(i); 
  end loop; 
 
  return x; 
 end function;

 
 --Given the length of a Data word, how many ECC bits are needed 
 function num_ecc_bits(l : positive) return positive is 
  variable i : integer := 0; 
 begin 
  while 2**i <= l loop 
   i := i + 1; 
  end loop; 
 
  return i; 
 end function;

 
 -- Given the length of an ECC Word, how many bits are data 
 function num_data_bits(l : positive) return positive is 
  variable i : integer := 0; 
 begin 
  while (2**i) + i < l - 1 loop 
   i := i + 1; 
  end loop; 
 
  return l - i - 1; 
 end function;

 
 --Given the length of a data word, how long is the codeword 
 function code_length(l : positive) return positive is 
 begin 
  return l + num_ecc_bits(l) + 1; 
 end function;
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 --Given a data word, calculate the ECC bits + Parity bit 
 function calc_ecc_bits(s : std_logic_vector)  
                                  return std_logic_vector is 
  variable n : integer := num_ecc_bits(s’length); 
  variable ecc_bits : std_logic_vector(n-1 downto 0) 
                                      := (others => ‘0’); 
  variable i : unsigned(31 downto 0) := to_unsigned(1, 32); 
 begin 
  while i <= s’length loop 
   for u in ecc_bits’range loop 
    ecc_bits(u) := ecc_bits(u) xor (s(to_integer(i-1)) and i(u)); 
   end loop; 
   i := i + 1; 
  end loop; 
 
  return ecc_bits & xor_reduce(ecc_bits); 
 end function; 
 --Given a data word return the resulting code word 
 function to_ecc_vector(s : std_logic_vector) return ecc_vector is 
 begin 
  return ecc_vector(std_logic_vector’(s & calc_ecc_bits(s))); 
 end function; 
 
 --Given a codeword return the corrected data word. 
 function to_slv(e : ecc_vector) return std_logic_vector is 
  variable l : positive := num_data_bits(e’length); 
  variable data_in : std_logic_vector(l-1 downto 0); 
  variable ecc_in : std_logic_vector(e’left-l downto 1); 
  variable ecc_calc : std_logic_vector(e’left-l downto 0); 
  variable ecc_xor : std_logic_vector(ecc_in’range); 
  variable data_out : std_logic_vector(data_in’range); 
  variable p_bit : std_logic; 
 begin 
 
  data_in := std_logic_vector(e(e’left downto e’length-l)); 
  ecc_in := std_logic_vector(e(ecc_in’range)); 
  ecc_calc := calc_ecc_bits(data_in); 
  ecc_xor := ecc_in xor ecc_calc(ecc_calc’left downto 1); 
  p_bit := xor_reduce(ecc_in); 
 
  for I in data_in’range loop 
   if to_unsigned(I, ecc_xor’length) = unsigned(ecc_xor) - 1 
      and p_bit = e(0) then 
    data_out(I) := not data_in(I); 
   else 
    data_out(I) := data_in(I); 
   end if; 
  end loop; 
 
  return data_out; 
 end function; 
 
 function to_ecc_vector(s : unsigned) return ecc_vector is 
 begin 
  return to_ecc_vector(std_logic_vector(s)); 
 end function; 
 
 function to_ecc_vector(s : signed) return ecc_vector is 
 begin 
  return to_ecc_vector(std_logic_vector(s)); 
 end function; 
 
 function to_unsigned(e : ecc_vector) return unsigned is 
 begin 
  return unsigned(to_slv(e)); 
 end function; 
 
 function to_signed(e : ecc_vector) return signed is 
 begin 
  return signed(to_slv(e)); 
 end function; 
 
end package body;
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Appendix C. Cormorant Power Consumption

Method
Power consumption was measured my monitoring the input voltage to the device as well as 

the current draw from the source.  Power was delivered from a Keithley 2231A-30-3 DC 

Power Supply and both current and voltage were monitored with a Moku:Lab.  Voltage was 

monitored directly, while current observations required a high-side shunt & amplifier as il-

lustrated in Fig. 61.  The amplifier was calibrated with respect to the power supply at DC and 

was accurate to ±2mA.

In order to isolate various components in the design, the SoM (Cormorant) and breakout 

board were tested in isolation, as well as in combination while the FPGA/CPU implemented 

varying designs that stimulated components in differing modes of operation.  Subtracting 

sets of results allows us to estimate the power consumption of various features in the design 

as well as total power consumption.

Several software designs were used to stimulate specific hardware features:

• Empty An empty design that does not but drive pins to a static, sane default value.  

Differs from Erased in that Erased does not assign default pins values.

• IMU Runs the IMU components (Accelerometer, Gyroscope and Compass) at 

their intended rates as well as running state estimation algorithms.

• Radio Runs the telemetry radio with differing amplifier power.  The radio transmits 

with a duty cycle representative of it’s expected behaviour.

• IMU+Radio A combination of the IMU and Radio designs.

Fig. 61 High side current amplifier.
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• CPU Enable the CPU at differing frequencies.  An empty software implementation 

is provided to simply loop infinitely.

Results
Eight prototype units were manufactured, of which 2 had uncorrectable faults (3 and 8).  

Unit 1 appeared to function before failing all tests involving the radio.  These three units 

were omitted from further tests.  The remaining 5 units were each programmed with each 

of the software designs in sequence and their power consumption measured.  These 5 units 

provided consistent results which are shown in Fig. 62 and Fig. 63.

In a configuration deemed the minimum required to control and navigate and aircraft au-

tonomously, the SoM was found to draw ~92mW.  This provides only for the SoM using the 

FPGA and IMU components and excluded the breakout board.

In a more typical configuration which includes the breakout board and the radio for telem-

etry the complete device drew ~184mW on average and could reach peaks of ~596mW when 

the radio was transmitting in High Gain Mode (HGM).  This still excludes the use of the 

CPU which was found to draw 58mW + 1.35mW/MHz.  The breakdown of power consump-

tion of each component if shown in Table 7.

Component Power (mW)

SoM 80
Breakout (quiescent) 23

IMU 12
CPU 58 + 1.35/MHz

Radio (active-quiescent) 44
Radio TX 309

Radio TX HGM 449
Table 7 Power consumption by component.

Breakout 
Only

Cormorant Only Combined

Cormorant Breakout Erased Empty CPU 
100MHz

CPU 
140MHz

IMU Erased Empty IMU Radio 
Base

Radio 
Peak

Radio 
Mean

Radio 
HGM 
Base

Radio 
HGM 
Peak

Radio 
HGM 
Mean

IMU + 
Radio 
Base

IMU + 
Radio 
Peak

IMU + 
Radio 
Mean

1 1 25 143 78 215 260 89 160 116 125

2 2 25 136 77 288 341 93 156 125 137 172 498 196 169 642 200 185 505 207

3 3 25

4 4 25 136 80 277 338 91 157 97 108 142 440 165 141 570 172 156 454 178

5 5 25 160 85 299 346 97 178 103 114 149 452 171 145 592 175 161 462 183

6 6 24 154 80 280 341 91 190 94 101 140 427 164 137 551 166 149 437 170

7 7 25 159 77 274 331 89 137 100 111 145 481 172 142 626 176 160 491 184

8 8

Average 
(mW)

25 148 80 272 326 92 163 106 116 150 460 174 147 596 178 162 470 184
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Fig. 62 Power consumption results.
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Some of these components power consumption can be estimated after the software design 

has been synthesized using the vendors tools.

FPGA Design Power Increase 
Estimated (mW)

Power Increase 
Measured (mW)

Factor

CPU 100MHz 80 192 0.42
CPU 140MHz 105 246 0.43

IMU 5 12 0.42
Table 8 Estimated vs Measured power consumption.

Breakout 
Only

Cormorant Only Combined
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Mean

IMU + 
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Radio 
Mean

1 1 25 143 78 215 260 89 160 116 125

2 2 25 136 77 288 341 93 156 125 137 172 498 196 169 642 200 185 505 207

3 3 25

4 4 25 136 80 277 338 91 157 97 108 142 440 165 141 570 172 156 454 178

5 5 25 160 85 299 346 97 178 103 114 149 452 171 145 592 175 161 462 183

6 6 24 154 80 280 341 91 190 94 101 140 427 164 137 551 166 149 437 170

7 7 25 159 77 274 331 89 137 100 111 145 481 172 142 626 176 160 491 184
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Fig. 63 Power consumption results graphed.
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Conclusion
The original intended design was to produce a processing system capable of autonomously 

controlling an aircraft while providing the ability to formally verify the software components 

as well as harden those components against SEEs, while maintaining a power budget of 

100mW.  These results show that this design does achieve those power consumption goals in 

a minimal configuration.

A minimal configuration provides for IMU activity as well as navigation and control pro-

cessing capabilities using only discrete logic (FPGA).  This configuration does preclude the 

ability to communicate with the device either through telemetry or command and control 

signals, though data can be logged to persistent storage on the device for later retrieval.  A 

more typical configuration would include the breakout board and radio which would require 

approximately ~184mW on average.

Some discrepancies between theoretical and measured power consumption figures which 

indicate that the device is consuming more power than its design intended by a factor of 

~0.42.  This could be explained several ways; the vendor tools could under estimate power 

consumption, possibly due to favourable assumptions included in these calculations.  The 

power supplies could also contribute as there design efficiency is only expected to be >80%, 

but could in fact be much lower in their actual operating conditions.
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